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ABSTRACT
Using a mode matching technique a modular equivalent circuit representation to model open
guided wave structures has been developed. Contributions from the continuous spectra as
well as the guided spectra are taken into account. The continuous spectra is discretized using
a suitable basis function expansion rather than by artificially bounding the structure with
conducting planes. This approach makes the resulting equivalent circuit completely modular
even when there are no guided modes in the uniform regions. Modularity makes the method
very powerful and the whole spectrum of open guided wave structures, from nonideally shaped
waveguides to nonsymmetrical multiple coupled guides, can be analyzed. Furthermore, the
calculations required increase only marginally when the analysis is extended from a single
waveguide to many coupled guides. The convergence of the propagation constants calculation
is very rapid and accurate results are obtained with limited computational effort. The accuracy
of the technique was verified by comparing the present results with the results of other methods
of analysis for a variety of open guided wave structures. The CPU times required for accurate
results are substantially less in comparison with other numerical analysis techniques.
General computer programs were developed and the method was applied to the analysis
of rib guides. Universal design curves to design single mode rib guides were generated and
plotted. Sloped-side rib guides were also analyzed and the results of the theory were compared
with experiments performed on homojunction GaAs rib guides. The theoretical predictions
were found to be in excellent agreement with experimental results.
Straight rib guide directional couplers and three guide couplers were also analyzed. Power
variations in individual guides were determined using the modes of the coupled structure to
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represent field distributions in the coupled section. Accurate expressions for the extinction
ratio and power transfer inefficiency of straight couplers were obtained and the origins of the
crosstalk were clearly demonstrated. Results of numerical simulations were also presented and
conditions for the validity of the approximate coupling of modes theory were discussed. These
structures were also experimentally studied by fabricating GaAs homojunction sloped-side rib
guide directional couplers and three-guide couplers. The experimentally measured and theoret-
ically determined transfer lengths for these structures were found to be in excellent agreement.
Thesis Supervisor: Clifton G. Fonstad
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In late 1970's achievements in low loss single mode fibers contributed significantly to the field of
optical communications. Typical loss values of a modern day single mode doped silica fiber are
0.2 dB/km at 1.55 um and 0.5 dB/km at 1.3 im where dispersion is zero. It is this development
that provided the motivation to develop practical integrated optical devices whose properties are
optimized with respect to the fiber transmission characteristics. III - V alloy semiconductors
have the necessary properties to realize such devices. The most basic components of such
devices are single and coupled waveguides. Using these components it is possible to realize
devices like phase and amplitude modulators, switches, multiplexers, samplers, filters, power
dividers, and combiners [1l-[4]. Therefore, the basic understanding, design and analysis of open
waveguiding and coupled structures suitable for semiconductors is very important.
Several different methods exist to analyze open guided wave structures. They range from
the very approximate, like the effective dielectric constant (EDC) method [11], to the very
sophisticated and involved, like finite element method (FEM) analysis [151. However, there
are various problems associated with these methods. EDC is the first approximate method
proposed to analyze open guided wave structures. It is easy to use, but lacks the accuracy
desired and is not applicable to all practical structures. Other, more involved approximate
methods of analysis have also been developed [13] [14]. Again these methods are not accurate
enough to design and analyze integrated optical components.
For optical integrated circuits design parameters should be known accurately before fabrica-
tion, and their values should be modified to compensate for changes in the design values due to
process changes. This need motivated the development of more accurate techniques like mode
matching techniques [8] and FEM analysis. FEM analysis has the potential of giving very
accurate results, but it is very involved and requires extensive computations. Computational
complexity becomes a problem when the analysis has to be repeated because of modifications
in the parameters, or when the analysis is extented to more complex structures like directional
couplers or multiple coupled waveguides. Therefore, a modular method of modeling is highly
desirable. Once a basic model is developed, it can be cascaded to represent more complicated
12
structures. Mode matching techniques have such a potential. It is possible to find an equivalent
circuit modeling the waveguide. Furthermore, if the circuit is developed in such a way that it
is modular under all conditions, numerical complexity can be reduced substantially.
The motivation behind the present work is to develop a method of analysis, which results
in an equivalent circuit representation that is modular, computationally easy to use, and suffi-
ciently accurate to be reliable. Modularity allows an equivalent circuit representation for more
complicated structures like multiple coupled guides. Therefore, such structures can be solved
directly by solving the equivalent circuit representing them.
Analysis of coupled structures have previously relied on approximate techniques valid for
loosely coupled systems [331. Recently some improvements were introduced and the resulting
theory was applied to directional couplers and three guide couplers [34J [361. Predictions of this
theory has important consequences, including non-complete transfer of power, and a degrada-
tion in the isolation of switches. But using this theory, especially on three dimensional practical
structures is not easy and requires several adhoc assumptions. Coupled with its approximate
nature, it becomes unreliable as far as quantitative analysis is concerned.
Solving these structures numerically, without using any approximate techniques, is possible
using FEM analysis. But this approach is computationally very involved and requires excessive
CPU times for accurate results.
A modular approach based on an equivalent circuit representation can give accurate results
without involved calculations. In the next chapter such an equivalent circuit representation for
open guided wave structures is presented. The equivalent circuit representation follows the basic
guidelines of well known transmission line representation of waveguides. This requires a modal
expansion of fields and require the selection of a modal set. Determination of mode functions for
open guided wave structures is different than for closed structures. Open structures have both
discrete and continuous spectra. Continuous spectra present some difficulties and it should be
discretized to result in a modular equivalent circuit. In this work such discretization is done
using a suitable basis function expansion rather than by artificially bounding the structure
with conducting planes [6]. Having a modal set allows a modal representation for the fields
and this representation can be used to model step discontinuities encountered in open guided
wave structures. It is possible to represent step discontinuities as a transformer network by
making assumptions which are valid for [[I - V semiconductors. Such a treatment results
in an equivalent circuit which is physically intuitive, easy to use, and accurate enough to be
reliable.
After the applications of the equivalent circuit to different structures are illustrated and
basic assumptions in its derivation are justified. Examples that are worked out in detail show
that it is possible to represent most structures with a very small number of circuit elements
resulting in a big simplification in the required numerical calculations. After establishing the
validity of approximations and the ease of required computations, the accuracy of the technique
is checked using comparisons with other methods of analysis. Rectangular fibers, rib guides
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and strip guides are analyzed and the results are compared with the results of other methods
of analysis. The accuracy is found to be excellent.
In the third chapter the theoretical and experimental analysis of rib guides is presented.
Rib guides are the most attractive choices for the III- V semiconductors. First, neglecting the
effect of continuous spectra, an approximate analysis of such structures is given. This results in
analytical design formulas which are easy to use to design single mode rib guides. Then accurate
analysis of rib guides with the effect of continuous spectra is presented. Universal design curves
to design single mode rib guides are given. Next the sloped side rib guides are discussed. Rib
guides fabricated in practice using chemical etching techniques have sloped rib sides rather than
vertical rib sides assumed in virtually all methods of analysis. Approximating the sloped rib side
as a staircase function and using the modularity of the technique, it is possible to represent such
structures accurately. The validity of this approximation was confirmed with comparisons with
the results of the FEM analysis. After discussing the experimental techniques to fabricate and
optically test such structures and describing the characterization of the semiconductor layers
used in the present work, experimental results on homojunction GaAs rib guides are given.
These results are compared with the predictions of the theory and are found to be in excellent
agreement.
In the fourth chapter, coupled rib guides are analyzed theoretically. First power transfer in
straight directional couplers is examined. Such structures are very close to the structures exper-
imentally investigated in this work and structures theoretically analyzed by other researchers.
In the analysis, in representing the field distributions in the coupled section, modes of the
coupled structure are used rather than individual guide modes as in approximate methods of
analysis. Such a treatment results in a more accurate expression for the extinction ratio of
straight couplers, and demonstrates the origins of cross talk clearly. After comparing the re-
sults of the present method with the results of the FEM method for several ideal directional
couplers, some numerical examples are presented. The degree of coupling and the variation of
coupling length with waveguide spacing is determined for rib guide couplers and the conditions
for the validity of the approximate coupling of modes theory are discussed.
Next theoretical analysis of straight three guide couplers is carried out. In the analysis,
again the modes of the coupled structure are used and the power variation in the individual
guides is determined. The cases, where the structure is excited symmetrically to be used as a
power divider or combiner, and where it is excited antisymmetrically to transfer power from one
outer guide to the other, are examined. Accurate expressions for power transfer inefficiencies
and extinction ratio are derived. Then numerical simulations for three rib guide couplers were
presented and the ranges where the assumptions of the coupling of modes theory are valid are
discussed.
The ultimate test for the accuracy is the experimental verification of the theoretical results.
In Chapter 5, the experimental investigation of coupled rib guides is presented. GaAs homo-
junction sloped side rib guide directional couplers and three guide couplers were fabricated and
14
their transfer lengths were measured. The parameters, like dimensions, profiles, index values, of
these structures were carefully determined. Using these parameters the devices were simulated,
and theoretical transfer lengths were calculated. This is the first thorough examination of such
structures both theoretically and experimentally. Experimentally measured and theoretically
determined values are found to be in very good agreement.
Finally, general conclusions are drawn and the contributions of this work to open guided
wave structures and integrated optics are summarized.
15
Chapter 2
Equivalent circuit representation of
open guided wave structures
1. Introduction
This chapter presents an equivalent circuit representation for open guided wave structures.
Equivalent circuit is developed using a modular approach. First the structure is viewed in
terms of two basic building blocks. Then these basic blocks are analyzed in their simpler
context and models developed this way are combined to model the structure of interest. For
open guided wave structures these constituents are the uniform regions, which are portions of
multilayer slab guides, and the step discontinuities where uniform regions meet. It is possible
to model uniform regions as a collection of transmission lines using the separation of variables
and a modal expansion. This in turn results in two sets of equations which are equivalent
to Maxwell's equations. The first set defines the so called mode functions used in the modal
expansions. The second set turns out to be the transmission line equations. Hence, once the
mode functions are found remaining of the problem requires the solution of transmission line
equations. Therefore, it is possible to represent the uniform regions as a transmission line
network. The second section describes such a formalism which is quite general and valid for
any waveguide problem. The reader who is familiar with transmission line representation of
waveguides can skip this section without the loss of continuity. The third section describes the
determination of mode functions. Since these uniform regions are portions of multilayer slab
guides, slab mode functions are the most appropriate choice. In the fourth section multilayer
slab guides are described and their mode functions are transformed into a form suitable t,
be used in the modal expansions. Once the modal expansions suitable for a transmission line
representation are obtained, it is possible to model step discontinuities by forcing the mode
expansions on both sides of the discontinuity to obey the boundary conditions. This further
relates the voltages and currents of transmission lines on both sides of the discontinuity and
completes the determination of the equivalent circuit. This is done in Section 5 and Section
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6 describes the resulting equivalent circuit. Next the applications of the equivalent circuit
to different structures are described based on examples worked out in detail on rib guides.
It is shown that propagation constant values converge very fast. Finally, in the last section
comparisons with other methods of analysis on different structures are presented to asses the
accuracy of the present technique.
2. Transmission line representation of waveguides
In the analysis of waveguides and waveguide related problems it is very advantageous to have a
transmission line model representing the structure under examination. In such representations
two distinct directions should be chosen. The first one is the axial direction defined as the
z direction such that all cross sections transverse to it are identical in size and shape. Wave
propagation in the waveguide is also along this direction. The other one is the transmission
line direction which can be defined in a variety of ways as explained below.
The total electromagnetic fields in an open or closed waveguide region which possesses
an axial direction can always be represented in terms of two uncoupled scalar functions each
of which satisfies the wave equation [5]. These scalar functions are essentially the z (axial)
components of the electric and magnetic fields, Ez and Hz. It is therefore, suggestive to classify
modes on a similar basis (i.e., a subset for which Ez = 0 and one for which Hz = 0) so that
uncoupling of the two modal subsets will always result. It must be noted, however, that the
above classifications are not sufficient to completely define the mode sets, but a transmission
line direction must also be chosen. The transmission line direction is not necessarily coincident
with the axial direction. If the transmission line direction is chosen to coincide with the axial
direction then the familiar E and H modes will result. One, however, can define any other
direction as the transmission line direction. In the following derivation the x direction is chosen
as the transmission line or longitudinal direction and the time dependence is e+jwt.
It is always possible to separate Maxwell's equations in terms of transverse and longitudinal
components. Since x is defined as the longitudinal, and y and z as the transverse directions,
one can write
k= . +Et (2.1)
and
:H = T+ gHt (2.2)
After combining all Maxwell's equations and eliminating the x, longitudinal, component one
obtains
a Et _ VtVt 
a -jw(lt + k 2 ).Ht X io (2.3)
ax = -jwe(lt k2 ).- 0o x Et (2.4)
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where k = 27r/A, A is the wavelength in the medium, and
g, = oo + ioo (2.5)
Vt = -o + oAz (2.6)
The desired modal representations of the transverse fields are
Et(x, y, z) = E V(x)i(y, z) (2.7)
t (z, y, )= ,()hi(y, z) (2.8)
where ei(y, z) and hi(y, z) are the transverse mode functions and Vi(x) and Ii(x) are the trans-
verse mode voltages and currents. Substituting Equation2.7 and Equation 2.8 into Equation2.3
and changing the order of differentiation and summation
E i(y,) = E (x)(-jjW)(it + ).hi(y, ) X ,o (2.9)
or
{jt(Z d~-- ei(y, z) + wA(lt + k hi(y, Z) x o} = 0 (2.10)jhi(x) dx k2
The second term is a function of y and z only. The first term is the multiplication of a function
of y and z and a function of x only. That summation can only be zero if the function of x is a
constant which is nothing but the principle of separation of variables. Choosing that constant
as -kziZi one obtains
___ _jkkZ&I,(x) (2.11)dx
Then the rest of the equation should be
kziZ,i (y, z) = W.(it + VtVt) hi(y, z) x io (2.12)
Similarly substituting Equation2.7 and Equation2.8 into Equation2.4 one obtains
dI ( _) = jk, YiV (x) (2.13)
dx
and
kiYh(y, z) = wE(lt + VtVt) o x i(y, z) (2.14)
kiZi and kiYi are simply the separation constants. Equations 2.11 and 2.13 simply slggest
that transverse mode voltages and currents are like voltages and currents on a transmission line
of characteristic impedance Zi = 1/Y and propagation constant k 2i.
Writing Eq. 2.12 in component form and equating the y and z components one obtains
WLI 2 hi. 32 hiykziZiey = wuhi, + - ( a2 - (2.15)
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kziZieiz = -wphiy + k- -aZ2 (2.16)
Similarly Equation 2.14 yields
WE a2 eiz a2 eiykziihi = - wei - ( - (2.17)
kziYihiz = weei k ( - a2z) (2.18)
Solving hiv from Eq. 2.17 and hiz from Eq. 2.18 in terms of eiv and eiz and substituting these
into Eqs. 2.15 and 2.16 one obtains
2eiz 2eiz 2eZ + + (k2 - k)eiz = 0 (2.19)
ay2 9Z2
and
0 2ey 02 e
a2e + + (k2 - k)ei = (2.20)(3 y2 e Z2 t
Combining Eqs. 2.19 and 2.20 in vector format one obtains
Vt2e, + (k2 - k2), = 0 (2.21)
Similarly
Vt2hi + (k2 - ki 2) = 0 (2.22)
Eqs. 2.21 and 2.22 are the equations defining the transverse mode functions. It is possible to
obtain two uncoupled sets of equations out of Eqs. 2.15 to 2.18 by choosing either eiu or hi,
zero.
When e = 0 using the fact that
9 -k 2k (2.23)0z2
Eq. 2.21 becomes
d2ei_. 2 (2.24)
+ (k 2 - k - k)ei = 0 (2.24)dy2
But
k2 - ki - k = k2i (2.25)
One can write
k2 = k2 -_ 2 (2.26)
Then Eq. 2.24 becomes
d2eiz 2 )d 2 + k - 3)eiz 0 (2. 27)dy2
The other components of the mode functions in terms of eiz are given as
hi WEa =az (2.28)k1kZ, V, zdy
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and
hi = - k Y, ei
Since Yi and- k,i are arbitrary separation constants one can choose
Yi= i
wykri (2.30)
so that
(2.31)
and
1 a2 eiz
i2 azdy
Similarly for the set with hi = 0
d2 hiz _ 
+ (k - 3 )h, = 0dy 2
Choosing
one obtains
and
zw
wck,i
eiy = hiz
1 2hiz
eiz = P2 azay
One can summarize the two uncoupled mode sets in the following way.
modes
eiy = 0
d'ei + (k2 _ i)eiz = ody2
hi = -eiz
For the first set of
(2.37)
(2.38)
(2.39)
and
1 d2eiz
,3; azay
'Yi- z
ei(y, z)= eiz(y, z)i
Hence
(2.40)
(2. 4 )
(2.42)
and
hi(y, z) = hiy(y, z)y + hiz(y, z)z
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(2.29)
(2.32)
(2.33)
(2.34)
(2.35)
(2.36)
(2.43)
hi =-- -eiz
For the second set of modes
hiy =0 (2.44)
d2hi~dy2 + (k2 - 0)hi = (2.45)dy2
ei = hiz (2.46)
1 2 hiz
ei = O2 a (2.47)
and
Zi= (2.48)
WEki
Hence
(y, ) = ey,   z)z (y, z) y ez( , z)i (2.49)
and
h,(y, z) = hiy(y, )Y (2.50)
Transverse field components for either set in terms of transverse mode functions, voltages and
currents are given as
Et(x, y, z) = Vi,()e(y, z) (2.51)
i
Ht,(x, y, z) = E Wi( )hi(y, ) (2.52)
dV() - k=Zi V(x) (2.53)dz
and
d ) = ki Y i (x) (2.54)dx
Hence, once the transverse mode functions are determined the rest of the problem requires the
determination of transverse mode voltages and currents which requires the solution of trans-
mission line equations. Therefore it is possible to represent the structure as a transmission line
network and solve the problem using powerful and well established circuit analysis techniques.
These two sets are uncoupled from one another and in general both of them are needed to
represent a general field distribution. In the presence of discontinuities or obstacles they may
be coupled, i.e., both sets may have to be taken into account at. the same time.
The treatment up to this point is quite general and can be applied to any waveguide problem.
This treatment is especially suitable for open rectangular dielectric waveguides. Its applications
to open structures and determination of the required mode functions are explained in the next
section.
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Figure 2.2: An asymmetric three layer slab guide
3. Determination of the mode functions for open guided wave
structures
In Figure 2.1, the cross section of an open rectangular waveguide is shown. Such structures
can be viewed in terms of two basic building blocks. These are the uniform regions, which are
portions of multilayer slab guides and, the step discontinuities where uniform regions meet. It
is advantageous to analyze and model them using the results of the previous section. Finally
models obtained can be put together to model the entire structure. Since the whole structure
is composed of different multilayer slab guides chosing the slab mode functions as the mode
functions of the waveguide problem is very suitable and advantageous. In the next section
multilayer slab guide modes are examined and transformed in a form which can be used in the
treatment of the previous section.
4. Multilayer slab guides
In Figure 2.2 an asymmetric three layer slab guide is shown. Treatment of this problem is quite
general and is given in text books. Therefore only a brief summary will be given.
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For a slab guide there are two uncoupled mode sets. The first set is called TE modes and
has only Ev, H, and H, components i.e., the electric field is perpendicular to the direction of
propagationand parallel to the interface. The field components can be expressed as
Ev = i (2.55)
H =-qi (2.56)
w/4
j dIH,= di (2.57)
w dy
qi satisfies the scalar wave equation which is
d2'
+ (k2 - Oi = (2.58)
subject to the boundary condition that Xi is continuous at the interfaces i.e., at y = 0 and
y = t.
Similarly for TM modes the field components are Ey, Es and H, and are expressed as
H, = (2.59)
E = i (2.60)
we
Eu = --- (2.61)
we dy
d2 + (k2 - 3?) i = (2.62)dy-
Gi being continuous across the interfaces.
Equations 2.58 and 2.62 are exactly the same as the equations defining the mode functions
of the two uncoupled mode sets defined in the previous section. Therefore it is possible to use
slab mode functions in the modal expansions. The first set resembles very much to the TE
modes of the slab guide. Therefore it is called the TE like modes of the structure. Similarly
the second set is called the TM like modes.
At this point it is advantageous to normalize dimensions and indices and work with nor-
malized variables. According to this standard normalization, dimensions are normalized as
X = ne- n (2.63)
and effective indices for guided modes as
2 2
b2=n n (2.64)2 - n2
Indices for continuum modes are normalized as
2 2
f2 = n, n .(2.65)
2 -n, n
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where
n = 2r/A (2.66)27r/
Then the normalized equation for the mode functions become,
d2, (y)d2 + (b2 - b)Oi(Y) = 0 (2.67)dY2
for guided modes and
d2 k(Y, f) + (b2 - f 2 )0(y, f) = 0 f2.68)
dY 2
for the continuum modes. The explicit expressions for the mode functions for both guided and
continuum modes are given in Appendix A. The mode functions are normalized and orthogonal
to one another i.e.,
r+<
f Oqi(Y)Oj(Y)dY = ij (2.69)
-00
r+oof 4i(Y)4(Y, f)dY = 0 (2.70)
-oo
and
r+0
fJ (Y, f)O(Y, f')dY = 6(f - f') (2.71)
-oo
Figure 2.3 shows the possible modes of a three layer asymmetric slab guide for different j3 or
b2 values. Solutions for 3 > kIcon, or b2 > 1 shown in Fig. 2.3 (a) are not physically realizable.
For kIon < < kon, or 0 < b2 < 1 guided modes exist. They are finite in number and are
bound to the epilayer i.e., they decay exponentially in the substrate and air regions as shown
in Figs. 2.3(b) and (c). Discrete 3 or b2 values are calculated as a solution of an eigenvalue
equation given in Appendix A. For kon, < 3 < kon, or 0 < f2 < a so called substrate or
Type 1 continuum modes shown in Fig. 2.3(d) exist. They have sinusoidal behavior in the
substrate. For 0 < < kon, or a < fe < c modes have sinusoidal behavior everywhere as
shown in Fig. 2.3(e) and are called air or Type 2 continuum modes. As the transverse variation
of the continuum set gets more and more rapid i.e., forf 2 > c propagation constant values
i.e., p values become imaginary. Such modes are known as the continuum set showing cut-off
behavior. Their transverse variations are similar to the set shown in Fig. 2.3 (e) except that
they are cut-off due to their rapid transverse variation. Such modes can be excited in the
presence of sharp discontinuities and obstacles. For continuum modes there is no eigenvalue
equation and 8 or f2 values vary continuously between the indicated limits.
There is one problem, however, in using the normalized slab mode functions in the modal
expansions of the waveguide problem as given by Equations 2.12 and 2.14. Those equations are
discrete summations whereas slab mode sets have both discrete and continuum components.
The summations over the continuous spectra can be represented as an integration. Then the
modal representation for TE like waveguide modes becomes
Ez= EV(X)+ (Y) + ] v(X,f)4(Y, f)df (2.72)
E,=~4(X~bi(Y~tifo
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Figure 2.3: Possible modes of a three layer asymmetric guide
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+0
H, = I (X)i(Y) + + i(X, f)O(Y, f)df (2.73)
Although this representation is correct, it is not suitable for a transmission line representation.
In other mode matching techniques [61 [71 this difficulty was overcome by discretizing the
continuous spectra by artifically bounding the structure with conducting planes. In this work,
however, the integration over the continuous spectrum is converted into a summation using a
basis function expansion. One can expand the continuum set as
00
O(Y, f) = 'Yi (Y)Pi(f) (2.74)
i=l
where i(f) can be any orthonormal basis such that
fo 0i(f)) j(f)df = ,ij (2.75)
Then
7i (Y) = J 4(Y, f)P i(f)df (2.76)
and is called the discretized continuum set. {i) is an normalized and orthogonal set i.e.,
r+ooJo ai(f)j(f)df = ij (2.77)
-co
Furthermore
r+00
* J ',(f)0j(f)df = 0 (2.78)
Therefore
{ 1 (Y) 2(Y)..... m(Y) 1i(Y) Y2(Y)....} (2.79)
form a complete set. Substituting Eq. 2.74 into Eq. 2.72 one obtains
m 00 °
E= E v (x),(Y) + J v(X, f) E Yi(Y)i(f)df (2.80)
i=l i=l
or changing the order of integration or summation
m 00 o
E, = Vi(X)0i(Y) + Z i(Y) v(X, f)i(f)df (2.81)
i=l i=l
Calling
fo/ (, f ) i (f)df = Ci (X) (2.82)
m 00
EZ = E ;(X),i(Y) + Ci(x)-iY(Y) (2.s8)
i=1 i=1
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This representation is suitable for a transmission line representation but one still has to know
the eigenvalues or normalized effective index values of discretized continuum modes. This can
be done in-the following way. Substituting 2.74 into 2.68 one obtains
d2 °° 00
dY 2 > yi(Y)i(f) + (b2 - f 2 ) 7,(Y)i(f) = 0 (2.84)
-i=i=I
Multiplying by qIj(f) and integrating over f
dY2 |0 i(f ) j (f ) df +
b2 Zi(Y) j i(f)'Ij(f)df-
7i(Y) I f 2 p(f)j(f)df = 0 (2.85)
i=1
Using the fact that the FPi's form an orthonormal set and defining
Eij = / f 2 (f ),j(f )df (2.86)
one obtains
d2 (Y)
d2) -+b Z (Y) - Ej,-i(Y) j = ... oo (2.87)
i=1
or in matrix notation
d2r
d + b2r - Er = (2.88)
where
rT = {(Y)Y2( )) ...... (2.89)
and Eij is the ij'h element of E which is a real symmetric matrix. One can always factorize E
as
E = NPNT (2.90)
where P is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries being the eigenvalues of E i.e., Pi is the
ith eigenvalue of E. N is a unitary matrix whose columns are the normalized eigenvectors of E
i.e.,
NTN = U (2.91)
Substituting 2.90 into 2.88
d2r
+ b2r - NPNrr = o (2.92)dy e
Multiplying by NT from the left
d2NTr
+ b2 NTr - PNTr = 0 (2.93)dY 2
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Defining
NTr = e (2.94)
One obtains
d + ( b2 U - P) = 0 (2.95)
or
dy + (b2 - Pi)0i = 0 (2.96)
Equation 2.96 is the eigenvalue equation for the transformed discretized continuum set defined
by the transformation shown in 2.94. The eigenvalues, or normalized effective indices of this
set are Pi i.e., the ith eigenvalue of E matrix. Furthermore
roo/ O TdY =U (2.97)
-oo
or
-: T OTdY = 1 (2.98)
Because
J T OdY = rTNNTrdY = rTrdY 1 (2.99)
-oo 2-oo -oo
then the modal expansions when written in matrix format become
E = TV + rTc (2.100)
where
,T = {0l(Y)0 2 (Y) ....... ,(Y)} (2.101)
V = {V(Y)V 2(Y) ....... Vm(Y)} (2.102)
rT = {(TY)r 2(Y). · · · · } (2.103)
C = {C1(Y)C 2(Y) ............ (2.104)
But from 2.94
r rT = TNT (2.105)
Substituting 2.105 into 2.100
E = DTV + OTF (2.106)
where
F = NTC (2.107)
The fact that Fi(X)'s obey transmission line voltage equations and can be regarded as trans-
mission line voltages can be seen in the following way. E, which is the z component of the
waveguide mode, satisfies the normalized wave equation which is
02 Ez d2 Ez
a 2a EZ (b2 - b )EZ = 0 (2.108)
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b2 is the normalized effective index of the waveguide mode. Substituting 2.106 into 2.108
Td 2V +T d 2F d2V + d2F
dX 2 dX 2 dY 2 dY 2
(b2 - b2)TV + (b2 - b2)OTF = 0 (2.109)
Substituting 2.67 and 2.95 into 2.109 and making the necessary cancellations one obtains
~d 2V d 2F
T d2V + T d +TBV + OTpTF -
dX2 dX 2
bzpTV - b TF = 0 (2.110)
where
B = diag{b} i = 1 ....m (2.111)
Multiplying 2.110 by t and integrating over Y and using the fact that
J / §TdY = U (2.112)
-oo
and f oTdY = 0 (2.113)
-oo
one obtains
d2V
dX2 + (B - bU)V = 0 (2.114)dX 2
or
d2V(X) + (bi - b)V (X) = 0 (2.115)
dX 2
In a similar way multiplying 2.110 by O and integrating over Y one obtains
d2F, (X) + (pi - b 2)F,(X) = 0 (2.116)
dX 2 Z
Hence VI(X) and F,(X) can be regarded as transmission line voltages being consistent with
the formulation given in the previous section. Therefore at this point it is concluded that the
modal set { 9 T, ET} is a suitable set to be used in the transmission line representation of open
guided wave structures. Then the modal representation of the waveguide modes can be given
in the following way:
For TE like modes
Et 0 (2.117)
EZ = DTV + OTF (2.118)
H, = -TI - OTD (2.19)
m,~ J~ di(Y) + i Di(X) dii(Y)
Hz = i 2 i(X) d -) E C+ i(X) dY) (2.120)
c29 pi ddi=1 ij=1 c =Y
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The longitudinal components i.e., x components can be found from Maxwell's equations as
Hf w = ViX) diY) +-E F. (X) di (Y) (2.121)
F= l Vi (X) i()- E bF(x)o(Y)
Similarly for TM like modes
HY = 0 (2.123)
H_ = TI+ OTD (2.124)
E = TV _ TF (2.125)
E, i + i , Vi(X) d(Y) (2.126)
= , E i(X) + (2we we dYi=1
z, - dY dY (2.122)
i= i i=1 ¥C Pi
H = + OD (2.124) + b2
zi I, (X)di(Y) + ED E(X)Oi(Y) (2.128)
=-i=1 i= c
According to this formulation determination of b2, Fi(X),Di(X), Vi(X) and i(X) complete
the solution of the problem. Since they all behave like voltages and currents on a transmission
line it is possible to model uniform regions as a bunch of transmission lines. Each transmission
line will correspond to a particular mode of the multilayer slab. There will be m transmission
lines corresponding to the m guided modes of the slab constituting the uniform region and an
infinite number of transmission lines corresponding to the continuum set of the slab guide.
5. Step discontinuities
The other constituent of the open guides are the step discontinuities where uniform regions
meet. Since the modal representations of the fields are known everywhere, step discontinuities
can be modeled by forcing the fields to obey the boundary conditions at the discontinuity. The
boundary conditions require the continuity of the tangential E and H fields, which in turn
means
Ey(a) = Eu(a) (2.129)
E,(a) = E,(a) (2.130)
Hy(a) = Hu(a) (2.131)
H,(a) = H(a) (2.132)
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In the presence of the discontinuity, two mode sets may be coupled. Indeed the physical picture
that will be presented in the next section supports this point. However, mode conversion
due to a step discontinuity is very small and for most cases is negligible. Therefore in the
following discussion mode conversion will be neglected and structures will be examined under
TE excitation. Writing 2.129-2.132 explicitly using the modal expansions given in the previous
section one obtains
0=0 (2.133)
IT V + OTF = T + gTr (2.134)
ATI + EOTD = TI + gTD (2.135)
i E b i (X) d () + -pi (X) dY()C + bb2 dY c - Pi dYi=1 t i=1
iE -- I(x) d,() + iE i, d() (2.136)
c + i i=1 C-
2.136 can be written as
d ct 2m___-cb. dY {i E c+ 2 (X)i (Y) + i E D,(X)oi(Y)-
i=1 c i=1 C-Pi
Vi E l'(Ix),(Y) - i E Di(v X) (Y)} = 0 (2.137)
i=1 c6b 1 i=1 C-Pi
This equation can be approximated in the following way. Since the b2's are normalized indices
they are between 0 and 1, i.e, 0 < b < 1,0 < < 1 and 0 < 2 < 1. For semiconducting
systems suitable for optical integration n, _ 3.5 and 10-3 < An < 0.1. Therefore
17 < c = 2 < 1700 (2.138)n - n
Therefore
c + bT (2.139)
and
/c + bZ (2.140)
c + 2
are approximately
(2.141)
Estimation of
Vc+ b (2.142)
c - pi
depends on the Pi values. Values of pi depend on the basis chosen in the expansion of the
continuum set but they range from very small to very large. Usually field expansions converge
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with only a few terms of the infinite summation. This point will be shown both qualitatively
and quantitatively in the next section. Therefore only a few eigenvalues need to be considered.
Furthermore values of the important eigenvalues are small. This point will be considered in
detail in the numerical calculations, but at this point it is sufficient to say that for almost all
practical structures 2.142 is also very close to 2.141 or when it is not almost equal to 2.141 that
particular term contributes very little to the summation in 2.137. Then one can write 2.137 in
the following way
d I(X) (Y) + D (X) (Y) -
i=1
>7i (X)i(Y) - Di (X)i(Y) = 0 (2.143)
i=1 i=1
or
i dT -T- -T- d PT V f+ EF - fT V _ T F}=0 (2.144)
But under these conditions satisfying 2.135 will automatically satisfy 2.143. Therefore under
these approximations there is no need to consider 2.136 as a separate equation from 2.135. This
is especially true for structures with well guided modes in the uniform regions and structures
with no guided modes in the outer regions. As will be shown later when there are well guided
modes everywhere in the uniform regions, contributions from the continuous set is negligible.
Then the only factors which need to be considered are 2.139 and 2.140 and they are very close to
2.141. On the other extreme, when there are no guided modes in the outer regions only a very
small number of terms of the infinite summation are enough for convergence. The eigenvalues
for the first few terms are always very small. So 2.142 is also approximately equal to 2.141.
In the middle of these extremes one may have to take into account more terms of the infinite
summation. For higher order terms 2.142 may be much different than 2.141. But contributions
of the higher order terms to 2.136 are usually very small. Then the value of 2.142 being much
different than 2.141 matters very little. Therefore satisfying 2.135 automatically satisfies 2.136.
At this point it should be pointed out that neglecting mode conversion and 2.136 is not a
limitation of the method of analysis. One can still incorparate the contributions from TM mode
functions and still manipulate Eqs. 2.133 through 2.136 and find a matrix representation of
the discontinuity. But then the representation will not result in a simple circuit model, will
be highly mathematical and require extensive calculations. Since the motivation of this work
is to come up with physical, simple, approximate and yet accurate models, such well founded
approximations have always been preferred.
Therefore, the boundary conditions reduce to Equations 2.134 and 2.135. These equations
can be manipulated to relate the transmission line voltages on both sides of the discontinuity
in the following way. Multiplying 2.134 by 4 and O and 2.135 by and E, integrating over
Y, and using the fact that {I, } and {, E} form an orthonormal set one obtains
V = (l T)V + (1OT)F (2.145)
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F = (l>pT)V + (~9 T)F (2.146)
I (= <~ T)I + (tjT)D (2.147)
-T -T -(2.148)
where
((-or T dY (2.149)
or
v = QV + RF (2.150)
F = SV + TF (2.151)
I = QTI+ SrD (2.152)
D =RTI + RTD (2.153)
where
Q = (l)> (2.154)
R = (lrT)N (2.155)
S = M(rl T) (2.156)
T = MT(r l r T)N (2.157)
where the facts that
o = rN (2.158)
and
o = rM (2.159)
are used. Definitions of M and N are the same except that their orders may be different
depending on how many terms of the infinite summation are retained in the inner and outer
regions. One further combine equations 2.150- 2.153 to obtain
V = QV (2.160)
I = QI (2.161)
where
Q [ s T (2.162)
and
VT = {V,F} (2.163)
IT= {I, D} (2.164)
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6. Equivalent circuit
Equations 2.160 and 2.161 immediately suggest that of a transformer. Therefore a transformer
network is enough to model the discontinuity. At this point one can combine the transmission
line model of the uniform regions and the transformer model of the discontinuity to model an
entire structure. Figure 2.4 shows a rib guide and its equivalent circuit. Since the structure
is symmetric only half of it has to be considered. Both uniform regions are represented as a
collection of transmission lines. There are a finite number of transmission lines representing
the guided modes of the uniform slab regions. In the Fig. 2.4 it is assumed that inner and
outer slab regions supports k and I guided modes respectively. The V's ,I's and Y's are the
voltages, currents and characteristic admittances of the transmission lines. The characteristic
admittances are defined in Equation 2.30. In normalized format they are given as
y. 2r v i c + by (2.165)
A w/I
where b and b2 are the normalized effective indices of the ith guided mode and the composite
structure respectively. In addition to these transmission lines there is an infinite number of
transmission lines representing the continuum set. Basically these are the terms of the infinite
summation and each one represents a discretized continuum mode. Again the F's, D's and y's
are the voltages, currents and characteristic admittances of these transmission lines. The way
the discretization is done allows the characteristic admittances to be defined in the same way.
Using the effective index of a discretized continuum mode defined in the previous section one
obtains
Yi = 2 7 r/ + pi i (2.166)
A set of transformers represent the discontinuity. The primary and secondary of a transformer
are marked by the turns ratio of that transformer. The transformer ratios depend on the
overlap integrals of the modes in the inner and outer regions and are elements of the matrices
defined in equations 2.154- 2.157. Once the equivalent circuit is formed a transverse resonance
analysis yields the propagation constant values. In other words resonances of the equivalent
circuit correspond to the modes of the structure. Resonance in turn means the total admittance
at any port should vanish. In mathematical terms using 2.160 and 2.161
I QT = Q T y V = QT YQV (2.167)
where
= QT7 = QTy V = QTYQV (2.168)
Y = diag{Y i, 9i} (2.169)
On the other hand
I=y V (2.170)
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Figure 2.4: A rib guide and its equivalent circuit
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so
Y= Q T yQ (2.171)
where Y is-the equivalent admittance of the outer region and the discontinuity. The equivalent
admittance seen looking at the left is
·- W
y= diag {iYitank,, - } (2.172)2
for open circuit bisections (OCB) and
W
Y= diag{-iYicotk,i-} (2.173)2
for short circuit bisections (SCB). Hence
I=- y V (2.174)
Using 2.170 and 2.174 in the Kirchoff's current rule at the common node
[Y+ YIV=0 (2.175)
for a nontrivial solution to exist
det[ y + yJ = 0 (2.176)
In this determinental equation k, or in normalized format b, is the only unknown, hence its
solution gives the propagation constant or normalized effective index values of the waveguide
mode.
The equivalent circuit is physically very intuitive. A rib mode can be visualized as a super-
position of the individual slab modes. These modes are obliquely incident on the discontinuity
and are scattered by the discontinuity. This scattering couples a particular mode to all possible
modes in the inner and outer regions. The degree of coupling depends on how well the modes
overlap. Then all these scattered and incident modes interfere to form the rib mode. The
transformer network represents this scattering and resulting coupling very nicely. For example
the i th guided mode excites all the outer transmission lines through the transformers with sub-
scripts ij (j = 1, 2, .., l, 1,2,...). The secondaries of these transformers in the outer region excite
the circuit and the other transformers connected in series with it. They in turn excite their
primaries in the inner region which means part of the field in the incident slab mode couples
back to all possible slab modes in the inner region as well as to all possible modes in the outer
region. Transformer ratios in the circuit determine the degrees of coupling which in turn are
the overlap integrals of the respective modes.
Some key parameters of the model can be determined using this physical picture. In Fig.
2.5(a) a TE mode of the inner slab is shown incident obliquely on a dielectric discontinuity.
Fig. 2.5(b) shows the top view.A uyv coordinate system characterizes the TE wave and an zyz
coordinate system characterizes the waveguide. The TE wave has Ev, HI and Hu components.
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Figure 2.5: A TE mode of a slab guide incident obliquely on a dielectric discontinuity
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In the waveguide coordinate system the same mode has five components, namely Ez, Ez, Hz,
Hy and Hz. Similarly a TM wave will have Ez, Ey, EZ, H., and Hz components. The presence
of Ez and Hz components of the TE wave will inevitably excite a TM wave upon scattering
from the discontinuity. Therefore, TE-TM mode coupling or mode conversion will occur. But
the magnitude of this effect is small and results indicate that neglecting it is very well justified
for practical structures. This point will be quantitatively justified in Section 8.4.. Neglecting
mode conversion, for the TE wave from basic electromagnetic theory
Hy _ .~(2.177)
E, w=
/i is the propagation constant of the slab mode. Since the transmission line representing this
slab mode is set up in the transverse dimension its characteristic admittance is by definition
, Hy HY _ i
Yi = V = - Eos - wcoS (2.178)
But there is a sum of square relations between /3i, ki and k the propagation constant of the
rib mode, i.e,
ki + k2 = p (2.179)
and
cosOi= y (2.180)
Substituting 2.180 into 2.178 one obtains
Yi = ? (2.181)
One can go through a similar analysis for TM modes and find that the characteristic impedance
for TM mode functions is
Zi= (2.182)
WEkz,
These are the same expressions for characteristic admittance and impedance found in Section
2. through a formal analysis. Although this intuitive analysis does not completely and formally
determine the equivalent circuit it serves as a useful mneumonic to determine the admittance
values and give a physical picture.
Solving the circuit is in turn equivalent. to determine the admittance values for a resonance
to occur. Equation 2.178 indicates that this is equivalent to determining the proper i or
angle of incidence of each particular mode. Therefore coming up with an equivalent circuit
and solving, is nothing but determining the proper angles of incidence of all slab modes so
that when they scatter from the discontinuity they interfere properly to form a mode of the
composite structure.
As one can see this equivalent circuit is completely modular. Modularity makes the model
very powerful. Since any open guided wave structure can either be represented or approximated
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as a combination of uniform multilayer structures of various thicknesses and step discontinuities
where these uniform regions meet, it is possible to model and analyze any open guided wave
structure by cascading the basic model shown in Fig. 2.4. Therefore, the whole spectrum of
integrated optical components from nonideally shaped waveguides to nonsymmetrical multiple
coupled structures can be analyzed. Furthermore, once the equivalent circuit parameters for the
discontinuity are found, extension of the analysis from one waveguide to N coupled waveguides
only requires the solution of a more complicated circuit which slightly increases the computa-
tional effort. Again changing the widths and gaps modify the equivalent circuit only without
the need to calculate the key circuit parameters again. This is a considerable advantage as
compared with other numerical analysis techniques of comparable accuracy. For these other
techniques slight changes in a given geometry or an increase in the complexity of the device
require the full computational effort rather than a marginal increase. Modularity of the equiv-
alent circuit is preserved even when there are no guided modes in a particular uniform region,
because the discretization used results in a transmission line representation for all uniform re-
gions, even those where there are no guided modes. The other equivalent circuit representation
developed does not have this property 8], hence it cannot be used to analyze some practical
structures. This property also makes it possible to analyze structures where there are no guided
modes in the outer regions, which cannot be analyzed with simple approximate techniques such
as the effective dielectric constant (EDC) method.
7. Application of the equivalent circuit to different structures
In this section numerical examples on rib guides of different geometries will be worked out
and contributions of different terms in the equivalent circuit will be judged. It will be shown
that it is possible to simplify the general circuit a great deal and get accurate results with
limited computational effort. The selection of rib guides is from practical considerations only.
For semiconductors they are the most attractive choices, because horizontal and vertical index
steps are easily controllable. In the calculations it was always assumed that inner and outer
regions are three layer asymmetric slabs i.e., there is a single epilayer on a substrate and the
other cladding layer is air. The choice of a three layer asymmetric slab is not a limitation of
the method. Any number of layers can be considered, but well known analytical expressions
for normalized guided and continuum modes exist for the three layer asymmetric slab only.
Furthermore, most structures can be approximated as a three layer slab if cladding layers
are thick enough. This choice determines the mode functions to be the normalized guided
and continuum modes of a three layer asymmetric slab guide which are given in Appendix A.
Laguerre polynominals weighed by e- f/ 2 were chosen as the basis used in the discretization of
the continuum set. This set, in addition to being orthonormal over the interval [0, co], makes
the calculation of the elements of the E matrix, which are the integrals of the multiplication of
different order polynomials, very easy using well known integration formulas. There is no other
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Figure 2.6: First four terms of the basis used in the formulation
specific reason why this set was chosen over other possible sets like Bessel functions. Equations
2.183 to 2.186 give the defining equation, recurrence formula and first two terms of the Laguerre
polynomials.
L(x) = eZ( ) (ne - Z) (2.183)
Ln+1 () = -![(2n + I - x)Ln() - n2 Ln l- (x)] (2.184)
Lo(x) = 1 (2.18.5)
L 1() = 1 - x (2. 18f)
Equations 2.187 to 2.191 give the first five terms of this orthonormal basis and in Fig. 2.6 the
first four of them are plotted.
' (f) = e-f/2 (2.187)
·'2(f) = e-f/(l - f) (2.188)
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13(f) = 2 (2 -4f + f2) (2.189)
e-f/2
P4(f) = 6 (6 - 18f + 9f - f3) (2.190)
e-f/2
9s(f) = 24 (24 - 96f + 72f2 - 16f 3 + f4)(2.191)
The corresponding E matrix up to the fifth order is given below.
2 -4 2 0 0
-4 14 - 16 6 0
E= 2 -16 38 -36 12 (2.192)
0 6 -36 74 -64
0 0 12 -64 122
It is a symmetric band matrix. Eigenvalues corresponding to different orders of E matrix are
given below.
n P1 P2 P3 P4 P5
1 2 - - -
2 0.7889 15.211 -
3 0.42715 7.2827 46.29 - -
4 0.26874 4.3739 24.88 98.477 -
5 0.18493 2.9409 15.989 57.212 173.67
They are the normalized effective indices of the discretized continuum set and range from
small to large for all orders. Small ones correspond to effective indices close to the index of
the substrate. As they get larger, at first a decrease in the effective index is observed. For
values larger than VE the effective index becomes negative and its magnitude increases and the
corresponding propagation constant is imaginary, hence these modes correspond to the contin-
uum set showing cut-off behavior. As explained in Section 4., the continuum set has a spectral
distribution from f = 0 to f = oo. As the order of the basis increases basis functions extend
more towards higher f values as shown in Fig. 2.6. This in turn means that higher f values are
being sampled from the continuum set. Therefore, discretized continuum set of higher orders
reflect the contributions from high f values of the spectrum. Hence normalized effective indices
of higher order discretized continuum sets are also higher. This in turn means transmission
lines of higher order, which correspond to higher order terms of the infinite summation in the
modal expansion represent the contributions from high f values of the continuous spectrum.
But as explained in Section 4., as f increases the continuum set becomes more rapidly varying.
Obviously coupling of power in the inner region, which varies smoothly, to such rapidly varying
modes is very small. This situation is depicted in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8 In Fig. 2.7 a guided slab
mode in the inner region and a continuum mode of high f value in the outer region are shown.
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Figure 2.7: A guided slab mode in the inner region and a continuum mode of high value in
the outer region
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These two modes do not resemble one another and their overlap is very small. In Fig. 2.8
two continuum modes high f value are shown in the inner and outer regions. Their overlap
averages out to a very small value due to their rapid variations. Hence coupling to and between
continuum modes becomes very small as f values increase. This coupling is represented as
the transformer ratio in the equivalent circuit. Therefore coupling being loose means contribu-
tion from higher order terms is smaller and smaller hence addition of more terms contributes
less and less and convergence occurs. In other words, from the continuous spectrum only the
part around f = 0 i.e., substrate radiation modes of slow variation, contribute significantly to
the modal expansion. Hence, it is possible to represent the structure with a small number of
terms corresponding to small f values. In the next sections quantitative results verifying this
qualitative argument will be given.
7.1. Rib guides with no guided modes in the outer regions
Rib guides with no guided modes in the outer region are used in practice to increase lateral
confinement and decrease the radius of curvature of bends or increase the angle of separation
of Y junctions. It is also possible to resort to such structures in order to provide electrical
isolation. One may have to etch through the guiding layer in order to electrically isolate it from
the active layer of an integrated laser. In the following example the rib guide shown in Fig. 2.9
is chosen. It is a GaAs homojunction rib guide. The index of the undoped epilayer is 3.45 at
1.15pm wavelength. The index step between the epi and substrate is chosen as 5.25x10- 3. The
initial epi thickness is t = 3.85pum. It is etched to h = 0.48/m. In normalized units
T = t9 n 4.00 (2.193)
H = h n- -= 0.50 (2.194)
The a and c parameters are given as
2 2
a= = 300 (2.195)
2 -n
2 = 327 (2.196)
The inner slab region is thick enough to support only one guided mode. Its normalized effective
index is found using the eigenvalue equation given in Appendix A which is repeated here
/ bI b aTV- = tan-' V1 - tan I b (2.197)
For a = 300 and T = 4, b2 = 0.626 which corresponds to an effective index of
n/ = n2 + b2(n - n2) = 3.4480 (2.198)
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Figure 2.8: Two continuum modes of high f value in the inner and outer regions
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Figure 2.9: A GaAs homojunction rib guide with no guided modes in the outer region
There are no guided modes in the outer region. The equivalent circuit of this waveguide is as
shown in Fig. 2.4. Using the general computer programs explained in Appendix B equivalent
circuit parameters were found, circuit was solved, and normalized effective index values (b2)
were found for a normalized width of W = 6.2369 which corresponds to W = 6.0,rm. b,
values as N and M, the number of discretized continuum modes in the inner and outer region
respectively, increase from 1 to 9 are given below
NM
0 1
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6
7 7
8 8
9 9
Vz
0.3867
0.3866
0.3874
0.3871
0.3874
0.3875
0.3874
0.3874
0.3873
0.3873
As can be seen, the change in b as the number of the terms of the infinite summation
in the modal expansions increase from 1 to 9 is very little. The general trend is such that
bZ values increase and converge to 0.3873. The fluctuation in the last digit is due to round
off errors and is negligible. b2 values change only 0.15 % as M and N increase from 1 to 9.
This is a direct consequence of the physical argument given in the previous section. The fact
that only the continuous spectra around f = 0 contributes significantly to the mode expansion
can be seen with the aid of Fig. 2.10. In this figure the resulting equivalent circuit with 9
discretized continuum modes in the outer region and only the guided mode in the inner region
are shown. Discretized continuum modes in the inner region are neglected in this example, in
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Figure 2.10: Equivalent circuit of the rib guide in Fig. 2.9 when 9 discretized continuum modes
in the outer region and none in the inner region are taken into account
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order to come up with a circuit that can easily be followed and solved by hand. In the figure
the 9 eigenvalues, characteristic admittances of transmission lines representing nine discretized
continuum modes, and the guided mode and transformer ratios are shown. In the figure and
calculations, the common factor
.27r n-n2
e 27r , ;;FX (2.199)
was dropped from the admittance equations because it drops out of the eigenvalue equation
as a common multiplier. In the calculation of admittance values, b = 0.3913, which is the
result of the computer simulation for N = 0 and M = 9, is used. Eigenvalues start from a
very small value and increase monotonically to a large value. This way contributions from
very small f values to very large are taken into account. Admittance values for the discretized
continuum modes first decrease and then become negative and increase in magnitude. The last
two transmission lines having negative characteristic admittance reflecting the contributions
from the continuous spectra showing cut off behavior. Transformer ratios, which depend on
the overlap integrals of the respective modes, show a decrease as the order of transmission lines
increase. All these transmission lines load the transmission line representing the inner region
depending on the coupling. The equivalent load admittance on the inner transmission line is
9
Y = EsT i (2.200)
i=l
and the contribution from each term is shown in Fig. 2.11. As the order increases, the contri-
bution decreases rapidly showing that the expansion converges very quickly. In Fig. 2.12 the
total contribution and in Fig. 2.13 the contribution from the first four terms are shown. If the
remaining five terms are neglected the total load admittance changes only 1.94 % which is a very
small change, and effects the final result negligibly. The contribution from the last two terms
is especially very small, demonstrating that the continuum set showing cut off behavior has
negligible contribution. The rapid convergence is mostly due to a decrease in the transformer
ratios reflecting the fact that the guided mode couples less and less to higher order modes.
This numerical observation substantiates the physical argument given in the previous section
about convergence. At this point it is also possible to substantiate the approximation made in
satisfying the boundary conditions at the step discontinuity in Section 5.. There the argument
was that terms like
(2.201)
c - pi
can be approximated as 1//c. From this example one can see that pi values keep increasing
monotonically from a very small value, 0.065642, to a very large value, 725.19. In this example
c = 327 and b2 = 0.3913. However, as shown in Fig. 2.13 only first four terms are enough-for
convergence. Therefore the highest value that need to be considered is p4 = 17.04 and for that
value
V'c+b _ 327 + 0.3913
V/c + - + = 0.0583 (2.202)
c - P4 327 - 17.04
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Figure 2.11: Contribution of each term in the outer region
W/2
Figure 2.12: The total contribution of the outer region
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Figure 2.13: The contribution from the first four terms in the outer region
whereas
= 0.0553 (2.203)
Hence approximating Eq. 2.201 as 1//-c is still valid. For higher order terms, the approxi-
mation breaks down, but their contribution is negligible as explained before. Hence the basic
approximation in the derivation of the model is quantitatively justified.
Going back to b values and observing that using only one discretized continuum mode in
the outer region and none in the inner region gives a very accurate result, one can simplify
the equivalent circuit considerably. That simplified equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 2.14.
At this point it must be emphasized that it is not the same equivalent circuit that would be
obtained if the last eight terms of the equivalent circuit in Fig. 2.11 are discarded. This is
because as the number of terms considered changes, order of the E matrix changes. Hence the
eigenvalues and transforming matrices change and the representation changes. The physics and
the basic arguments remain the same. In this equivalent circuit the parameters which need to
be evaluated are p and s. p is the eigenvalue of E which is a scalar and is equal to its eigenvalue.
Explicitly
E =P f2'(f )df = f2e-fdf = 2 (2.9204)
Since the M and N matrices are scalars and equal to unity. In this case, t is the overlap
integral of the first order slab mode in the inner region with the first discretized mode in the
outer region. Explicitly
s = / l('f) f (Y),(Y, f)dYdf (2.205)
Y integration can be performed by hand because it is nothing but the integration of the multi-
plication of sines and cosines or exponentials. For f integration one has to resort to numerical
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Figure 2.14: Simplified equivalent circuit when only one discretized continuum mode is taken
into account in the outer region
techniques, but since
'j(f) = e-f/2 (2.206)
it converges very quickly and that integration can be performed with a hand calculator very
easily. The required CPU time on an [BM4381 mainframe is about 2 seconds. For this
particular example this value.is s = 0.3807. Then the solution of the equivalent circuit for a
resonance yields the following eigenvalue equation.
tan( ( 2 b2 b + (2.207)
The only unknown in Eq. 2.207 is b2. This is a trancendantel equation and can be solved with
a hand calculator very easily. The result is b = 0.3867 which is 0.15 % off from the result
after convergence, which is b = 0.3873. As one can see the required computational effort is
minimal especially compared with other numerical techniques. For example the method of Ref.
[9] required CPU time for a similar structure using finite element methods of between 60 and
300 seconds depending on the mesh size used. This is considerably higher than the few seconds
of CPU time required by the present technique. Furthermore if one wants to calculate the hb
value for another width all one has to do is to solve Eq. 2.207 for another W value, which is very
easy. None of the other parameters have to be calculated again, whereas the other techniques
require the full computational effort. One can easily extent the analysis to directional couplers
or multiple coupled guides made from the same guide by cascading the basic model. Then the
eigenvalues are found by solving the equivalent circuit without the need to calculate equivalent
circuit parameters again. Hence the increase in required calculations is marginal. This is a
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considerable advantage over other techniques.
For this example, the EDC method cannot be used because there is not an effective index
in the outer region. But the method introduces an effective index to the outer region whose
normalized-value is p = 2, which in real value is
n-V/n - p(n2 - n2 ) = 3.434 (2.208)
which is a value less than the index of the substrate as expected corresponding to a substrate
mode. For such a structure the presence of an effective index, lower than the index of the
substrate introduces a cut off width to the lowest order mode. Because as W decreases b2
values decrease. But when b2 = 0 i.e., when the effective index of the guided mode is equal to
the index of the substrate, power in the guided mode starts to radiate into the substrate. The
cut off width of the lowest order mode is found by setting b2 = 0 or n, f = ns and solving for
W in Eq. 2.207 which is
W 2 tan-{ + -b2 } (2.209)
or
W = 3.76 (2.210)
in real dimensions w = 3.62gm. For width values less than this, power coupled into the
guide will eventually radiate into the substrate. All these results indicate that propagation
constant values converge very rapidly as the number of discretized continuum modes used is
increased and, if there are no guided modes in the outer regions, results obtained taking only
one discretized radiation mode into account are within 2 % of the results obtained taking nine
discretized modes into account.
7.2. Rib guides with guided modes in the inner and outer regions
Rib guides with guided modes in the inner and outer regions are used in practice for couplers
where weak confinement is desired to obtain short coupling lengths. In the following example
the rib guide shown in Fig. 2.15 is used. It is the same guide used in the previous example
except that the epilayer in the outer region is etched to 3.48pm. Hence the outer region supports
a guided mode. Normalized effective index values, b, as  a function of increasing N and M are
shown below.
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N M
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9 9
A GaAs homojunction guide with guided modes both in the inner and outer
b2
0.5767
0.5723
0.5735
0.5733
0.5735
0.5735
0.5735
0.5735
0.5735
0.5735
Again the same general features are observed. Convergence is very rapid and the result
obtained with up to the nine discretized continuum modes taken into account in each region, is
within 0.5 % of the result obtained when the continuous spectra is neglected. The fact that in
this case the continuous spectra has no importance can be demonstrated in the following way. In
Fig. 2.16 the resulting equivalent circuit with the guided mode and nine discretized continuum
modes in the outer region and only the guided mode in the inner region is shown. Again
discretized continuum modes in the inner region are neglected in this example, in order to come
up with a circuit that can easily be followed and solved by hand. In the figure the 9 eigenvalues,
characteristic admittances of transmission lines representing nine discretized continuum modes
and the guided modes and transformer ratios are shown. Again in the figure and calculations
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Figure 2.16: Equivalent circuit of the rib guide in Fig. 2.15 when 9 discretized continuum
modes in the outer region and none in the inner region are taken into account
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Figure 2.17: Contribution of each term in the outer region
the common factor
.27rH-T-nf 
2- 3 5 - (2.211)
was dropped from the admittance equations because it drops out of the eigenvalue equation
as a common multiplier. In the calculation of admittance values b = 0.5767, which is the
result of the computer simulation for N = 0 and M = 9 is used. Eigenvalues start from a very
small value and increase monotonically to a large value. In this way contributions from very
small f values to very large are been taken into account. Admittance values for the discretized
continuum modes first decrease and then become negative and increase in magnitude. The
last two transmission lines having negative characteristic admittance reflect the contributions
from the continuous spectra showing cut off behavior. Transformer ratios, which depend on
the overlap integrals of the respective modes, show a decrease as the order of transmission lines
increase. All these transmission lines load the transmission line representing the inner region
depending on the coupling. The equivalent load admittance on the inner transmission line is
9
Y= L sy + q2-Y (2.212)
i=1
and the contribution from each term is shown in Fig. 2.17. In Fig. 2.18 the contribution from
the guided mode in the outer region and in Fig. 2.19 the contribution from all of the modes are
shown. If the continuous spectra is neglected the total load admittance changes only 0.32 
which is a very small change and effects the result negligibly. These results again substantiate
the approximations made in satisfying the boundary conditions at the step discontinuity. There
the argument was that, when there are well guided modes in the inner and outer regions, the
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Figure 2.18: Contribution of the guided mode in the outer region
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Figure 2.19: The total contribution of the outer region
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Figure 2.20: Simplified equivalent circuit when only the guided modes are considered
continuous spectrum contributes negligibly. Hence terms like
(2.213)
c - Pi
do not even have to be considered, which indeed is the case.
One can simplify the equivalent circuit considerably by neglecting the continuous spectra.
Then the simplified equivalent circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 2.20. In this circuit the only
parameter that needs to be evaluated is q which is the overlap integral of the guided modes in
the inner and outer regions. This integral can be performed by hand since it is the integration
of terms which are the product of sines, cosines or exponentials. One can prepare curves in
normalized units as in [101 and look up for q values or use a programmable hand calculator.
This value for this example is 0.9827 indicating that inner and outer guided modes overlap very
well. Then the solution of the equivalent circuit for a resonance yields the following equation.
W l c+ b -
tank 2 2 )(= -- b, (2.214)
The only unknown is b[ and the solution yields b2 = 0.5767. Again very accurate results are
obtained with limited computational effort and modularity presents a great advantage in dealing
with different or more complicated structures made from the same guide. Another observation
from Fig. 2.20 is that if the transformer ratio is assumed to be unity, then the resulting equation
for the propagation constant is exactly the same as the result of the EDC method. This is
equivalent to neglecting the discontinuity completely. In practice, however, this ratio is less
than one due to the discontinuity, and the propagation constant value is different than what is
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predicted by the EDC method. In this example using q = 1 rather than q = 0.9827 changes
b2 from 0.5767 to 0.5777. This is a very small change, because in this particular case q is
already very close to unity. For large discontinuities the difference becomes more significant.
The results in-this section again indicate that, when there are well guided modes in the slab
regions, the improvement from including the continuous spectra is less than 2 %.
The last two sections illustrate that for practical structures, even in the extremes of the
waveguide geometry convergence is obtained with limited computational effort and it is possible
to simplify the equivalent circuit considerably, so that it can be solved by hand using a hand
calculator. In between the extremes, especially close to the cut off of the guided mode in the
outer region, more terms of the circuit may be needed for convergence but usually less than 5
terms is enough. These results are representative of the general properties of the technique and
other results for a variety of guides and index steps demonstrate the same behavior.
The other obvious question is the accuracy. Accuracy is checked by comparing the results
of the present analysis with the results of the other numerical and analytical techniques that
exist in the literature. This is done in the next section.
8. Comparison with other methods of analysis
8.1. Brief description of other methods of analysis
In this section in order to asses the accuracy of the present analysis, comparisons were made with
other methods of analysis that in literature for different waveguide geometries. Versatility and
accuracy were also compared. First the other methods used in the comparisons are explained
and their complexities are discussed briefly.
Effective dielectric constant EDC method
EDC 11] is the most widely used analytical method of analysis. In this method the inner and
outer regions are assumed to be equivalent to multilayer slab guides and the effective indices
of the guided modes in these multilayer slab guides are found. Then, the whole structure
is assumed to be equivalent to a three layer symmetric slab guide with the core index and
cladding indices being equal to the effective indices of the inner and outer slabs respectively.
As explained in Section 7.2., the present method becomes equivalent to EDC in the extreme
where effects of the discontinuity and continuous spectra are neglected, and the inner and outer
regions support only one surface mode. This method requires very little computational effort,
but as will be demonstrated, the results are not accurate enough for some applications. It is
also not applicable to structures where there are no guided modes, and hence thre is no effective
index in the outer regions. It also encounters difficulties when there are more than one surface
mode in the inner region. In this case an ambiguity exists as to which index to pick as the
effective index of the inner region.
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Goell's analysis
Goell [12] presented a method of analysis which is based on an expansion of the electromagnetic
field in terms of a series of circular harmonics which are Bessel and Modified Bessel functions
multiplied by trigonometric functions. The electric and magnetic fields inside the waveguide
core are matched to those outside the core at appropriate points on the boundary to yield
equations which are then solved numerically. He studied the rectangular fiber extensively and
obtained sufficient accuracy with three harmonics. Although the rectangular fiber is not very
suitable for integrated optics, his results were independently verified to a large extend and hence
they provide a good example to check the accuracy of the present analysis.
Marcatili's analysis
Marcatili has given two different methods of analysis [131, [141. They are somewhat general
and give closed form expressions, so can easily be used. In both methods effective thicknesses
and widths were introduced to the core region, based on how far the fields extend outside the
core. Then the structure is assumed to be equivalent to a metallic guide of these effective
dimensions. In Ref. [13] this approach is used to study rectangular fiber and its results will
be used in comparisons later on. Ref. [14] concerns mostly rib guide type structures. For this
case universal design curves were generated to design single mode guides. Results of [14] will
be used when rib guides are analyzed in detail.
Finite element method (FEM) analysis
The FEM is the most widely used numerical technique [15], [16]. In this method, the scalar
wave equation is solved on an array of closely spaced points that form a mesh. Unknown func-
tions are approximated by suitable functions, expressed through a given number of parameters.
The solution of the numerical problem consists of determining the values of these parameters
in such a way that the corresponding functions yield a good approximation to the true fields
according to a given criteria. Accuracy of the technique depends on the mesh size. As mesh
size gets smaller accuracy increases but this also increases the required computation. The
waveguide being open poses another problem, and requires consideration of infinite elements.
Some researchers artifically bound the structure with conducting planes, hence creating a finite
domain. Conducting planes should be placed sufficiently far away so as not to perturb the
waveguide, however this increases the size of the domain and required computations. Some
researchers have introduced the so called infinite elements to eliminate this problem [15]. The
other problem with the FEM is the existence of spurious solutions. In [151 a penalty function
method is employed to eliminate spurious solutions. All solutions are checked to see if they
satisfy
V.B=O (2.215)
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and only divergence free solutions are considered physical and the rest are discarded. This
again results in an increase in computational effort.
Mode matching techniques
Open dielectric waveguides were also analyzed using mode matching techniques by various re-
searchers [61, [7], [8]. In this method fields are expanded in terms of a modal set, which in
general is the mode functions of the uniform regions. This, in principle, is the same approach
used in this work and if applied properly results in an equivalent circuit representation. How-
ever, the way it is applied and the resulting representations differ widely. Some researchers
artificially bound the structure to discretize the continuous spectrum [6], [71. This does not
necessarily result in an equivalent circuit [7]. Other researchers [8], consider the open structure
and find variational expressions for impedances of the outer region in terms of unknown fields
at the discontinuity. Then trial solutions, which are equivalent to mode expansions, are tried
for these fields and equivalent impedance of the outer region is calculated using a Rayleigh-
Ritz technique. That technique gives accurate results if the trial solution is fairly close to the
actual field distributions and results in an equivalent circuit. In this circuit, the contribution
from the continuous spectra is represented as a lumped impedance and only guided modes
are represented as transmission lines. Hence, if the outer region does not support a guided
mode modularity of the circuit breaks down and it cannot be applied to the analysis of more
complicated structures. This is a big drawback and it will be exemplified in Section 8.4..
8.2. Rectangular fiber
This waveguide is analyzed by Goell [12] extensively. The only practical semiconductor waveg-
uide that can be approximated as a rectangular fiber is the buried heterostructure guide which
is not easy to fabricate [171. Fabrication of this structure either requires overgrowth [171 or
mass transport [181. But since his analysis is verified by independent researchers using different
techniques it is a good choice to check the accuracy of the present method.
For the rectangular guide shown in Fig. 2.21 the inner region is a three layer symmetric
slab and the outer region is free space. For the outer region the effective index is obviously
unity and the mode functions should be plane waves. However, in order to be able to use the
computer programs that utilize slab mode functions, the outer region was assumed to be a three
layer symmetric slab of normalized core thickness zero. In the limit h - 0 slab mode functions
approach plane waves and the three layer slab guide acts like free space. But one still has to use
a number other than zero for h not to cause overflows in numerical calculations. Such small h
values were tried and it was observed that changing h from 0.001 to 0.0001 changes equivalent
circuit parameters only 0.01 %. So h = 0.001 was chosen as a small enough number so that
the outer region is regarded as free space, yet does not cause numerical problems in computer
simulations. In the first example the index step between the core and the outer region is very
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d
·Figure 2.21: A rectangular fiber
small. Actual nand n, values do not matter as long as c > 10. In the numerical calculations
n, = 1.00142 and n = 1.0 which corresponds to c = 350 and a = 0 since slabs are symmetric.
Fig. 2.22 shows the dispersion diagram for the E l1 mode for two different aspect ratios, W = T
and W = 2T. In this figure dimensions are normalized slightly differently to be consistent with
Goell's definitions, which is
T(W) = (2.216)
This definition lacks a factor f xr with respect to the normalization defined previously and
used in this work. Continuous curves show the results of the present analysis and points are
the results of the Goell's analysis. Agreement for both aspect ratios over the entire spectrum
is excellent and results agree to better than 1 %o. For the aspect ratio of two i.e., W = 2T for
T > 1 using only one discretized continuum mode in the outer region and the guided mode(s)
in the inner region gives an accuracy better than 3 %. This simplifies the equivalent circuit
and numerical calculations considerably as explained in Section 7.1.. The same observation is
true for larger aspect ratios starting even at smaller T values. For T < 1, however, one has
to take progressively more terms for convergence and accuracy. For unity aspect ratio i.e.,
W = T, at least two terms have to be taken into account over the entire spectrum. For T < 0.5
up to ten terms had to be taken into account to get convergence. This is because for small
aspect ratios and T values, fields spread outside the core more and more hence the detailed
representation of the fields in the outer region becomes more important which in turn requires
more terms in the expansions. Using more terms, however, gives more accurate results. In Fig.
2.23 results of the EDC method and Marcatili's analysis are compared with the results of the
present method. For the EDC method, the effective index of the outer region was taken as
unity, and the effective index of the inner region was taken as the highest effective index of the
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Figure 2.22: Dispersion diagram of the fundamental mode of the rectangular fiber for c = 350.
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Figure 2.23: Comparison of EDC and Nlarcatili's analysis with present technique for rectan-
gular fiber
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guided modes. The other methods deviate from the correct solution as T values get lower. For
W = T when T < 1 they should be regarded as gross approximations. As the aspect ratio gets
larger, agreement gets better. The EDC method always predicts higher than the correct value.
Marcatili's method is always lower and predicts a lower cut off for the fundamental mode. This
is because he assumes that the structure behaves like a metallic guide of effective dimensions.
Obviously the cut off behavior of an open guide and a metallic guide are different. Clearly the
accuracy of the present method is superior to the others. In Fig. 2.24 the dispersion diagrams
for the E:1 mode of a rectangular fiber with a large index step for two different aspect ratios
are shown. For this case c = 0.8 which corresponds to n, = 1.5 for n = 1.0. This is a very
small c value and for such small c values approximations made in Section 5. in satisfying the
boundary conditions are violated. Therefore the equivalent circuit is no longer valid. However,
it is interesting to see the results of the method for this case. In Fig. 2.24 continuous lines
are the result of the present analysis and the points are the results of the Goell's analysis. For
W = 2T the two results agree very well for T > 1. For W = T, however, very good accuracy
is obtained for T > 2. But that requires at least 5 terms. For small T values results of the
present analysis are higher than Goell's analysis. In this range in order to obtain convergence
approximately ten terms has to be taken into account. Agreement for W = 2T is better.
These results indicate that, even when the basic approximation breaks down, it is possible to
get sufficiently accurate results for large aspect ratios using a large number of terms. This is
because unless c > Pi the mode expansion is in terms of the continuum set showing cut off
behavior, which cannot express a guided mode. But since c = 0.8, only when a high number
of terms are considered do the first couple of eigenvalues become less than 0.8 and does the
mode expansion become proper. But in order to have a sufficient number of terms such that
Pi < c one has to go to very high orders. Even for N = 5 only Pi < 0.8 as shown on page
41. Therefore, when a high number of terms, like ten, is considered sufficient number of terms
will have Pi < c hence basic assumption will be satisfied and results will become accurate.
This, of course, increases computational complexity and makes the method comparable to the
complexities of other numerical techniques, but modularity is still preserved and remains as an
advantage. At this point it should be stressed that structures with small c values and aspect
ratios are seldom found in practice. Even for a buried heterostructure guide typical c values
and aspect ratios are larger than 7 or 10, [171 hence the basic assumptions are valid in the vast
majority of practical cases.
8.3. Rib guides
In Ref. [9] rib guides are analyzed using FEM analysis. Three different structures, whose
parameters are shown in Table 2.1 are analyzed. The sane structures are simulated using the
present method of analysis for comparison purposes. Results of both methods and the EDC
method where applicable are summarized in Table 2.2. EDC is the result of the effective dielec-
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Figure 2.24: Dispersion diagram of the fundamental mode of the rectangular fiber for c = 0.8.
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Rib guide n, n, n, T(,um) H(pm) W(lm) A(ym)
1 1 3.44 3.3400 1.3 0.2 2 1.55
2 1 3.44 3.3600 1.0 0.9 3 1.55
3 1 3.44 3.3435 6.0 3.5 4 1.55
Table 2.1: Parameters describing the rib guides used for comparison with FEM analysis.
EDC FD(1) FD(2) Present analysis
M=lN=O M=N=4
Structure 1 b2 - 0.5025 0.5092 0.4819 0.4782
M = N = | M = N = 4
Structure 2 b2 0.4402 0.4367 0.4400 0.4399 0.4390
M=N=0 M=N=4
Structure 3 b2 0.4780 0.3683 0.3725 0.3667 0.3728
Table 2.2: Results of different methods of simulations for rib guides.
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tric constant method. FD(1) and FD(2) are variational finite element methods with slightly
different boundary conditions. Since for FEM analysis the structure is divided into a mesh of
points, index changes across the interfaces cannot be represented as abrupt changes, but vary
linearly between two adjacent mesh points. As the mesh size gets smaller this approximation
gets better. For FD(1) the mesh is chosen such that the points that lie on the interfaces have
refractive indices equal to the average of two adjacent points. For FD(2) the change at the
interface is abrupt. For the present analysis M and N denote the number of discretized con-
tinuum modes used to represent continuous spectra in the outer and inner regions respectively.
Again the normalized index values converge very fast as the number of discretized continuum
modes are increased. For the first structure there are no guided modes in the outer region, hence
EDC is not applicable. For the second structure the rib is very shallow and the results of all
the methods, including EDC agree very well. For the third structure rib height is fairly large.
Although FEM and the present method results agree very well, EDC method predicts a value
about 30 % higher than the correct value. Therefore, EDC method becomes a gross approxi-
mation for structures with big discontinuities. For all the structures, results of FEM method
and present method agree very well. Maximum deviation occurs for the first structure and it is
about 3 %. The required CPU times to predict such accurate results using the present method
is about 5 seconds. However, for the FEM analysis CPU times on a comparable computer are
reported to vary between 60 and 300 seconds depending on the mesh size. Therefore, present
method provides a considerable advantage as far as the computational complexity is concerned.
Combined with the modularity, this advantage increases for more complicated structures like
coupled guides.
Rahman and Davis [15] also analyzed rib guides using FEM analysis. This is the only
extensive FEM analysis that exist in the literature that shows detailed dispersion curves, hence
was chosen for comparison. Nevertheless, Rahman and Davies examples should be examined
with some caution. The structures that are analyzed are shown in the insets in Figs. 2.25,
2.26 and 2.27. In their paper 15] these structures are claimed to be GaAs/AIGaAs rib guides.
Indeed the indices (they used dielectric constants in their paper) correspond to indices of this
material system at 1.15pm. However, their dispersion relation is given in the frequency range
from 150 THz to 700 THz corresponding to a wavelegth range from 2m to 0.4pm. Over this
range index values are assumed to be constant. First of all for wavelengths shorter than 0.89pm
GaAs is not transparent. In the remaining interval, the index changes as wavelength rhanges.
Obviously this cannot be regarded as a GaAs/AIGaAs rib guide. Therefore this material
system is a fictitious one and those calculations have no practical importance. Thus these
calculations should be regarded only as computational checks. Furthermore, the dispersion
curves were plotted for the first order TM mode which is not the fundamental mode. This
mode is not desirable because its effective index cannot be modified through the electrooptic
effect in practical structures. For a (100) oriented zincblende type crystal a (100) oriented
electric field increases the index along the (110) direction and decreases the index along the (1
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1 0) direction. The index along the (100) direction remain unchanged [19]. This is the case
for all III - V compound semiconductors hence there is no benefit from the electrooptic effect
for a TM wave. But effective index values for the TE and TM modes are very close for small
index steps-between epi and substrate which is the case in these examples. How much they
should differ can be estimated with the aid of the EDC method. According to this method
the equivalent structure is a three layer symmetric slab guide. For a TE (TM) mode of a rib
guide effective indices of the core and cladding regions are the effective indices of the TE (TM)
modes of the inner and outer three layer asymmetric slabs respectively. Using these values one
obtains the propagation constant of the TE (TM) mode of the rib as the propagation constant
of the TM (TE) mode of the equivalent three layer symmetric slab. The eigenvalue equation
for TE modes of a three layer asymmetric slab guide is
Tv 1- =b2tan - + t a n - + m (2.217)1 - b 2
The eigenvalue equation for TM modes is
/ _ b2l tan C+ l b2 a+b -TJV1 2 = tan-l( {c+ b}- + tan- lj{c- 26 2 } + mr (2.218)
For a rib guide of normalized dimensions, W = 6.2369, H = 3.5, T = 4.0, a = 300, and c = 327,
which is the structure studied in Section 7.2.. For TE modes, solution of 2.217 yields b2 = 0.626
for the inner region and b2 = 0.545 for the outer region. For TM modes solution of 2.218 yields
b2 = 0.618 for the inner region and b2 = 0.534 for the outer region. These values are within
2 % of their counterparts indicating that TE and TM modes are almost degenerate for small
index steps. Now one can calculate the normalized effective index of the rib mode using the
eigenvalue equation for a symmetric slab guide. For TE modes using the eigenvalue equation
for TM modes of the symmetric slab, which is
W c--I b2 _ &2
.tan{}2 c + 1 (2.219)2 -
-= c
yields bT E = 0.5767. For TM modes using the eigenvalue equation for TE modes of the
symmetric slab, which is
tan(/bZ - b-} b2 _tan {2 }- = X- (2.220)
yields bTM = 0.5684. The values for TE and TM modes differ only 1.4 % and the value for
TE mode is always higher than that of the TM. mode. If the index step is higher than what is
assumed in this example (5.25 x10 - 3 ) this difference will go higher. Calculations indicate that
bTE and bT M differ by at most 6 % for semiconductor rib guides. Therefore in both simulations,
as long as the TE mode index is higher than the TM mode index by no more than 3 %, both
methods should be considered in excellent agreement.
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Figure 2.25: Dispersion diagram for the rib guide shown in the inset
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Dispersion curves for different rib structures are shown in Figs. 2.25, 2.26 and 2.27. Fig.
2.25 is for a shallow rib. Fig. 2.26 is for a rib etched halfway through and Fig. 2.27 is for a
rib with no guided modes in the outer region. In these figures the dashed curve is the lowest
order TM mode (Eyl) which is the result of FEM calculations. The continuous curve is the
result of present analysis for the lowest order TE mode (El1 ) when 5 discretized continuum
modes are taken into account. The points are the result of the present analysis when continuous
spectra is neglected when there is a guided mode in the outer region or only one discretized
continuum mode is taken into account when there are no guided modes in the outer region as
in Fig. 2.27. The present method converges very fast and these two results differ less than 1 %.
Therefore points were chosen to plot the case for N = M = 0 or N = 0 M = 1, otherwise the
two curves become indistinguishable. The results for TE and TM modes are within 3 % over
the entire spectrum TE always being slightly larger. In light of the argument given earlier this
shows an excellent agreement with the results of FEM analysis. The other conclusion is that
the simplified equivalent circuit given in Fig. 2.20 in Section 7.2. is as accurate as the more
involved FEM.
8.4. Strip guide
The strip guide shown in Fig. 2.28 can also be regarded as a rib guide where the outer region
is completely etched away. Such structures are useful where a high degree of confinement is
desire,! such as in bends or Y junctions. The structure shown in Fig. 2.28 was analyzed in Ref.
[201 using another mode matching technique. In this figure the dispersion characteristics for the
TE 11 or E' 1 mode of the strip guide shown in the inset are given for different aspect ratios. The
continuous lines are the results of the present analysis. In the calculations only guided modes are
considered in the inner region and only one discretized continuum mode was taken into account
in the outer region, resulting in the simplified equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2.14 in Section
7.1.. The points are the results of Ref. [20j. In the calculations in Ref. [201 TE-TM conversion
was also taken into account. The agreement between the two results is very good justifying the
neglection of TE - TM conversion and demonstrating the accuracy of the present method even
when greatly simplified as it was. The two methods are comparable in their computational
complexity. There is one drawback associated with the other technique. It is not modular
when there are no guided modes in the outer region. This point can be demonstrated using
the present example. In practice if one tries to fabricate this strip guide and chemical etching
techniques are used sidewalls will be sloped. Such sloping occurs even in anisotropic etching
techniques especially towards the bottom of the sidewall. Hence the structure is no longer the
ideal structure considered in the example. One can analyze such structures by approximating
the sloped side as a staircase function. Then the resulting structure is a cascade of uniform
regions and dielectric steps. Using the modularity of the present method such a structure
can be modeled and analyzed accurately. This point is discussed extensively in Chapter 3.
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However, the other mode matching technique will fail to come up with an equivalent circuit for
the structure when the steps gradually decreasing in thickness stop supporting a guided mode.
Hence that technique cannot be extended to the analysis of practical structures. This is a big
drawback as- far as the application of the technique- to practical structures is concerned.
These examples and comparisons demonstrate the advantages and accuracy of the present
method of analysis. Once the accuracy is demonstrated, the method can be applied to the
analysis of the practical structures and very useful design information can be generated. This
is done in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Theoretical and experimental
investigation of rib waveguides
1. Introduction
For integrated optics in III - V compound semiconductors a variety of optical waveguides
have been realized using different fabrication techniques. In every case waveguiding depends on
the difference in the index of refraction between the waveguiding region and the surrounding
media. The types of waveguides that have been successfully used in integrated optics are shown
Fig. 3.1. For homojunction guides an undoped epitaxial layer is needed on a heavily doped
substrate. In this case the index step provided is
(IVqub - Nepi)e 2
a.me = 2(3.1)
2nEmeffw 2
Since doping of the epilayer is much less than the doping of the substrate this small index
step is linearly proportional to the doping of the substrate. For GaAs a typical value for
Nub = 1018 cm -3 is about 3x10- 3 at 1.15 irm. This small step makes the fabrication of
relatively large single mode guides possible. For heterojunction guides An values between the
epi layer and substrate are larger and can be adjusted over a wide range by changing the
composition of the epi layer.
Lateral confinement is provided in a variety of ways. For the metal clad guides shown in
Fig. 3.1 (a), the effective index under the metal coated region is smaller due to the complex
dielectric constant of metal at optical frequencies [211. For materials like GaAs, the metal also
forms a Schottky barrier. The electric field in the Schottky barrier may further reduce the
effective index via the electrooptic effect.
This configuration is also suitable for electrooptic devices because reverse biasing the Schot-
tky barriers under the metal one can create further index differences and asymmetries. However,
good Schottky barriers are formed on the surface of GaAs only. For InP it is experimentally
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found that lateral confinement of metal gap guides is very poor [22]. Fabricated guides showed
very high losses suggesting that confinement was not even possible. Therefore, for InGaAsP
system, which is very important for integrated optics, this type of guide is not suitable and
should be ruled out.
Channel stop strip guides 123] shown in Fig. 3.1 (b) have been realized in GaAs. It is
possible to duplicate these structures in the nGaAsP system too. However there are two
drawbacks associated with this type of guide. One of them is the possibility of increased loss.
The tail of the mode in the lateral direction will extend into the highly doped p+ layer and
hence loss will be increased due to free carrier absorption. Actually this problem exists for
all homojunction guides. Leonberger 241 showed that by growing a GaAs epilayer on a SiO2
film over a GaAs substrate it is possible to eliminate this loss. Rib guides fabricated this way
have very low losses ( 2.3dB/cm). The second problem is the inability to predict the index
lowering precisely in the outer regions due to the p+ layer and pn junction. This point is very
important in the design of coupled guides. Therefore this type of guide, although realizable,
will not be the most favored.
Rib guides shown in Fig. 3.1 (c) are formed by etching the epilayer in the areas where guiding
is not desired. The height of the rib can be controlled precisely. This in turn allows the control
of the index of the outer regions. Furthermore, for heterojunction rib guides by growing an
undoped buffer layer between the heavily doped wide bandgap substrate and the low bandgap
epilayer, free carrier absorption due to the mode tail can be eliminated. Furthermore fabrication
of this type of guide is easier. It is easier to make bends using this type of guide also. Etching
the epilayer deeply increases confinement and hence bends with reasonably sharp angles can be
fabricated. However, one should use suitable chemical etchands to produce smooth sidewalls
not to have excessive scattering losses due to roughness on the sidewalls. Electrooptic control
is also possible by growing an undoped InP layer and a p+ InP layer on a quaternary layer
as shown in Fig. 3.2. This configuration allows maximum overlap between the electric field
and the optical field which is necessary for efficient modulation and switching. Therefore, it is
concluded that rib guides are the most attractive choices for integrated optics in III-V compound
semiconductors. However, detailed experimental and theoretical investigation of the rib guides
is still lacking. The literature that exists on the subject is controversial and is inaccurate [251,
[261. Therefore the method of analysis described in the previous chapter is used to analyze rib
guides and produce data to design them. In the first part of the analysis the contributions from
the continuous spectra will be neglected. This results in analytical design rules that are fairly
accurate over a certain range. Then the effect of the continuous spectra will be considered and
accurate design rules will be given.
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Figure 3.2: A heterojunction rib guide suitable for electrooptic modulation
2. Approximate analysis of rib waveguides neglecting the ef-
fect of continuous spectra
In Section 7.2. the example that is worked out demonstrates that when there are well guided
modes in the slabs contributions from the continuous spectra is negligible. This observation
simplifies the equivalent circuit and numerical calculations considerably and analytical expres-
sions can be obtained to design such structures. For this analysis to be applicable there should
be guided modes in the inner and outer slabs. The outer slab should support at most one
guided mode otherwise the rib waveguide will at least be double moded along the y direction.
The inner slab, however, can support a number of modes depending on the application. Two
cases where the inner slab supports one or two guided modes are most important practically
and they are discussed in the next sections. As a preliminary to the discussion, the normalized
dispersion relationship of the first and second order TE modes of a slab guide are shown in
Fig. 3.3 for a large range of asymmetry measures. We note that there is little change with a
for a > 10. A slab of normalized thickness 1.5 < T < 4.5 supports the TE1 mode while a slab
with 4.5 < T < 7 supports the TEI and TE 2 modes. Definitions of the asymmetry measure a
and the other parameter c which is frequently used in the normalized eigenvalue equations are
repeated in Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Normalized guide index b2 as a function of normalized thickness T for the lowest
two TE modes for various degrees of asymmetry measures of a slab guide.
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Table 3.1: Typical a and c values for different index steps.
The typical a and c values as a function of the index step An between the epilayer and the
substrate are shown in Table 3.1. The other cladding layer is assumed to be air and these
values are valid for an undoped GaAs guiding layer at 1.15 ,um, where index of GaAs is 3.45.
The small index steps can be realized using a homojunction geometry. The larger index steps
require a heterojunction geometry, which can be realized by growing an undoped GaAs layer
on an Al.Gai-,As layer of suitable Al concentration.
2.1. Single mode slabs
The case of single mode slabs is the one case most encountered in practice. When the approx-
imate analysis discussed in Section 7.2. is applied to the rib guides where the inner and outer
regions are single mode slab guides under TE excitation, the equivalent circuit becomes that
illustrated in Fig. 3.4. For the confined modes
b2 < b2< b2 (3.4)
The step discontinuities are modeled as ideal transformers. The transformer ratio q is equal to
the overlap of the inner and outer slab modes, i.e.,
( ) 5)
Thus, in this model, the effect of the discontinuity is to couple part of the inner slab mode to
the outer slab mode, which is evanescent along the x direction.
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Figure 3.4: Approximate equivalent circuit of the rib guide when inner slab region supports
only one guided mode
The transmission line circuit is symmetrical with respect to the center plane and can be
analyzed in terms of two simpler networks obtained from open and short circuit bisections.
Eigenvalue equations are obtained applying the transverse resonance condition which is
(3.6)Yi + Yq2 = 0
In normalized units, for short circuit bisections, (SCB)
c + b2 q2tan(V b2 bZ 2 ) c + P z~- 2 (3.7)b2- _ 2b2 - b2
and for open circuit bisections, (OCB)
C + b )-- w
q2cot 2 - b 2 -)= -
c + P V 2
(3.8)b2 - b2I 2
One can obtain an analytical expression to find the range of W for single mode operation using
a graphical solution. To construct the graphical solution both sides of Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8 are
plotted as a function of b2. The tan(cot) function has its zeros(poles) at
4 rn 2 r 2
b2 = b2 -
W2
m = 0, 1,2,3,...
Similarly the poles(zeros) of the tan(cot) function are at
b2 = b2 - (2m + 1)2r2
W2
m = 0, 1,2,3,....
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The tan finction always has a negative slope because
d IW W
-b2tan( b- 2) -db t 2 cos2(/bT W/2) 4 - < (3.11)
Similarly the cot function is always increasing. Finally
b2 - ;
H(b) = - (3.12)
is increasing in the interval b2 < b2 < because
d2 b2 _ 2
Hdb 2)z 0 (3.13)db2 2 2 b1
Plotting left hand side, LHS, and right hand side, RHS, one obtains the graphical solution
shown in Figure 3.5. The intersection points of the LHS and RHS are the solutions. Cutoff
for the second and higher order modes occurs when
W = (p - (3.14)
Vb b
where p = 1, 2, 3... is the mode number. For single mode operation we must have
W < (3.15)
;b2-
or in unnormalized notation,
uW < An2 (3.16)
This cutoff condition is exactly the same as the result of the effective dielectric constant, EDC,
method. Furthermore, if q = 1, the eigenvalue Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8 are the same as those of
a symmetric slab guide of core index n and cladding index which results from the EDC
treatment. However, for rib guides, q is different from 1, hence the propagation constant
values predicted by the present analysis will be more accurate than the results of the EDC
method. This is particularly important for couplers where the coupling coefficient, r, depends
on ep(-kz) and thus the precise knowledge of k is very important. Therefore, in this limit
the method can be regarded as the modified EDC method with more accurate results.
2.2. Double mode slabs
For the situation in which the constituent slab guides support higher order modes, the analysis
can quickly become complex. However, it is still possible to extend the previous approximate
analysis to the design of single mode rib guides, where the inner region is thick enough to
support two guided modes. This case can be encountered frequently in practice. For most
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Figure 3.5: Graphical solution of the eigenvalue equation when the inner and outer slabs are
single mode
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Figure 3.6: Approximate equivalent circuit of the rib guide when the inner slab guide supports
two guided modes
heterojunction guides epilayer thickness should be less than 1um to obtain a single mode slab.
Such epi thicknesses are not suitable for efficient input and output coupling, because one has to
produce large single mode guides to provide a good overlap with single mode fibers for effective
input and output coupling. In this case one has to resort to thicker epilayers which are double
moded. The outer slab should still support only one guided mode, however, otherwise the rib
guide will always support at least two modes, i.e., it will not be a single mode guide.
In the case where the inner slab supports two guided modes and the outer slab only one,
and under the same set of approximations stated in the previous section, the equivalent circuit
of the structure becomes that shown in Figure 3.6. q and q are the overlap integrals for the
first and second order modes defined as before. Calculated values for q and q2 for T = 5,6
and 7, and 2 < H < 4 are plotted for a = 30 and a = 150 in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. For H < 1.5,
the guided mode in the outer slab is cutoff and this approximate analysis cannot be extended
beyond that range. The microwave circuit shown in Fig. 3.6 is again symmetrical with respect
to the center plane and can be analyzed in terms of two simpler networks. Carrying out such
an analysis and using the same normalization procedure results in the following eigenvaliie
equations. For SCB
+ -2 - b;
- ztan( 8 b2 - b22
+_62 2 bb2-b I)
___2 q 2 tan(b- I (3.2)
c + b2 2 b -b 2 2:
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Figure 3.7: Overlap integrals of the first and second order TE modes of the inner slab with the
fundamental TE mode of the outer slab for an asymmetry measure of a = 30.
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and for OCB
-2
.c+b 2
c+ b21
rb - b2 ' )
-2 2cot( V - ) 2U r1 2
62 b2 -b 2 W
.c+b 2 2
-cS- 2 ot( b b2-- )
c 2 b b2b
(3.18)
The situation is much more complex now and no simple analytical expression defining the
limits to the rib width W results. However, it is possible to find analytical expressions defining
the boundaries of different zones where higher order modes exist. The graphical solutions
to obtain these expressions are far too complex to describe here. Only the results will be
summarized. For
b < 2 < b (3.19)
only Ell will exist if B > 1. The cutoff width for E21 mode is the
B = 1 in the domain
27r > W > r
where
For
q22 C + b i2 -b2 Itan(v/bl - b;a)wB = - 1' 2aq c + b2 6 2b tanh( 2 - b w
< b2 < b 22 1
in the domain
-- <W < smallest 
2 - &2
solution of the equation
(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)
r
2ir
only Ell will exist if R < 1 and T < 1. The cutoff width for E2 1 is
cutoff width for E12 is the solution of R = 1. In the domain
2;r
7r11 , .
< W < smallest
tI b__-b-
(3.23)
the solution of T = 1. The
(3.24)
only.Ell will exist if R < 1, S < 1 and T < 1. The cutoff width
R = 1. The cutoff width for E21 is the solution of T = I when S
for E12 is the solution of the
< 1. For all other widths the
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guide will be multimode, i.e., it will support E12 E21 and higher order modes. R, S and T are
given as
q2 c + b b2 - 2 tan(/b2 - 2)lR2- .2 2 - (3.25)
-1 q2 c~2 \ b2 b2w
;2 )I bZ42 T =t . 2 ( )
To illustrate the results, the normalized guide width for the onset of E12 and the E2 1
modes are plotted as a function of normalized outer region thickness H, for normalized inner
region thicknesses T, and asymmetry measures a, in Figures 3.9 3.10 and 3.11. Actually, two
parameters are necessary to describe the normalized curves. These are a and c. It is easy to
see this in the limit of the EDC approximation. Since we are looking for TM solutions in the
equivalent three layer symmetric slab, two parameters are required to describe the normalized
eigenvalue equation given in Section 8.3.. But c is always larger than a, and worked out
examples indicate that as long as c > 10 its actual value matters very little. So as long as
a > 10 there is no need to specify a c value. These curves cover the entire ranges of H and T
for which the rib structure can be single mode. Also shown in Figures 3.9-3.11 is the maximum
normalized guide width for single mode operation predicted by the EDC method. For the
situation where the inner slab is thick enough to support two guided modes, the EDC method
encounters difficulties because an ambiguity exists as to which to pick as the effective index of
the rib region. For
2 < b < b (3.28)
EDC in fact is not applicable. When
b1 < b2 < b (3.29)
b2 is the only choice, and one can apply the EDC method, but as can be seen in Figures 3.9-3.11
this does not give a good approximation to the more accurate result of the present analysis.
The maximum permissible width predicted is as much as 25 % too small. The fact that the
larger rib widths can be used in this case than the EDC method would predict is a direct result
of the fact that there are now two slab modes available to construct the fundamental rib mode.
Their superposition can thus be adjusted to yield the fundamental mode over a wider range of
W, which is necessary for efficient input and output coupling to single mode fibers.
Another observation from Figures 3.9-3.11 is that for the same T value, regardless of the
value of a, the boundaries defining the region where the guide is single mode almost exactly
match. This is not so obvious from the eigenvalue equations, but the deviation in the W value
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Figure 3.9: Normalized guide width W, versus normalized thickness of the outer slab H, showing
the domains where only Ell or Ell + Et2 or Etl + E21 modes will exist for a = 30 and a = 150(
for T = 5. The cutoff width for E 21 mode from EDC analysis is also plotted.
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Figure 3.10: Normalized guide width W, versus normalized thickness of the outer slab H.
showing the domains where only Ell or Ell + E12 or Ell + E21 modes will exist for a = 30 ant
a = 150 for T = 6. The cutoff width for E21 mode from EDC analysis is also plotted.
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Figure 3.11: Normalized guide width W, versus normalized thickness of the outer slab H,
showing the domains where only Ell or Ell + E12 or Ell + E21 modes will exist for a = 30 and
a = 150 for T = 7. The cutoff width for E21 mode from EDC analysis is also plotted.
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for single mode operation is less than 6 % over the entire spectrum. So as far as designing
single mode rib guides is concerned one can use either one of the curves in Figures 3.9-3.11 as
universal curves. If structures with parameters other than what is presented here need to be
designed, analytical expressions with the help of Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 can be used.
The analysis presented so far is computationally easy, but has certain shortcomings. First
of all one is never certain about the accuracy, especially near the cutoff point of the guided
mode in the outer region i.e., for deeply etched structures. Secondly design curves cover only
a limited H range, hence no information is presented for structures with no guided modes in
the outer region. These shortcomings are eliminated by taking the continuous spectra into
consideration. This is explained in the next section.
3. Accurate analysis of the rib guides with the effect of con-
tinuous spectra
Figures 3.12-3.16 show the universal design curves for different normalized epi thicknesses with
the effect of continuous spectra. In these figures the only parameter shown is a. As discussed
before as long as c > 10 its actual value changes the results slightly. Since c > a, if a > 10
there is no need to specify a c value. Furthermore in the previous section it was shown that
when a increases from 30 to 150 the maximum change in the boundaries defining the single
mode operation is less than 6%. Therefore one a value should give a reasonably accurate result
which is valid in the range a > 30. That value is chosen as a = 150 in the calculations.
So keeping in mind that accuracy is within 10% one can use the curves in Figures 3.12-3.16
as universal design curves for all practical structures. One should also keep in mind that
for three dimensional structures design curves are also three dimensional. The most accurate
representation of the design information will be a three dimensional plot with axes T, H and
W. Boundaries defining cutoff conditions of higher order modes will be surfaces. There will be
a different surface for each combination of a and c values, and a volume will define the single
mode region. These surfaces will differ by less than 10% for a > 10, so one surface will be
enough to represent the single mode volume fairly accurately. Figures 3.12-3.16 are actually
the intersections of these surfaces with planes at different T values. Rather than providing
one three dimensional plot, several two dimensional plots were given so that one can read the
numerical values more accurately. All the plots have similar features. Fig. 3.16 shows a typical
plot, where the normalized guide width W of a rib guide versus normalized thickness of the
outer slab H for a normalized inner region thickness of T = 7 is plotted. The asymmetry
measure used is a = 150. Domains where Ell, Ell + E12 and E 11 + E21 modes will exist are
shown. Subscripts indicate the number of maxima along the x and y directions respectively.
The inner region is thick enough to support two guided modes. However, the outer slab at most
should support only one guided mode. Otherwise the rib guide will always support at least
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Figure 3.12: Normalized guide width W, versus normalized thickness of the outer slab H.
showing the domains where different modes will exist for a = 150 and T = 3.
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Figure 3.13: Normalized guide width W, versus normalized thickness of the outer slab fH,
showing the domains where different modes will exist for a = 150 and T = 4.
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Figure 3.14: Normalized guide width W, versus normalized thickness of the outer slab H,
showing the domains where different modes will exist for a = 150 and T = 5.
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Figure 3.15: Normalized guide width W, versus normalized thickness of the outer slab H.
showing the domains where different modes will exist for a = 150 and T = 6.
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Figure 3.16: Normalized guide width WV, versus normalized thickness of the outer slab H,
showing the domains where different modes will exist for a = 150 and T = 7.
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two modes, i.e., the El, and E12 modes, and hence will never be single mode. This sets the
maximum permissible value on H as 4.5. For H values to about 2.7, as width, W, increases,
the first higher order mode is always E21 i.e., the mode has two maxima along the direction.
For H values smaller than 2.7, the first higher order mode becomes E1 2, i.e., the fields have
two maxima along y direction. When H is decreased, the effective index of the outer region
decreases; hence the index step between the inner and outer regions increases. This results in
a decrease in the cutoff width of the higher order mode and W values decrease monotonically
as expected. However, for H values less than what is necessary to support a mode in the outer
region, there is a leveling and an increase and finally a saturation of W values for decreasing H.
At first this may seem to be intuitively wrong, because the index step gets higher and higher.
However, the effective index of the outer region is now lower than the index of the substrate and
hence some of the higher order modes will have effective indices less than that of the substrate
and will radiate into the substrate. Therefore the guide will be cleaned from the expected higher
order modes and higher width values will be tolerated for single mode operation. This point is
quite interesting because keeping W constant and decreasing H may first make a single mode
guide double moded and single mode again. This can be thought of as squeezing the higher
order mode into the substrate as the outer region is squeezed in thickness. As T decreases that
possibility also decreases. In the shaded area no guidance is possible. In this regime all the
energy that is intended to couple into the guide will radiate into the substrate.
If the guide is designed in the area marked E 11l it will always be single mode. In the
calculations 4 discretized continuum modes in both the inner and outer regions were enough
for convergence over the whole spectrum. The dashed curves are obtained when the continuous
spectra is neglected, i.e., when only guided modes are used. Basically these are the reproduction
of Figures 3.9-3.11 shown in the previous section. They are reproduced here for comparison
to asses their accuracy. When there are well guided modes in the inner and outer regions
the contributions from the continuous spectra is very small even for a structure with a large
discontinuity. Therefore, when there are well guided modes, neglecting the continuous spectra
is well justified and the simple approximate theory and its analytical results can be used. Only
when the guided mode in the outer region is near cutoff do modifications become significant.
In this region discrepancies can be as high as 30%.
Results of the EDC when applicable, are also shown. The maximum permissible width
predicted by the EDC method is as much as 25% too small. In Fig. 3.13 another similar plot
for T = 4 is shown. For this case, the inner region can only support a single guided mode.
Hence results of the EDC method and the present analysis when the continuous spectra is
neglected turn out to be the same. In this case, the first higher order mode is always the E21
mode, i.e., fields will have two maxima along the x direction. Again the same general features
are observed. The results of the EDC method or of neglecting the continuous spectra can be
off as much as 55% for deeply etched ribs. Effective index values predicted by EDC are always
higher and cutoff widths are always lower than the actual values. Therefore EDC results are
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conservative estimates for designing single mode guides.
As mentioned previously, Marcatili has also developed an approximate theory for the rib
guide design. Marcatili has only one curve defining the boundaries of single mode region.
Curves of the same type were generated and plotted on the same graph as shown in Figure
3.17. Thicknesses of the inner and outer slabs and the width of the guide normalized according
to Marcatili's definitions are designated as TM, HM and WM respectively. When there is a
mode in the outer region to the right of HM/TM = 0.35, the qualitative behavior of the two
curves is similar. However absolute values differ. The results of present analysis do not extend
beyond the HM/TM = 0.7 point because in this area the outer region will have two guided
modes and the rib guide will always be double moded along the y direction. This is a weak
point of Marcatili's analysis. When there are no guided modes in the outer region, however, the
results differ drastically. To the left of the leftmost solid line no guidance is possible, whereas
Marcatili predicts higher order modes. HM/WM values defining the boundary of the single
mode region decrease continuously since higher width values can be tolerated, but according
to Marcatili W values should be made less and less for single mode operation. This is because
according to Marcatili's treatment squeezing of higher order modes into the substrate cannot
be predicted.
4. Analysis of rib guides with sloped rib sides
Rib guides analyzed so far have vertical rib sides. In practice, however, fabricated structures
tend to have sloped rib sides. Using anisotropic etching techniques, like reactive ion etching,
it is possible to obtain rib sides very close to vertical. Chemical etchants, on, the other hand,
produce sloped sidewalls along well defined crystal directions. In this work chemical etchants
were used, because they are easy to use and control, and they produce sidewalls which are very
smooth. A rib guide fabricated using chemical etching techniques is shown in Figure 3.18.
One has to come up with a technique to analyze rib guides with sloped rib sides. This is done
in this work by approximating the sloped side as a staircase function as shown in Figure 3.19
(a). This structure in turn can be modeled using the basic building block described in Chapter
2. Furthermore, it is only necessary to analyze half of the structure since it is symmetrical with
respect to the center plane. For the case where the inner region is thick enough to support
two TE modes and the outer region only one, the equivalent circuit of the structure becomes
that shown in Fig. 3.19 (b). For the sake of simplicity, discretized continuum modes were
neglected and only guided modes were shown. For purposes of illustration, it is assumed that
the slab guides are single mode in the last step and the outer region. Increasing the number
of steps it is possible to approximate the sloped side as closely as desired. The issue of how
many steps are adequate to approximate the sloped side accurately was considered first. In the
calculations two sets of devices were simulated which are the actual fabricated structures used
in the experimental investigation. Both sets are homojunction GaAs rib guides with parameters
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Figure 3.17: Comparisons of the waveguide dimensions for single mode operation as obtained
from this theory with Marcatili's results for T = 7
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Figure 3.18: Rib guide structures fabricated using chemical etching techniques
shown in Figures 3.20 (a) and (b). For the first set of devices where the epilayer is 5m thick
and the rib height is 1.5prn, the variation of the predicted cutoff width of the E 21 mode, W,
as the number of sections, N, is increased is shown in Figure 3.21. W changes very little for
N > 4. In particular, the width predicted changed less than 2% when N increased from 5
to 20. Consequently, N = .5 was chosen as a reasonable compromise between accuracy and
computational time. For the second set of devices where the epi is thicker, 7m, and the rib
height is even bigger, 3.5tum, variation of W with N is shown in Figure 3.22. As one can see
N = 10 is adequate to accurately represent this structure. These indicated number of steps
were used in the analysis of more complicated structures described in the following sections.
Most researchers who have analyzed such structures, defined effective guide widths in an
ad hoc manner and analyzed the structures as the ideal structure with these effective widths
27']. Since most methods of analysis are approximate, this makes the results even more approx-
imate and makes such techniques very crude for applications like coupled guides where greater
accuracy is desired.
Only in one case Pelossi et. al. [28j analyzed sloped side rib guides using a finite element
method analysis. In the analysis they used triangular meshes to fit the geometry better. Their
analysis was applied to sputtered glass films on glass substrates and their theoretical results
were verified experimentally. The structures that are analyzed in '281 were also analyzed using
the present method in which the sloped side is approximated as a staircase function. Figures
3.23 (a) and (b) show the two structures that were analyzed. Guide in Fig. 3.23 (a) has a
sidewall angle of 210 and outer region supports a guided mode. For this case 5 steps were found
to be adequate for the convergence of the normalized index, b. Normalized index valles fr
the Ell mode calculated for different IV values using only guided modes and three discretized
continuum modes in the inner and outer regions are shown in Table 3.2 together with the results
of the FE.¥{ analysis of [281. Agreement is excellent demonstrating the acciuracy of the staircase
approximation to the sloped side. Another bservation is that, as the number of discretized
continuum modes increases from 0 to 3, the normalized index changes negligibly, indicating
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Figure 3.19: Approximate representation of a rib guide with sloped sides and the resulting
equivalent circuit
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Figure 3.20: Rib guides which are studied in this work
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Figure 3.21: Variation of the cutoff width, W, of the E21 mode against the number of sections,
N, for the parameters shown in the Figure 3.20 (a).
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Figure 3.22: Variation of the cutoff width, W, of the
N, for the parameters shown in the Figure 3.20 (b).
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Figure 3.23: The sloped side rib guides analyzed for comparison with FE'M analysis
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W ( m) b2 (N=M=O) b (N=M=3) b2 FEM result
4.27 0.4612 0.4610 0.4642
6.61 0.4748 0.4747 0.4716
7.88 - 0.4786 0.4784 0.4790
10.49 0.4789 0.4786 0.4791
Table 3.2: Normalized index values for the El, mode of the structure in Fig. 3.23 (a) as
calculated by the present method and FEM analysis.
W (/ m) b2 (N=0 M=1) b2 (N=M=3) b2 FEM result
2.66 0.4587 0.4583 0.4531
4.88 0.4912 0.4910 0.5031
7.44 0.5185 0.5183 0.5124
9.49 0.5210 0.5206 0.5180
Table 3.3: Normalized index values for the El, mode of the structure in Fig. 3.23 (b) as
calculated by the present method and FEM analysis.
that the effect of continuous spectra is negligible for well guided modes as demonstrated in
Section 7.2.. The structure in Fig. 3.23 (b) has no guided modes in the outer region and
has a sidewall angle of 32 °. For this case 7 steps were found to be adequate for convergence.
Results of the present analysis and FEM analysis for the E11l mode again are shown in Table
3.3. The agreement is excellent, and normalized index values change negligibly as the number
of discretized continuum modes are increased. These comparisons demonstrate the accuracy
of approximating the sloped side as a staircase function. This approximation coupled with
the modularity and accuracy of the present method of analysis, make it a very powerful tool
to analyze and design open waveguides of arbitrary profiles. Modularity even when there are
no guided modes in the outer region is the key factor. Modularity of other mode matching
techniques that come up with equivalent circuits [81 breaks when there are no guided modes in
the outer regions hence they cannot be used to analyze structures like the one in Fig. 3.23 (b).
5. Fabrication techniques
In this section the required procedures for fabricating single and coupled rib guides are ex-
plained. The basic fabrication procedure consists of three steps. These are lithography to
define an etch mask on the layer, etching to fabricate the rib guides, and finally, cleaving to
prepare samples for testing. In the next sections these steps are explained.
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5.1. Lithography
In this step a mask is formed on the layer to protect the areas where etching is not desired. The
most common approach is to use a patterned photoresist layer. This approach was not favored
in this work, because the etchant used, which is a mixture of H 20 2, H 20 and H 2S0 4 etches the
photoresist as well as the layer. Therefore, erosion of the mask and nonuniform etching results.
Hence some other material must be used as a mask. This mask material must be resistant to
the etchant, adhere to the surface very well, and be easily removable, also the solution that
removes the mask material should not etch the layer.
One possibility is to use an RF sputtered SiO2 film. First a SiO2 film is sputter deposited
on the layer. Then, a photoresist mask is patterned on SiO2 and the Si0 2 is etched using a
buffered oxide etch. Later, the photoresist is removed and the remaining SiO2 is used as the
mask for the etchant. Finally, the SiO2 is removed in an HF solution. There was one problem
discovered with this approach however. The deposited material was found to be somewhat
nonuniform in thickness and density. During the etching of the film, weak and thin areas were
found to be etched faster. Hence along the edges some irregularities and ripples were observed.
These were directly transferred to the edges of the waveguides when the' layer was etched.
This problem is particularly important for waveguides, because they have very high aspect
ratios. They are several microns wide and several millimeters long. Therefore, irregularities on
the edges even though they are separated tens of microns, produce large scattering losses and
introduce nonuniform coupling, both of which are highly undesirable.
To eliminate this problem a liftoff technique was used. This procedure is outlined in Figure
3.24. First about a one micron thick photoresist layer is exposed and developed. By bringing
the mask into a very good contact with the photoresist and overexposing, it is possible to obtain
an undercut resist profile as shown in Fig. 3.24. Then a thin ( about 500 A) Ti film is E-beam
evaporated on the patterned photoresist. This Ti film covers everything except the edges of
the patterned resist. Finally the layer is soaked in a solvent like acetone which dissolves the
photoresist starting at the edges and lifts off the Ti in the undesired areas, leaving behind a
well defined Ti mask. Ti adheres to almost everything including GaAs very well, is resistant
to the etchant used and can be removed in a 20:1 H 20: HF solution which does not etch
GaAs. Hence it is the ideal mask material. The advantage of this technique is that, the top
surface of the photoresist can be patterned perfectly yielding an exact replica of the mask. It
is this surface which forms a barrier and determines the shape of the Ti mask formed diuring
evaporation. Therefore, the Ti mask becomes an exact replica of the original mask. Hence.
when applied properly, liftoff has the potential of producing a mask as good as the original
mask itself.
The most important part is to obtain the undercut resist profile. This requires a good
contact between the resist and the mask and overexposure. To obtain a good contact, especially
on the small samples (~ lcmxlcm) used in this work, flexible masks were used. These are thin
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Figure 3.24: Liftoff procedure used to define an etch mask on the layer
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masks ( _ 10mils thick) and conform very well to the surface of a small layer when a vacuum
is applied between the mask and the layer. After the mask and the layer are brought into
close proximity vacuum is applied and the evidence of the contact is seen as the formation of
fringes on the layer. The contact gets better with the time in contact and the fringes become
widely separated. Once such a good contact is obtained, the resist must be exposed in steps
no longer than 1 second, because UV exposure causes to gas evolution (possibly N 2) due to a
change in the resist chemistry. This gas disturbs the contact. Hence exposing in short bursts
and waiting between exposures helps to remove the gas without disturbing the contact. A
typical lithographic procedure is as follows. To start with surfaces of the epilayers should be
sufficiently clean, because cleaning an epilayer by removing part of it using harsh chemicals
is totally unacceptable. Therefore, epilayers should be stored in a dry and clean place. The
procedure then is as folows:
1. Clean the surface in trichloroethelene, acetone and methanol with mild ultrasonic agita-
tion. This knocks the loose dirt and particles off the surface. Ultrasonic is found to be
especially useful to eliminate small chips of crystals on the surface and edges which are
produced when the sample is cleaved. If these are not eliminated, they affect the contact
between the mask and the layer adversely.
2. Prebake the layer at 180 C for 30 minutes to provide a dry surface to increase photoresist
adhesion.
3. Cool the sample to room temperature. This time should be minimized to prevent moisture
absorption. This is usually done spinning the sample while adjusting the speed and time
on the spinner.
4. Spin coat photoresist to a thickness of about one micron. AZ1450J resist gives a thickness
of 1.2,um at 5000rpm. Spin times are about 60secs. This insures sufficient time for proper
step coverage and coating uniformity.
5. Air dry for 5 minutes to prevent partial loss of solvent and help prevent skin formation
when resist is placed into the soft bake oven.
6. Softbake 20 minutes at 90 C to remove the majority of the solvent in the resist to obtain
normal exposure speeds.
7. Expose to air for about 10 minutes to allow the resist to reabsorb the water lost during
the softbake. Moisture starvation decreases light sensitivity and causes underexposure
which is undesirable for liftoff.
8. Expose the mask pattern. Exposure times are found using the required energy for proper
exposure and the intensity of the UV lamp. For the specified resist thickness the required
energy for threshold exposure is specified as 60mJ/cm2. Since overexposure is required
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Figure 3.25: An original mask and the Ti pattern generated on GaAs
for liftoff, usually 1.5 times the threshold is used. This specifies the required energy as
90mJ/cm2. If the measured intensity of the lamp is 4500mW/cm2, the required exposure
time is
90mJ/cmZ
t = 0m/cm2 = 20seconds. (3.30)
4500mW/cm 2
As mentioned before exposure should be made at 1 second steps seperated by at least 1
minute intervals.
9. Develope for 45 seconds in 1:5 AZ351 : HzO solution. One must refrain from overdevel-
oping because developer is an alkaline solution and etches GaAs. So, if the lithography is
not successful and the resist is removed, the remaining epilayer will be etched and cannot
be used again. It was found that AZ351 is a better choice than AZ312 developer which
is more commonly used.
10. Rinse in DI water for at least 60 seconds.
11. Blow dry and examine under a microscope.
A Ti mask on GaAs using the outlined procedure and the mask used are shown side by side
in Figure 3.25. The edge sharpness and smoothness on both patterns are exactly the same.
After lithography, layers can be stored in a dry place for a while. Before Ti deposition,
however, the residual resist and scum must be cleaned in either an 02 plasma or UV ozone.
This also helps promote the adherence of Ti. Typical 02 plasma pressure, power and times are
60 mTorr, 100 W and 30 seconds respectively.
After cleaning, an approximately 500 A thick Ti layer is E-beam evaporated. Finally, liftoff
is performed by soaking the resist in acetone. If the patterning is proper short soaking times
(about one minute) should be enough, but usually soaking longer gives better results. After
initial soaking sample should be examined under a microscope. To clear areas where liftoff
is not successful mild ultrasonic agitation can be used. One should not use excess and harsh
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ultrasonic agitation, however, because that may peel Ti off or produce ragged edges. At this
point, the sample is ready to be etched, and etching is explained in the next section.
5.2. Etching
The etchant used should have certain properties. It should etch uniformly. The etched surfaces
should be as smooth as possible. It should be reproducible. The etch rate should be controllable
and most preferably be linear with time, so that etch depths can be controlled by timing. It
should also produce well defined, reproducible profiles regardless how deep the crystal is etched.
The obtained profile depends on the composition of the etchant, orientation of the crystal and
orientation of the mask with respect to the crystal. All the crystals used in this work had
(100) orientations. This is because there are two well defined cleavage planes perpendicular
to this orientation along the (011) and (011) directions. Therefore, if waveguides are aligned
along either direction, it is possible to cleave the crystal such that end of the waveguides will be
perpendicular to the waveguiding direction. This will make aligning the waveguide with respect
to the incoming laser beam and coupling in and out of the waveguide a lot easier. However, the
cross sectional profile of the waveguide will vary depending on along which direction it is aligned.
This is because etchants remove material along well defined crystal planes and depending on
the type of the atoms and the strength of the bond between the planes, different planes are
etched at different rates. For GaAs and most [Il-V semiconductors (111)A planes are etched
slower than (111)B planes. Hence the orientation of (ll1)A planes with respect to the direction
of the mask determines the profile of the etched surface. This situation is depicted in Figure
3.26. If the mask is aligned perpendicular to (011) planes profile becomes V shaped. The angle
of the sloped side is 540, which is the angle between (100) and (111) planes. If the mask is
aligned perpendicular to (011) planes a dovetail profile is obtained. This property is used to
find the right direction to align the mask. For this purpose a small piece is cleaved off the
crystal. A SiO2 layer is sputter deposited and patterned using a mask with square openings.
Then the sample is etched in 1 vol % Br in CH30H solution. Finally, it is cleaved along both
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Figure 3.27: Cross sectional profiles of GaAs showing (011) and (011) directions.
cleavage planes and profiles are observed under optical microscope. Profiles obtained that way
are shown in Figure 3.27. Once the two different orientations are determined, waveguides are
aligned perpendicular to (011) planes to obtain a sloped side rib guide which is more suitable
for waveguiding.
The etchant used in this work is 8:1:1 H 20 2 : H 2 S O 4 : H 2 0 solution cooled to 0 C.
During the etching process reactants diffuse towards the surface, H 20 2 oxidizes the surface and
oxidized products are removed by H 2S0 4. If the rate determining process is the diffusion of the
reactants, the etching is said to be diffusion limited, and etching rates are proportional to the
square root of the etching time. If, on the other hand, surface reactions are the rate determining
step, the etching process is surface reaction limited. In this case it is shown that etch rates are
linear with time. The phase diagram for this particular etchant at 0 °C for the (100) surface is
shown in Figure 3.28 (291. In regions C and D with either high H 2S0 4 or H 20 2 content, etched
surfaces have mirror-like appearance. In region A etch rate is very high and etched surfaces
look cloudy. Region B results in very slow etch rates hence can be used to delineate surface
defects like etch pits. So among the possible choices of C and D region C is chosen because
in this region the ratio of the etch rate of (111)B to (111)A surfaces is the greatest. Therefore
well defined sloped rib sides can be obtained. Furthermore, etch rate depends linearly on time
in region C, whereas in region D etch rate is not linear with time. Etch rates for this system
increase exponentially with time, since chemical reactions are thermally activated. Therefore,
etch rates at room temperature are about three to five times the ones shown in Fig. 3.28.
Since the desired rib heights are at the order of several microns, an etch rate of the same order
per minute is desired. Cooling the etching to 0 °C gives an etch rate of 2.2 mm/min stable
for periods of several hours. An etch rate of this value allows one to control the rib height of
several microns precisely. Dektak profiles of an etched sample over the entire sample shows a
very good uniformity. Such a scan is shown in Figure 3.29. The average variation in the rib
height is 1.5 % and the worst case variation is 6 %. Coupled with the very uniform thickness
of the layers used in this work, vertical dimensions of the fabricated structures were controlled
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Figure 3o.30: An SEM picture showing an etched sidewall
Figure 3.31: A funny mode profile due to bad cleaving
precisely. The etched surfaces.and the sidewalls were also very uniform and mirror like. A
high magnification SEA!f picture of a sidewall and an etched surface is shown in Figure 3.30.
The maximum ripple on the sidewall is of the order of 500 A which is much smaller than the
wavelength and the lateral dimensions used in this work. After the etching is complete, devices
must be cleaved for testing. Cleaving is explained in the next section.
5.3. Cleaving
Cleaving is a very important step in the fabrication of waveguides. If the edges are not cleaved
properly there is no way to access the guides and they cannot be tested. Cleaved edges shouild
be smooth, clean and defect free especially in the areas where the waveguiding occurs. Defects
on the waveguides introduce features to the observed mode profiles, scatter the light and affect
the qualitative and quantitative measurements adversely. An example is shown in Figure 3.3 l
where a near field mode pattern of a single mode guide is shown. From the mode picture the
guide seems to support a combination of higher order modes. But examination under optical
microscope revealed the existence of two cracks on the edge of the waveguide. These cracks act
like dark spots and give rise to the observed complex mode profile. Subsequent cleaving and
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Figure 3.28: Phase diagram for H 2 SO4,H 2 0 2 and H2 0 system at 0 CO for (100) oriented GaAs
(9)
Figure 3.29: Dektak profile of an etched surface.
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observation revealed that the guide is indeed single mode. Other than cleaving properly, one
should be able to cleave predetermined lengths of the sample. This was especially important
in the analysis of coupled structures, where intensities in the guides were determined as a
function of the length of propagation. In the present work, at each step devices were shortened
by about one millimeter. Such controllable and reproducible cleaving requires thinning the
sample to about 10 mils. First a tiny scribe mark of about half a millimeter is introduced
on the device side parallel to the direction of cleaving. Then using a sharp surgical blade a
notch was produced on the side of the crystal. One should use very soft and gentle motions
in doing so, otherwise the sample can be cracked or cleaved along the desired direction with
a damaged cleaved surface. Once the formation of the notch is complete the sample is turned
over and a very gentle pressure is applied with a soft object, like a Q tip or the eraser of a
pencil, on a soft platform, like several filter papers. Usually either a weak sound is heard or a
line along the direction of cleavage is observed indicating that the cleaving is complete. Then
the cleaved pieces are separated using a tweezer. Finally all the devices on the cleaved edge are
examined under an optical microscope using phase contrast under high magnification. Devices
with defects on the cleaved edges are identified and they are not used in the experimental
evaluation.
6. Optical testing
Once the fabrication, examination, and characterization of the devices are complete, they are
optically tested. The set-up used in the testing is shown in Figure 3.32. The optical excitation
is end fire coupled into the waveguides by focusing the laser beam on the cleaved edge of the
waveguide using a microscope objective. Throughout the entire work a HeNe laser at 1.15 pm
was used. Another microscope objective is used to focus the near field pattern at the output onto
a vidicon camera. The output of the camera is viewed on a TV monitor. Part of the near field
pattern is diverted using a beam splitter and a scanning mirror onto a Ge photodiode. Placing
a narrow slit on the detector and scanning the the near field pattern across the slit using the
scanning mirror, the near field mode profile of the structure under examination is displayed on
an oscilloscope. This information is very valuable for multimode guides and coupled structures.
One difficulty was observed in this scheme for samples longer than a couple millimeters. The
output of the detector was not enough to display a signal on the scope. This is a combination
of the low output power of the laser, the inefficient coupling mechanism, and the losses of the
waveguides. This difficulty was resolved using the video signal from the TV monitor. Using a
scope with a delayed time base, the video signal for one TV line is displayed. This technique
is easy to implement, since signal levels are high. General purpose scopes can be used and
one can observe the pattern on TV and scan it at the same time. On the other hand when a
detector is used, focal positions of the near field pattern on the vidicon camera and the detector,
especially at high magnification, are not the same. So when pattern is scanned it cannot be
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Figure 3.32: Block diagram of the optical test set rup
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viewed on the TV monitor. This poses some difficulties during the measurements, because one
may have to go between the two focal positions back and forth several times to see that what is
scanned is the structure of interest. On the other hand there are a couple drawbacks associated
with this technique. Usually the height of the pattern covers several TV lines. Since there is a
vertical variation of the pattern, different TV lines will have different amplitudes. This effect
is important for coupled structures, because the ratio of the amplitudes of two waveguides will
be different depending on which TV line is selected. Although this difference is less than 10 %,
it still affects the accuracy of the measurements. To minimize this effect near filed pattern is
made run parallel to the TV scan lines and the line with the maximum output is consistently
chosen. The second drawback is related to the linearity of the vidicon and TV response. As
intensity is increased beyond a certain level, the video output saturates. To minimize this
problem neutral density filters were used to keep the video output at about the same level
throughout the measurements.
The respective positioning of the sample and the incoming beam is very important and
affects the reproducibility and accuracy of the measurements a great deal. The sample has to
be aligned perpendicular to the incoming laser beam at the beginning of the measurements to
ensure better coupling and reproducible positioning. This is done by reflecting a visible laser
beam off the cleaved edge of the sample. Since the main beam is infrared, a visible HeNe laser
at 0.6328 m is made collinear with the infrared beam and is used in the alignment of the system
and the sample. The cleaved edge of the the sample acts like a mirror and reflects the incoming
beam. The sample, which is mounted on a goniometer, is moved until the reflected beam
becomes coincident with the incoming beam, ensuring that the sample is perpendicular to the
beam. During the measurement, course positioning of the sample is done using a micrometer
and fine positioning is done using piezoelectric positioners. Piezoelectric positioners allow a
precision less than a micrometer, hence very accurate positioning of the sample is possible.
7. Characterization of the epilayers and experimental deter-
mination of the index step between the epilayer and the
substrate
In the experimental work two CVD grown n- GaAs epilayers on n
+ GaAs substrates were
used. These epilayers were provided by Dr. Yalcin Ayasli of Raytheon Corporation. The
first layer designated as B, had an epilayer thickness of 5 pm and the second, designated as
3G - 162 had an epi thickness of 7 pm. Cleaved and stained edges of these layers showing the
epi thickness are shown in Figure 3.33. The epi thickness was very uniform and the interfaces
were very sharp and smooth across the whole wafer. Doping profiles of these layers are show n
in Figures 3.34 and 3.35. Epi doping for B was 2x1015 cm- 3 and for 3G - 162 was 1xl0
1 cm - 3
and was very uniform across the epi. Substrate dopings for both layers were specified to be
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Figure 3.33: Cleaved and stained edges of the epilayers used in this work
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---creates a small index step as described in Section . This index step is small and is linearly
proportional to the doping level of the substrate. Hence small variations in the substrate
doping, say from 1X 1018 CM- 3 to 2x10' 8 CM-3 change the index step by 100 %. On the other
hand exact knowledge of the index step is crucial to the accuracy of the theoretical analysis.
Therefore, it was decided to experimentally determine the index step. Several methods have
been proposed for this purpose 30] [31]. In this work slab guides of various thicknesses were
used. By observing the cutoff thickness of the higher order slab modes one can figure out the
index step.
All of the devices and slab guides were tested at 1.15 prn with TE polarization. The
thicknesses of the slab guides were varied by etching the epilayers at I Aum steps. For this
particular wafers it was found that 4 um thick slab guides supported only the fundamental
mode while 5 pum and thicker layers supported the first and second order modes as shown in
Figure 3.36 The inhomogeneities observed in these pictures are thought to be due to doping
variations in the substrate, since the thickness, interfaces, and the doping level of the guiding
layer are very uniform. Such doping level variations are common for GaAs substrates and
have a significant effect on the index step. The index of the guiding layer, which is undoped
GaAs is 3.45 at 1.15 pm [321. Knowing this index, the wavelength, and the limits on te
cutoff thickness, and using the slab guide dispersion relationship given in Chapter 2, one can
confidently say that the index step is between 4:25x 10-3 and 6.25x 10-3 . If the if index step
were less than 4.25x10 3', the 5 pm slab would be single mode which it is not. On the other
hand, the index step cannot be larger than 6.'23x10 37 because that would make the 4 pm thick
slab double mode, and 7 pm slab triple mode. Thus it is a reasonable choice to take the index
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Figure 3.35' Doping profile of 3G - 162
in the low l018 cm - 3 range. This doping variation between the epilayer and the substrate
creates a small index step as described in Section 1.. This index step is small and is linearly
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Figure 3.36 he inho ogeneities observed in these pictures are thought to be due to doping
variations in the substrate, since the thickness, interfaces, and the doping level of the guiding
layer are very unifor . Such doping level variations are co on for a s substrates and
have a significant effect on the index step. he index of the guiding layer, hich is undope(1
GarAs is 3.45 at 1.15 /~m L,)2]. Knowing this index, the wavelength, and the li its 0,n thle
cutoff thickness, and using the slab guide dispersion relationship given in hapter 2, one can
confidently say that the index step is bet een 4:25x0 - 3 and 6.25x0- a. If the if index stp
ere less t a  4.25x10 - 3, the 5 /zm slab wold be single ode hich it is not. n the other
hand, the index step cannot be larger than 6.25x10- ' 3 because that ould ake the 4/~  thick
slab double ode, and 7/~m slab triple ode. hus it is a reasonable choice to take the index
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Figure 3.36: First and second order slab modes observed for 4 ,um and 5 urn thick slab guides
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step as (5.25 - 1)x10- 3 . This is the value used in theoretical calculations. If one goes back and
figures out the required doping level of the substrate for this range of index step, it is found
that 1.5x10 8 < N, < 2.0x1018 which is quite reasonable and is certainly within the limits
of the substrate doping variations mentioned before.
8. Experimental results
In this section near field mode profiles of various single rib guides will be presented. By
observing the near field profiles, the number of modes supported by waveguides of different
dimensions were determined. The results were compared with the theoretical predictions. In
the experiments three different sets of waveguides were used. The first set was fabricated by
Dr. Fred Leonberger at Lincoln Laboratory. The other two sets were fabricated using wafers
and techniques described in Section 5.. Lincoln Laboratory samples were fabricated on CVD
grown undoped GaAs layers on heavily doped GaAs substrates. Thickness of the epilayer was
6 jim. Two sets of devices were fabricated. In the first set, the rib height was 1 Am and in the
second set, it was 2 um. W values were 1.5,4,6,8 and 10 um and 1.5,3.5,5,8 and 10 jim for the
1 and 2 rm rib heights respectively. Sidewall angle was 540° .
These devices were designed according to Marcatili's rules and effective widths used in the
design was chosen as the average width of the trapezoid. According to Marcatili's design criteria
these guides are single moded. But experimental observations showed that all the guides with 1
im rib heights were double moded along the vertical direction regardless of W. The guides with
2 ,um rib heights were found to be single moded along the vertical direction. Examination of the
5 jm thick epilayer between the rib guides for the first set revealed that this epi supported two
slab modes. Therefore, for the case of 1 mm rib height both inner and outer slabs supported two
guided modes, hence the rib guides are double moded along the vertical dimension regardless
of the width of the guide. Hence, for single mode operation the outer slab should support at
most one guided mode. Indeed, if the rib height is increased to 2 mrn by etching the epi one
more micron, guides become single mode. This change from being double mode vertically to
single mode as the outer slab starts supporting only one guided mode is shown in Figure 3.37.
This point is overlooked by Marcatili and is a weak point of his analysis.
Devices with 2 um rib heights were not checked carefully, to see if some of them were
double moded along the horizontal direction. According to the present theory and assuming
an index step of 5.25x10 - 3 , which agrees well for a cutoff width of 4 Urm for the second order
slab mode, guides with VW's 8 and 10 ltm should support E21 mode. But this observation was
not made because at the time of these observations the motivation was to measure the loss of
these devices. So low magnification and low numerical aperture, (20X, 0.35 NA), lenses were
used in input and output coupling and guides were excited symmetrically. This makes the
excitation and observation of the E 2 1 mode, if it is supported by the guide, almost impossible.
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Figure 3.37: Rib guides and their near field profiles showing the transition from double mode
to single mode as the rib height increases
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Furthermore, the guides were cleaved several times during these measurements and these small
pieces were discarded after a while. So, unfortunately, at this point it is impossible to go back
and try to see if some of these guides indeed were double moded horizontally.
On the wafer with a 5 im thick epilayer, rib guides with 1.5 jum rib heights were fabricated.
The angle of the sidewalls, ct, and the width of the top of the guide, W, of these devices were
found to be 540 and 1.9,3.6,5.5,7.7,10 and 11.9 m respectively. In order to see if the guide
supported the second higher order mode, the guide was excited asymmetrically, using a high
magnification and a high numerical aperture lens (40X, 0.65 NA). This helps to obtain a
small spot size and this in return helps to increase the asymmetry of the excitation. However,
increased numerical aperture decreases the coupling efficiency, since the numerical aperture of
these guides is fairly low. Therefore, this is not a very efficient way of excitation, but it is the
only way to excite the second order mode with appreciable amplitude. The near field pattern at
the output was focused onto the vidicon camera using another high magnification and numerical
aperture lens (43X, 0.65NA) in order to resolve the details better. The degree of asymmetry,
that is, the respective positioning of the waveguide and the focused light spot on the input edge
of the guide, was controlled precisely using the piezoelectric positioners. It was found that it
was possible to excite the same type of mode profile regardless of on which side the light is
coupled into the waveguide. It was found that the waveguides with W values 1.4,3.6 and 5.5 gm
were single mode, whereas guides with W values of 7.7,10 and 11.9 Jlm support both E 11 and
E2 1 modes. Cleaved and stained edges of the double mode guides with their near field profiles
are shown in Figure 3.38. All the near field profiles have two intensity peaks. As the width of
the guide gets narrower the intensity of the second peak goes down and it is pushed further
out. This observation can be explained with the help of Figure 3.39. The input excitation
excites first and second order rib modes in addition to all sorts of other modes. But along the
length of the guide, which is about 1 cm, only the guided rib modes survive. Therefore, the
near field output pattern will be a superposition of the first and second order rib modes. The
size of the input spot is fixed for all the guides. For wide guides the excitation efficiency of the
second order mode will be high and output pattern will have definite second peak. But as the
width of the guide gets narrower second order mode is excited less efficiently and at the output
their superposition will have a second intensity peak which is decreased in magnitude and is
pushed further out. This is exactly what is observed experimentally. The results together with
theoretical predictions are shown in Figure 3.40. The curves show the predictions of the theory
where the continuous spectra are neglected. The dashed lines and solid lines are for sidewall
angles of 540 and 900, i.e., for the practical and ideal structures, respectively. For the sloped
side structures, 5 steps in the staircase approximation was enough for accurate representation as
shown in Section 2.. The shaded areas denote the region of uncertainty due to an uncertainty of
-1x10 - 3 in the index step value. Each curve defines the cutoff with of the mode it is designated
with. The data points along the vertical line at H = 3.5pm denote the actual fabricated guides.
x's indicate single mode guides and +'s indicate double mode guides. These observations are
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Figure 3.38: Cross sections and near filed profiles of the guides supporting E2 1 mode on sample
B
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Figure 3.39: Illustration of how the near filed profile of a multimode guide changes as the idtl
of the guide gets narrower.
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Figure 3.40: Cutoff widths of the higher order modes as a function of outer slab thickness for
sample B. WV is the top of the rib and x's and +'s indicate single and double moded guiides
respectively.
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Figure 3.41: Cross section of a deeply etched rib side.
quite consistent with the theoretical predictions as verified from the single mode to double
mode transition. The effect of continuous spectra is examined only at H = 3.5pm for an index
step of 5.25x10- 3 . This predicted cutoff width for the sloped side structure is 7.2 pm which is
slightly above the result where continuous spectra is completely neglected. Again when there
are well guided modes in the slabs the effect of continuous spectra is negligible.
On 7 Im thick epi layers, single guides, directional couplers and three guide couplers with rib
height of 3.5 lm were fabricated. In this section only the results on single guides are presented.
For this case one has to be careful in determining the angle of the sidewall. The sidewall of the
chemically etched structures does not remain fixed. Towards the bottom of the etched step, the
profile becomes curved. This is shown in Figure 3.41 where a high magnification SEM picture
of of a cross section of a guide is shown. The slope is fixed at 540 for 80 % of the sidewall. In
the remaining 20 %, the profile becomes slightly curved and the angle varies from 540 to about
400. Since the height of this curved region is about 20 % of the step height, it is very small
for shallow etched structures. For a 1.5 m rib this portion is about 0.3 pm which is about
A/4. So, even though assuming a fixed slope of 540 will introduce an error that is tolerable.
That is why in the previous discussion this value is used. However, as the rib height increases,
the absolute value of the error increases even though its percentage remains the same. On the
other hand, a fixed sidewall angle is used in the computer program to analyze such structures
and one has to come up with an optimum value. Several approximations to the sloped side are
shown in Figure 3.42. The angle of the line connecting the top and the bottom of the rib is 48".
Assuming that as the sidewall will introduce a big error because a sizable area is being added
to the waveguide. On the other hand assuming a 540 sidewall will eliminate a fairly large area
from the structure. But if one assumes an angle of 51o which is the the mean of 540 and 480
degrees, both an area is added and subtracted from the original structure. Both added and
subtracted areas are small. Even though the added area is slightly larger than the subtracted
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Figure 3.42: Several approximations to the sidewall of a deeply etched rib guide.
one, this disturbs the guide very little since the power confined in the upper area is less than the
power confined in the lower area. Therefore, in the calculations for these structures a sidewall
angle of 51 o is chosen. The requirement of using a fixed sidewall angle is not a fundamental
limitation of the technique. In the computer program one can change the sidewall angle at
each step, hence approximate the guide better. But, at present, this option does not exist. The
W values of these guides were 0.5,2.65,4.35 and 6.1 am. These guides were examined if they
supported the E2 1 mode using the procedure outlined above. It was found that guides with
W values 0.5 and 2.65 pm were single mode whereas guides with W values 4.35 and 6.1 pm
support both Ell and E21 modes. The cleaved and stained cross sections, near field profiles
and scans of near field profiles of the double moded guides are shown in Figure 3.43. Again the
same general features are observed. The predicted cutoff width of this structure is 3.85 pm.
In the theoretical calculations a 10 step staircase approximation to the sloped side was enough
as shown in Section 2.. Again the transition from single mode to double mode is in excellent
agreement with the theoretical predictions.
Finally, the issue of defining an effective guide width appropriate for use in methods of
analysis which treat only ideal structures is considered. In Figure 3.44 guide cross section at
the cutoff of the E21 mode for ideal and sloped side structures are shown. Fig. 3.44 (a) is
for T = 5m, H = 3.5,um and Fig. 3.44 (b) is for T = 7pm, H = 3.5/,m. As one can
immediately see, the structure with sloped sides is almost entirely confined within the ideal
structure, and the bottom of the trapezoid is almost equal to the width of the ideal structure.
This is a direct indication of the fact that in the ideal structure very little power is confined in
the upper corners; thus even if these corners are chopped away and a structure with sloped sides
is produced, the mode is perturbed very little. Consequently, when an approximate width is
chosen for a rib guide with sloped rib sides, for ulse in an analysis such as the effective dielectric
constant method, one should select the width near the base of the rib rather than the average
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Figure 3.43: Cross sections and near filed profiles of the guides supporting
3G - 162
E21 mode on sample
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Figure 3.44: Guide cross sections at the cutoff of El2 mode for the ideal and sloped side
structures
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rib width as is typically done in the literature.
These experimental observations are in excellent agreement with the predictions of the model
developed in this work. It is shown that modularity of the model makes it very flexible; hence
it can be applied to nonideal structures like sloped side rib guides. Accuracy is verified using
both the theoretical predictions of the other numerical techniques and experimental results. In
the next chapters the model will be applied to the analysis of more complicated structures like
directional couplers and three guide couplers.
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Chapter 4
Theoretical study of coupled rib
guides
1. Introduction
Coupled structures play a very important role in integrated optics. It is possible to realize
devices like switches, modulators, samplers, filters, power dividers and combiners using couplers.
The feasibility of making such devices using coupled guides has been demonstrated. Accurate
analysis of such structures is essential to the design of components that meet specific criteria.
So far the analysis of couplers has mostly relied on approximate coupling of modes formalism
which is appropriate for loosely coupled systems [33}. There are problems with this formalism,
however, as pointed out in [341. The assumption that individual guide modes are still orthogonal
in the coupled structure is shown to be a weak point of the coupling of modes formalism.
Removing this approximation from the analysis resulted in the improved coupling of modes
theory [351, [361, but this approach is still an approximate one and it does not yield accurate
answers for practical structures. All fabricated structures suitable for integrated optics are
fabricated in semiconductors. They are three dimensional and have profiles which are not ideal.
Accurate design and analysis of such coupled structures is essential in order to realize previously
mentioned integrated optical components. For this purpose even the improved coupling of'
modes theory is not adequate and more sophisticated numerical techniques are used. The most
widely used numerical analysis technique is the finite element method (FEM) analysis [9]. The
basic drawbacks of this technique are explained in Section 8.1.. The most important drawback
is the excessive CPU times needed for accurate results. The method of analysis presented ill
this work, however, yields accurate results with limited computational effort. Its modularity
makes the technique very powerful and accurate analysis of directional couplers and multiple
coupled guides requires only a marginal increase in computational effort in addition to what
is needed to analyze a single guide. Effects of changes in device parameters, due to changes
in processes, can easily be calculated without the full computational effort. In this chapter
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Figure 4.1: A straight directional coupler.
applications of the present method of analysis to directional couplers and three guide couplers
will be presented. First the issue of how the power in individual guides vary as a function of the
length of the coupler will be discussed. Next crosstalk and its origins will be analyzed. Then
how to apply the results of this method of analysis to design couplers will be discussed and
some design information will be presented. Results of FEM analysis and the present method
will be compared to assess the accuracy and advantages of the present method. In doing so
only the ideal structures will be considered. Theoretical and experimental investigation of the
sloped side couplers will be given in the next chapter.
2. Analysis of straight directional couplers
2.1. Power transfer in straight directional couplers
In Figure 4.1 a straight directional coupler is shown. Power in either guide is incident on the
directional coupler. Along the length of the coupler power transfer occurs between the guides.
At the end of the coupled section, which corresponds to the cleaved edge of the crystal, coupling
ends abruptly. This particular geometry is chosen because it is very close to the experimentally
examined couplers in the next chapter. Furthermore, this structure is very similar to the ideal
coupler analyzed by many researches, yet it can be fabricated and tested in practice. Outside
the coupled section it is possible to express the field distributions in terms of the individual
guide modes. This is obvious for z < 0 because only a single guide exists in this region. For
z > L particularly at z = L+ coupling ends abruptly. Although individual guides do not
extend in this region, at a plane at z = L+ field distribution can be written as a superposition
of overlapping but uncoupled waveguide modes, because diffraction of fields coming out of the
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individual guides at a plane very close to the cleaved edge is negligible. This situation is also
true experimentally. Since near field pattern is imaged on the camera, the field distribution
at z = L+ is being focused by the lens. Since that distance is very close to the edge, fields
emerging from the waveguides do not diverge appreciably. So what is experimentally observed
is the superposition of overlapping but uncoupled waveguide modes. The situation at z = L- is
different, however, because there overlapping waveguide modes are coupled. Hence, it is best to
represent the field distributions in the coupled region using the modes of the coupled structure.
Following this argument, and using the fact that boundary conditions should be satisfied in the
input and output planes of the coupler one can derive the power transfer equations.
Boundary conditions require that transverse electric and magnetic fields be continuous at
z = 0 and z = L. Continuity of the transverse electric field at z = 0 requires
el(x, y) = aEl(x, y) + bE 2 (x, y) (4.1)
where e(x,y) is the normalized field distribution of a single guide and El(x, y) and E2 (x, y)
are the normalized transverse field distributions of the modes of the directional coupler. The
power reflected to guide 1 due to a slight impedance mismatch at z = 0 is neglected, because
effective index changes of all the considered modes are usually less than 1%. Whatever couples
into the continuous spectra at the discontinuity is contained in the transverse field expressions
as shown in Chapter 2. For a symmetrical coupler El(x, y) and E 2 (x, y) are the even and odd or
symmetrical and antisymmetrical modes of the coupler. a and b are the respective amplitudes
of the modes of the coupler and depend on how well they are excited by the incoming single
guide mode. Using the orthogonality of El(, y) and E 2 (x, y) they can be calculated as
a = el(z, y)El(x, y)dxdy = (e 1jEl) b = (el E 2) (4.2)
This field distribution composed from the even and odd modes propagate along the coupler.
Continuity of transverse electric fields at z = L requires
aEi(x, y)e- j3IL + bE 2 (x, y)e- j3 L = cel(x, y)e - j OL + de2 (x, y)e - jpL (4.3)
i1 and 2 are the propagation constants of the even and odd modes of the coupler. is
the propagation constant of an individual guide. As discussed previously field distribution at
z = L+ is expressed in terms of the superposition of overlapping but uncoupled individual
waveguide field distributions. The aim is to determine Ic12 and dl 2 , hence how much of power
remains in each guide at a particular coupler length.
Multiplying both sides of Eq. 4.3 by ei(x, y)ej 3L and then by e2(x, y)e j OL and integrating
over x and y,. one obtains the following equations
{a(el iEi)e- i t/3 L + belii)e - 3 L}e ~2L = + dele2 ) (4.4)
{a(e2 lEEl)e - JL + b(e2 !E2)e 3-'2}e/3 L = c(e 2Iel) + d (4.5)
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But for a symmetrical structure
(el El) = (e2 E) = a (4.6)
and
(elt E2)= - (e2 E2 ) = b (4.7)
and calling overlap of individual guide modes in the coupled structure - i.e.,
= (ele 2 ) (4.8)
one obtains
1 C a2 b2e-j A L
or
d I - 'T [ -y2 1 a2 - b2 e- j A L ] jL (4.10)
where AO = 2 - p1 and = /3 + /3.
Since power in each guide will be proportional to Icl2 and Id12 one obtains
+ - Cos -4~~~- si~n2 ~ (4.11)
a
2b 
a2 / LL
12 2
2 b2 2
Id os + sin
2 (4.12)
So power transfer between the two guides is periodic. Maximum power transfer occurs at a
length
Lt = H (4.13)
Power never completely transfers from one guide to the other, hence a certain amount of
crosstalk results. This is a direct consequence of the fact that guides are coupled. Even at
z = 0 when the power in the guide 1 is incident on the coupler there is some power in guide
2 because tail of the field in guide 1 happens to be in guide 2. The magnitude of that effect
depends on how close the guides are. The extinction ratio, defined as the ratio of the minimum
power to the maximum power in a guide, is
42 2__ '2( r 1-, (' 1(T'- -- )2 (.1. t)
In general, especially for a closely coupled system even and odd modes are not excited with
equal amplitudes i.e., a b or (elIEl) (ellE 2 ). This plus the fact that individual guide
modes are not orthogonal i.e., = (elie2 ') ) contributes to crosstalk. For a loosely coupled
system a b l/v"2 hence
r 2 (4.15)
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This expression is the same as the result of improved coupling of modes theory. Presence of
crosstalk has significant consequences for short couplers. For small and fast switches short
transfer lengths are desired. That in turn requires coupling the guides more close. However, for
closely coupled guides crosstalk increases and that degrades the isolation of the switch. This
fact is pointed out in [391 and some numerical calculations were presented for slab couplers. But
in [391 the approximate expression 4.15 rather than the more accurate expression 4.14 is used.
In other words they assumed that the crosstalk is a result of the fact that individual guide
modes in the coupled structure overlap. However, other than this even and odd modes not
being excited with equal amplitudes also contributes to the crosstalk. If even and odd modes
do not have the same amplitudes when they are 180 degrees out of phase, cancellation in one of
the guides will not be complete, hence some power will be left. It is thought that b2 > a2 hence
degradation will be more severe for closely coupled structures than what is predicted by Eq.
4.15. In other words when the approximation a b z 1/v2 holds y should also be a very small
number, since now coupling is very loose. Hence, when -y has a value to give an appreciable
cross talk, for example at the order of-10 dB or 0.1, a b, therefore Eq. 4.15 becomes a poor
approximation. In the case of very loose coupling - x 0, there is no crosstalk. Then the power
transfer equations reduce to
!c12 = cos2 KL (4.16)
Id 2 = sin2 n L (4.17)
where c = and a = b Equations 4.16 and 4.17 are the well known results of the2
coupling of modes theory and are valid in the case of very loose coupling. The general power
transfer Equations 4.11 and 4.12 reduce very nicely to more approximate forms depending on
the level of approximation. Knowing how the crosstalk varies as the strength of coupling Haus
[40] presented a way to reduce the crosstalk problem. That requires the use of curved couplers as
opposed to straight couplers. In the curved couplers the uncoupled guides are brought together
at the input of the coupled section and separated gradually at the output . This way initially
and finally , y 0 and a b 1/ /2; hence crosstalk is reduced.
The key to calculating the parameters required to characterize a coupler is the calculation
of l1 and 2. This is done modeling and solving the structure using the method developed
in Chapter 2. In Figure 4.2 a directional coupler and its equivalent circuits are shown for the
cases where the inner regions support one and two guided modes. For clarity in the illustration
the continuous spectra is neglected. Solving this equivalent circuit is equivalent to solving the
coupled structure completely. Hence exact 3 and ,32 values are determined. Once they are
known field distributions are completely determined, because field components are represented
using the modal expansions described in Chapter 2. That in turn is enough to calculate a, b, y
and A/3,and, hence, the extinction ratios and the transfer lengths. Therefore it is possible
to characterize the coupler completely. In this work emphasis is given to the determination of
transfer lengths and the actual values of the extinction ratios are not pursued further. Numerical
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Figure 4.2: A rib guide directional coupler and its equivalent circuits when the inner region
supports a guided mode and two guided modes.
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Directional coupler n, n, n3 T(tum) H(Mm) W(y m) S(am) A(urnm)
1 1 3.44 3.3400 1.3 0.2 2 2 1.55
2 1 3.44 3.3600 1.0 0.9 3 2 1.55
3 1 3.44 3.3435 6.0 3.5 4 2 1.55
Table 4.1: Parameters describing the directional couplers used for comparison with FEM
analysis.
simulations to determine 31 and /32 are described in the next section.
2.2. Numerical simulations of straight rib guide couplers
In this section some numerical results on rib guide directional couplers will be given and their
implications will be discussed. First comparisons with the results of other numerical techniques
will be given. Unfortunately, there is a very limited number of publications on this topic. The
only detailed one is given by [91 and results of [9) on single guides were discussed in Chapter
2. In this section results of the numerical simulations given in 9] for directional couplers will
be compared with the results of the present method of analysis and of the EDC method.
The parameters describing the directional couplers analyzed in [91 are given in Table 4.1. The
results of the simulations are summarized in Table 4.2. EDC is the result of the effective
dielectric constant method. FD(1) and FD(2) are variational finite element methods with
slightly different boundary conditions as described in Chapter 2. For the present analysis M
and N denote the number of discretized continuum modes used to represent continuous spectra
in the outer and inner regions respectively. Again the normalized index values converge very
fast as the number of discretized continuum modes are increased. Simulations indicate that the
effect of continuous spectra increases the transfer length about 3 to 8 % depending on how well
the mode is confined to the guide. So it is possible to obtain fairly accurate results by taking
the guided modes into account only.
For the first coupler there are no guided modes in the outer region. Hence EDC is not
applicable. For this structure coupling is extremely weak, hence b and b2 are very close to
one another. According to FEML calculations they differ in the fifth digit after the decirnlll
point. Calculated coupling lengths are in excess of 30 cm. It is very difficult to numerically
calculate such small differences, and special techniques should be used in numerical aalysis.
Such improved numerical techniques are not used in the computer programs developed in this
work. So b and b2 turn out to be the same and very close to the results of the FENI. This is
not a good example and the accuracy of Lt is doubtful. For the second structure, the rib is very
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I EDC FD(I) FD(2) Present analysis
M=lN=O M=N=4
Structure b2 0.499952 0.51104 0.4819 0.4782
1 b- 0.499950 0.51102 0.4819 0.4782
Lt(mm) - 357 341
M=N=O M=N=4
Structure b2 0.446 0.441 0.448 0.4453 0.4436
2 b 0.434 0.429 0.436 0.4332 0.4319
Lt(mm) 0.807 0.797 0.811 0.791 0.818
M = N = 0 M = V = 4
Structure b2 0.532 0.404 0.407 0.400 0.402
3 b2 0.398 0.282 0.292 - -
I Lt(mm) 1.15 1.27 1.34 - -
Table 4.2: Results of different methods of simulations for directional couplers.
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shallow and results of all the methods including EDC agree very well. The third structre has
a rather large rib height and for both FEM and present analysis normalized effective indices
of the even mode agree very well. However, the present method does not yield an odd mode
index. This is because the odd mode is cutoff for this structure. This claim can be substantiated
using the following argument. For this structure the normalized effective index of the outer
slab mode is 2 = 0.336. If indeed the index of the odd mode is b = 0.29, as predicted by
the FEM method, b22 < 2 and the odd mode will leak into the outer region, i.e., it will not
make a total internal reflection at the rib sides. Hence at every bounce on the rib sides, part
of the power will leak out and over distances of the order of millimeters, i.e., thousands of
wavelengths, all the power will leak to the outer slab. Hence such a mode cannot exist and
should be considered below cutoff. Therefore this structure cannot be considered as a coupled
structure. Hence, predicting an odd mode index and a transfer length for this structure is not
appropriate. The present method only predicts that there is not a normalized index for the odd
mode larger than 2. If complex algebra is used in the computer program, it should be able
to yield a complex index for this mode. But that option does not exist at present. All other
results agree very well and prove the accuracy of the present method. The required CPU times
for these calculations are not given in [91, but this should be at least twice of what is required
for a single guide, since the area that needs to be analyzed and hence the number of mesh
points is doubled. However, for the present method this increase is marginal, because there is
no need to evaluate equivalent circuit parameters again. Only the complexity of the circuit will
increase, which requires a marginal increase in the computational effort. This fact combined
with the advantage for a single guide in required CPU time, makes the present technique more
advantageous than the FEM method from a computational point of view.
After establishing the accuracy of the technique, next some numerical results that can be
used as design rules will be given. In Figure 4.3 the variation of the normalized effective index
of the even and odd modes as a function of the normalized spacing between the guides is shown.
The geometry is the same as shown in Fig. 4.2. N, ;-malized dimensions are shown in the figure.
The straight line is the normalized effective index of the single guide. The even and odd mode
indices are above and below the single guide index respectively. Their spacing with respect to
the single mode index are not equal and the odd mode index is separated further. For small
gaps i.e., for tightly confined structures, this observation is quite obvious. As the gap gets
narrower b2 decreases faster. For some geometries, especially for narrow guide widths where
b2 is low, for gaps smaller than a certain value b can be lower than the normalized effective
index of the outer region. Then the odd nmode leaks out to the outer slab and the structure
no longer acts as a coupler. Since the odd mode will be highly attenuated due to leakage, for
lengths over about a millimeter the even mode will be the only mode that will survive. Hence
the structure will behave like a double moded waveguide. As the gap increases both b and b.
become very close to the single guide index and become almost equally spaced from b
2
. This
is consistent with the prediction of the coupling of modes theory. According to Figure 4.3 this
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Figure 4.3: Normalized even and odd modes indices of a
guide spacing for the parameters shown in the figure.
requires rather large spacings, that is very loose coupling.
For smaller gaps the more accurate analysis is required.
Once b2 and b2 are determined transfer lengths can be
A
Lt = - 32 '2(n - r
in normalized units
Lt =
c+b- c--b
For c > 10 Eq. 4.19 can be approximated as
Lt - b2r c
1 2
directional coupler as a function of
For this case S > 10 i.e., S > 2.5W.
determined using the equation
(4.18)
(4.19)
2
(4.20)
The normalized transfer lengths were calculated using the data in Fig. 4.3 and InLt was plotted
as a function of waveguide spacing in Figure 4.4. (nLt vs. S variation is linear over the entire
S range. Hence the transfer length increases exponentially with increasing guide spacing. This
indicates that the coupling decreases exponentially as the waveguide separation is increased
linearly. This is the direct result of the fact that fields decay exponentially outside of the
waveguide, and the slope of this line is the decay constant of the fields outside of the guides.
In Figure 4.5 variation of the normalized effective index of the even and odd modes of a
directional coupler as a function of the normalized spacing between the guides is shown. Solid
lines and the dashed lines are the results of the present analysis the EDC method. Normalized
parameters describing the coupler are shown in the figure. For this case the inner and outer
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Figure 4.4: Logarithm of normalized transfer length as a function of normalized spacing for the
directional coupler whose normalized parameters are shown in the figure.
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Figure 4.5: Normalized even and odd mode indices of a directional coupler as a function of
guide spacing as calculated by the present method and the EDC method.
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Figure 4.6: Logarithm of the normalized transfer length as a function of normalized spacing for
the directional coupler whose normalized parameters are shown in the figure as calculated by
the present method and EDC method.
regions support only one guided mode hence there are well defined effective indices to be used in
the EDC calculations. Index values predicted by the EDC method are always larger than the
accurate results of the present analysis. Again the same general features discussed previously are
observed. Using the parameters in this figure logarithms of the calculated normalized transfer
lengths as a function of the normalized spacing between the guides were plotted in Figure 4.6.
Results of both theories show a linear variation of InLt as a function of S. However, the slopes of
the two lines are different and they intersect at one point. This is a direct result of the fact that
the decay rates of the fields outside the guides as predicted by both theories are different. nLt
as predicted by the EDC method rises faster because the effective index of the mode predicted
by EDC is larger than the one predicted by the present method. Therefore, depending on how
the numbers work out, one may either get a very accurate answer or a very inaccurate answer
for directional couplers using the EDC method. Hence EDC method is not very reliable as far
as the applications to directional couplers are concerned and one cannot be certain which way
the error goes, whereas as far as the single guides are concerned EDC always predicts higher
index values.
3. Analysis of straight three guide couplers
3.1. Power transfer in straight three guide couplers
A straight three guide coupler is shown in Figure 4.7. In this figure the structure is excited
symmetrically through the center guide. It is also possible to excite the structure antisymmet-
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Figure 4.7: A straight three guide coupler.
rically through either one of the outer guides. The coupling ends abruptly at z = L where
the cleaved edge of the crystal is located. This particular geometry is chosen because it closely
resembles to both experimentally investigated structures in this work and theoretically ana-
lyzed structures by other researchers [37]1. Using the same argument given in Section 2.1. field
distributions outside the coupled regions can be represented using individual guide modes and
in the coupled region using the orthonormal modes of the coupled structure. Transverse field
profiles of the overlapping individual guide modes and the modes of the coupled structure are
schematically shown in Figure 4.8. In this case the coupled structure has three modes, two of
them are symmetrical or even and one of them is antisymmetrical or odd.
Continuity of the transverse electric fields at the input plane at z = 0 requires
e(x, y) = aEl(x, y) + bE2 (z, y) + cE 3(z, y) (4.21)
where e(x, y) is either el(z,y) or e2 (X, y) or e3 (X, y) depending on the excitation. Using the
orthonormality of the coupler modes one obtains a, b and c as
a = (elEl) b = (elE 2 ) c = (elE 3) (4.22)
Satisfying boundary conditions at the output plane requires
aEl(z, y)e - '3,L + bE 2 (z, y)e - )3 'L + cE 3 (X, y)e - ]J 3 L =
de(z, y)e - J L - fe:(r, y)e- j L + ge3 (z, y)e 3 (4.23)
Again at z = L+ field distribution is represented as a superposition of overlapping but uncoupled
waveguide modes.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic transverse field profiles of the overlapping individual guide modes and
the modes of a three guide coupler.
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Multiplying Eq. 4.23 first by el(r, y)e jiL and then by e2 (x, y)e j OL and then by e2 (X, y)ejL
and integrating over and y and manipulating the resulting equations one obtains
d 1 [6 1- 2 -It(1 -) y2 - ah + bke-ji1L + cle-jA2L
if - (1t )(12) -(- ) 1-r 2 -(l- ) as+0 + cme- j 2L
9g [ 2 _ - ( I - ,) 1-2 ah - bke- iA L + cle-j2L
(4.24)
where
- = elIe2) = e2ie3) r7 (elIe 3) (4.25)
h = (elIEl) = (e3sE1) k = (ellE 2 ) = -(e 3 lE 2) (4.26)
I = (ell E3 = (e3 E3 ) s = (e 2jE) m = (e2IE3) (4.27)
A 1=2-P 1 2=/3- 1 0=!1- (4.28)
Id 2 , If 12 and Igj 2 are proportional to the power in individual guides at z = L +. As far as the
center guide is concerned E2 has no effect i.e, (e 2IE2 ) = 0. Therefore, superposition of two
even modes is enough to represent the distribution in the center guide. Superposition of two
modes is always periodic, hence the variation of power in the center guide is always periodic.
The same cannot be said for the two outer guides and in general three modes are required to
represent the power in these guides. Unless some special conditions, which will be discussed
shortly, are satisfied the power variation in these outer guides is not periodic. Using Eq. 4.24
the power in the center guide can be expressed as
12 = (A+ B)2os2 2L+ (A - B)2in2 2 L (4.29)2 2
where
A = (1 + )s - 2yh (4.30)
(I + r)(1 - 22)
and
B = c[(1 + r)m- 211] (4.31)
(1 + r7)( - 22)
The power in the center guide is periodic as expected and has a period
24r 24r
L - (4.32)
A2 /33 - 1
The power in the two outer guides is given as
Id12 = C2 + D2 + E2 + 2ECcos2AL + 2Dv/(E 2 + C2 + 2ECcos2SL)
cost AL - ta- [(c )tan L]} (4.
19g2 = C2 + D2 + E 2 + 2ECcos2AL - 2D/(E2 + C2 + 2ECcos2eL)
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C-E
cos(AL- tan-[(C + E)tanL]} (4.34)
where
C a(1 - r7)(h - s)
C (1 - 2)(4.35)
D ( -bk )(1 - 2-2) (4.36)
(1 - ,7)(1 - 2y.)E c( - )(1- 7:) (4.37)(1 - t2)(1 - 22)
A = 3 2-31 (4.38)
2
(31 - 2) - 2 (4.39)
Power in the outer guides in general is not periodic, because it contains a term which is both
AM and FM modulated. FM modulation makes the whole expression nonperiodic. The
source of this modulation is the 6L term. is the result of the fact that the the odd mode
is not situated exactly halfway between the two even modes. Usually this condition is not
satisfied for a structure with identical guides unless coupling is very loose. Variation of 6 as a
function of coupler dimensions will be examined in the next section when numerical examples
are considered.
Now it is possible to determine the response of the coupler under different excitations. First
the case when the center guide is excited, i.e., symmetrical excitation will be considered. This
excitation is used to utilize the coupler as a power divider. Since the excitation is symmetrical
E 2(x, y) is not excited and hence the power in all the guides is periodic. Mathematically
e(x, y) = e2 (x, y), and hence a = s, b = 0, and c = m. Furthermore, since 7 is usually very
small, i.e., the modes of the inner and outer guides overlap very little, we have
1-r 1 1 - t2 1 (4.40)
Then
If = (A+ B2cos 2 + (A - B)2sin 2 2 (4.41)2 2
and
and 12 I2 2CO2A 2 L 2 2 A 2 LIdl2 = +2 =+ (C - E)2osin + (4.42)
where
w ea(a - 2yh) (4.)
I - 24 2
B c(c - 21) (444)
a(h - 2ya) (445)C = I (4.45)
I - 272
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E= (I 7)2 (4.46)
At a length
Ir Xr
Lt = - (4.47)
A2 p1 - 3
the power in the center guide will be at a minimum and the power in the outer guides will be
at a maximum. This is the length at which the maximum transfer of power can occur from
the center guide to the outer guides. But this transfer will not be complete, i.e., there will be
some power left in the center guide even at L = Lt, and hence the power division will not be
complete. The extinction ratio, i.e, the ratio of the minimum power to the maximum power in
the center guide is
r A - B 2 a2 - c2 + 2(cl - ah) 2.
= A + B a2 + c2 - 2(cl - ah) (4.48)
The origin of the non complete power transfer is two fold. First of all fields in the adjacent
guides overlap so -y 0. Secondly, a c. In other words (e2lEl) (e 2 JE3 ), which is to say
that the two even modes are not excited with equal amplitudes. This situation is analogous to
the directional coupler. If the coupling can be considered loose, that is,
a c h - a V-h (4.49)
Then
rF - 2 (4.50)
i.e., the cross talk will be due to the individual guide mode overlaps. But again for Eq. 4.50
to be valid, the guides have to be loosely coupled and will also be very small. If y is big
enough to give a substantial extinction ratio, then coupling cannot be considered loose. Hence
Eq. 4.49 is no longer valid and one has to use Eq. 4.48 rather than Eq. 4.50. Comparing
these two equations reveals that extinction ratios predicted by Eq. 4.48 will be higher than the
predictions of Eq. 4.50. In the case of very loose coupling
O a c= c h=-l1 = (4.51)
and
if 2 = cos2 A2 (4.52)2
dj2 = 1g12 I 2A2LI 8' 2 (4.5?)
which is the result of [371. Again the more exact expressions 4.29 4.33 and 4.34 reduce to the
approximate forms derived by other researchers under the same set of approximations.
Now the case when the coupler is excited antisymmetrically i.e., when either one of the
outer guides is excited will be considered. Under this excitation power transfer from guide 1
to guide 3 is desired and the device can be used as an improved sampler [37]. If 2 will still
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have the same expression given by Eq. 4.29, but the A and B values will be different. Now
e(, y)= e(z, y) and a=h b = k c = . Hence
a(s - 2ya) (A = (1 2'72 (4.54)
- 2 2
B =c(m - 2c) (4.55)
1 - 2y
Jd12 and 1912 will have the form given by Eqs. 4.33 and 4.34 with
C =a(a - ) (4.56)
- 2y 2
b2
B I - 2 2 (4.57)
E =- c(c - y) (4.58)
- 22
Power transfer from guide I to guide 3 will not be complete and a certain amount of crosstalk
occurs. Using the general forms of dlf2 and gj2 it is not possible to find an analytical expression
for the crosstalk, unless 6S 0. can be 0 or very small only for a very closely coupled structure.
In this section transfer inefficiency of the coupler will be determined assuming 6 a 0 and loose
coupling. Under these conditions
IdJ2 = C2 + D2 + E2 + 2ECcos2AL + 2D(E + C)cosAL (4.59)
1g92 = C2 + D2 + E2 + 2ECcos2AL - 2D(E + C)cosAL (4.60)
where
= 
A -2
= -3 (4.61)2 2
Hence power in the outer guides is also periodic with a period of
27r 4ir 4i7r
L= 2 = - (4.62)
a As /h -/3
Period of the power variation in the outer guides is twice the period of the power variation in
the center guide. Most of the power will be transferred from one outer guide to the other at a
length 2rL _ (4.6)
;31 
- /3
which is twice the length required to split the power in the center guide equally between the
two outer guides. The extinction ratio will be
E + C - D 2 a2 +2 + b2 - 2b2 2 - -(as + cm) ,
, - E + C + D a 2 + C2 + b2 - 2b2112 - 1(as + cm) (.4
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Usually a -c or (ellEl) -(elIE 3 ) and b v2a or (ellE 2) (ellEl) and s m or
(e 2jlE) (e2lE 3). Hence, even if = 0 there will still be crosstalk because the even modes
are not excited with equal amplitudes and the odd mode amplitude is not d times the even
mode amplitudes. Therefore, at a particular length, since 6 = 0, the even and odd mode phases
come out to be right and direct addition and subtraction results, but complete cancellation in
a particular guide will not occur, because the magnitudes will not completely cancel. Only in
a very loosely coupled system with identical guides a = -c, b = 2a, s = m, '- - 0 and 6 - 0
will crosstalk be negligible. Under these conditions general equations reduce to
If 12 sin2AL (4.65)2
Ids2 = C04 (4.66)
2
g12 = in4 2 (4.67)
which are the equations given in [37] using coupling of modes theory. Again the results of the
general analysis reduce to the results of the approximate analysis under the same approxima-
tions.
The key to the applicability of this technique is the accurate evaluation of A1, 32 and P3.
In the next section numerical examples are considered and results are discussed.
3.2. Numerical analysis of three rib guide couplers
In the literature there are not any numerical results for three three dimensional guides especially
for rib guides. All the analysis is about their qualitative behavior and the only numerical work
was done using slab guides 41]. In the numerical example that will be given the guides used
in the analysis on directional couplers will be used. This way there is no need to calculate the
equivalent circuit parameters again, and we need only analyze a more complicated circuit. In
Figure 4.9 the variation of the normalized effective index of the even and odd modes is shown
as a function of normalized spacing between the guides. For each calculation only the length
of the transmission lines in the equivalent circuit changes and only the new circuit has to be
solved. There is no need to calculate the equivalent circuit parameters every time. Hence full
computational effort is not needed for each point. Normalized dimensions are shown in the
figure. The straight line is the normalized effective index of the single guide. The odd mode
index varies very little and is very close to the single guide index. The spacing between the
even modes and the odd mode is substantially different for closely coupled structures hence 5
is far from being zero. Numerical values in terms of the normalized effective indices can be
calculated using the formula
En = (b2 - b) - (b ) (4.68)1 2 2
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Figure 4.9: Variation of the normalized effective indices of the even and odd modes as a function
of normalized spacing for the three guide coupler with parameters shown in the figure.
For S = 1.5 , = 0.02. Only for very loosely coupled structures does , become very small.
For S = 10, 6, = 0.0008. The transfer lengths to transfer power from the center guide to the
outer guides can be calculated using the formula
Lt - (4.69)31 -033
According to coupling of modes theory this length is shorter than the transfer length of the
directional coupler having the same width and spacing values, by a factor of V = 1.4142.
Comparisons with the results of the numerical analysis of directional couplers show that for
closely coupled structures this ratio is very close to 1.6. For S = 1.5 it is 1.65. Only for very
loosely coupled structures it becomes very close to 2. For S = 10 it is 1.4242. This point
is important if one wants to fabricate power dividers or combiners using three guide couplers
based on data from the measurements on directional couplers. For closely coupled structures
the factor 1.6 is more appropriate. Noting that only for S > 10 the results of coupling of modes
theory becomes valid, most practical structures should be considered closely coupled and in
their analysis more accurate techniques should be used.
4. Discussion
In this chapter, general power transfer equations for straight directional couplers and three
guide couplers were derived. These equations reduce to the results of improved coupling f
modes theory and coupling of modes theory under the same set of approximations used in the
derivations of these theories. These equations also predict more accurate expressions for the
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extinction ratios, which should be valuable in determining the isolation of switches and transfer
inefficiencies of power dividers and combiners. Using these equations it should also be possible
to engineer these devices to obtain certain performance criteria.
The reason for incomplete power transfer is shown to be twofold. First of all individual guide
modes in the coupled structure overlap, hence power is never completely inside a single guide.
This is a fundamental limitation. Secondly, modes of the coupled structures are not excited
with proper amplitudes. Because of this condition when the phase relationship between them
is right and direct addition and subtraction of the mode amplitudes result, their superposition
cannot be adjusted to completely cancel in a particular guide. This effect is important espe-
cially for closely coupled structures, and its effect can be quantitatively determined using the
formulas given in this chapter. The key to the application of all these equations is the accurate
determination of the propagation constants of the coupler modes. Using the method devel-
oped in this work, it is possible to solve for these propagation constant values directly without
making any approximations. Using these values and modal representations of the fields, all the
required parameters to determine the extinction ratios and transfer lengths can be calculated.
Numerical examples were carried out and results shown to be agree very well with the results
of FEM calculations. The required CPU times are considerably shorter in comparison with
other numerical techniques. Numerical simulations on three dimensional structures indicate
that assumptions that are used in the derivation of coupling of modes theories become valid
only for very loosely coupled structures. For more closely coupled structures encountered in
practice, one has to use accurate techniques like the present method. The ultimate test for the
accuracy of the method is the comparison with experimental results and the experimental and
theoretical investigation of coupled structures will be presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Experimental investigation of
coupled rib guides
1. Introduction
Coupled structures play an important role in integrated optics. It is possible to realize important
components like switches, modulators, filters, samplers, power dividers and combiners using
coupled structures. The basic design ideas on how to realize such components using couplers
have been demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally, but the basic design information
needed to design these devices to meet specific criteria or to predict the performance of such
devices is still lacking. This is especially crucial for integrated structures, where all the design
parameters should be known before fabrication. Furthermore, one should be able to predict very
accurately how to modify design parameters if some other parameters are changed either during
processing or in optimization of other devices. This necessitates a careful study of coupled
structures and their modeling. The directional couplers [21 and three guide couplers [271 studied
so far, demonstrated the feasibility of such structures, rather than providing accurate design
information and modeling. The present work is the first attempt to throughly model coupled
structures and investigate them both theoretically and experimentally. Using the model and
technique developed in the previous chapters, sloped side rib guide directional couplers and three
guide couplers were modeled and analyzed theoretically. Then experiments were performed on
such fabricated structures and the theoretical and experimental results were compared. The
main emphasis is on the determination of the transfer lengths of such structures. This can be
done accurately using straight couplers. The other important parameter, which is the extinction
ratio, requires separating the guides at the input and output, hence using more complicated
coupled structures and more sophisticated techniques which are not pursued in this work. In
the next sections, the devices that are studied first are described and theoretically modeled.
Then the experimental determination of their transfer lengths is presented. Finally a general
discussion on the results and the accuracy of the present method is presented.
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2. Description of the devices
The directional couplers and three guide couplers studied in this work were fabricated together
with single guides on sample 3G - 162. The epi thickness was 7 pm and rib height was 3.5 pm.
The index of the epilayer and the index step between the epilayer and the substrate were 3.45
and 5.25x10- 3 at 1.15 m, respectively. Examination of the single guides revealed that only
the guides with W values 0.5 and 2.65 pm were single mode as explained in Chapter 3. Since
the couplers made from single mode guides are of interest, two sets of coupled structures using
these two guides were examined. The first and second sets are designated as DC1, TGC1 and
DC2, TGC2 respectively. SEM pictures of these structures are shown in Figure 5.1. Both sets
are very closely coupled. The gaps for couplers made from 0.5 and 2.65 pm wide guides are 0.96
and 0.72 pm respectively. The difficulty in determining a fixed sidewall angle in these structures
was discussed in Chapter 3. This situation is more important for coupled structures, because
choice of a fixed sidewall angle to the structure where the sidewall angle decreases towards the
bottom of the rib, affects the value of the gap used in simulations. This situation is depicted in
Figure 5.2. In this figure the solid line shows the actual cross section of the fabricated guide.
The sidewall angle is 540 for the first 80 %o of the rib, and the line connecting the top of the
rib to the bottom of the rib makes an angle of 480 with the horizontal as shown in Chapter 3.
A line with a sidewall angle between these two values will approximate the sidewall the best.
This is because a sidewall angle of 540 leaves out some part of the guide, which turns out to be
a large area for these deeply etched structures, hence decreases coupling. On the other hand a
480 sidewall adds a sizable portion to the guide which increases the coupling. But a sidewall
with an angle of 510, shown as the dashed line both adds and subtracts an area and gives
a better approximation. But this increases the gap by an amount 2d. A simple geometrical
construction gives d as
I 1
d = (T - H)( 48 - ) = 0.091(T - H) = 0.32pm (5.1)tan48 tanS1
d is much smaller than the wavelength and is linearly proportional to the rib height. Therefore,
for shallow ribs increase in the gap as a result of this approximation is negligible and choosing
a sidewall angle of 540 or 480 makes very little difference. This approximation is needed be-
cause the computer program used to analyze these structures treats only structures with fixed
sidewalls. This is not a limitation of this technique and the approximation made to model the
profile is believed to be a good one.
3. Theoretical analysis
In the theoretical analysis of these structures, the sloped side is approximated as a staircase
function as in the analysis of single guides. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, a ten step ap-
proximation is sufficient to accurately represent these structures. The parameters used in the
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'igure .5.1: Directional couplers and three guide couplers used in this work.
I 54
Figure 5.2: Effect of choosing a fixed sidewall for a deeply etched rib coupler.
Table 5.1: Parameters used in simulations of DC1 and TGC1.
T = 7mrn H = 3.51zm A = 1.151um
ne = 3.45 An = 5.25x10 - 3 ca = 510
Wl = 0.5mrn G1 = 1.60jpm
Table 5.2: Parameters used in simulations of DC2 and TGC2.
simulations, which completely describe the coupled guides, are summarized in Tables 5.1 and
5.2. The gap values are increased because of the need to describe the sloped side with a fixed
angle.
The normalized index values for single guides, directional couplers and three guide couplers
as a result of the simulations using the parameters in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are summarized in
Tables 5.3 and 5.4. In the calculations three discretized continuum modes were used in the
inner and outer regions, which was enough for convergence.
For both of the directional couplers, the even mode and odd mode indices are slightly above
and below the single guide index respectively. The spacing of even and odd mode indices with
respect to the single guide index are not equal. For three guide couplers the index of the odd
mode is very close to the index of the single guide. But again, the two even modes are lout
equally spaced with respect to the odd mode. The transfer lengths of directional couplers can
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T = 7m H = 3.5pzm A = 1.15pLm
ne = 3.45 An = 5.25x10- 3 a = 510
W1 = 2.65/,m G1 = 1.36/pm
Single guide b2 = 0.7401
Directional coupler b = 0.7421 b2 = 0.7227
Three guide coupler b = 0.7516 b2 = 0.7336 b2 = 0.7196
Table 5.3: Results of computer simulations for DCI and TGC1.
Single guide b2 = 0.6827
Directional coupler b2 = 0.6962 b = 0.6597
Three guide coupler b = 0.7057 b2 = 0.6804 b2 = 0.6168
Table 5.4: Results of computer simulations for DC2 and TGC2.
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Table 5.5: Simulated transfer lengths for the experimentally investigated structures.
be calculated using the approximate formula valid for c > 10 given in Chapter 4, which is
cA
Lt = (5.2)
When only the center guide is excited, the transfer length of the three guide coupler can be
calculated using the same formula and replacing b by b2. For the case under examination
results are as shown in Table 5.5.
The length shown for the directional coupler is the length over which the excitation from
one guide will be almost totally switched to the other guide. The length shown for the three
guide couplers is the length at which the excitation in the center guide will almost be totally
divided equally to the two outer guides.
4. Experimental results
Fabricated devices were tested using the set up and the technique described in Chapter 3. To
determine the variation of power transfer between the coupled guides as a function of distance
devices were cleaved and examined at regular intervals. The length difference between twV)
consecutive steps was kept at a minimum, which is about 1 mm, to increase the number of data
points and to be able to determine the maximum transfer length.
The accuracy of this experimental technique is greatly enhanced if one of the cleaves gives
a sample whose length is close to the maximum transfer length. This point can be explained
for a directional coupler in the following way. The expected variation of the power transfer
between the two guides can be determined using the same argument given in Chapter 4. In
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DC1 Lt = 5.60 mm
TGCL Lt = 3.42 mm
DC2 Lt = 3.00 mm
TGC2 Lt = 1.87 mm
Il l2
1
2
K 0 K.
Figure 5.3: Variation of the power in one of the coupled guides when coupling efficiency changes.
this case, the input boundary condition is different, because the coupler, rather than just one
of the guides is excited with the focused laser beam. Using the Gaussian profile of the focused
beam at the input rather than the field profile of a single guide and using the same derivation
given in Chapter 4, the intensities of two individual guides at the output plane are given as
acl = f bg )2co$ 2 (3L a - bg )2sin 2 L (53)1 +y 1- t 2 1+y 1-y 2
af bg 2 2 L af bg 2 2s ?L)cos ) - (5.4)IdtS = (af _l )2 Cos23 2 + ( + g )2sin2 2, (5.4)1
-
4
- 1-- 2 1+y 1-7 2
Here a = (elEl) and b = (elE2) where e(z,y) is the profile of the focused laser beam. f =
(el I El) = (e2 El) and g = (eiEz) = -(e 2lE 2) where el(x,y) and e2 (x, y) are the mode profiles
of individual guides and El(x, y) and E 2(x, y) are the profiles of the even and odd modes of the
coupled structure respectively. = (elle2 ) is the overlap between the individual guide modes in
the coupled structure. For the case e(x, y) = el(x, y) or e(x, y) = e2(x, y) i.e., when the coupled
structure is excited by either one of the guides f = a and g = b and Equations 5.3 and 5.4 reduce
to the expressions given in Chapter 4. The expected variation of the power in one of the guides
is shown in Figure 5.3. Curves 1 and 2 show the same functional form for two different f and
g values. In other words, depending on how El and E2 i.e., even and odd modes are excited at
the input by the input beam, the f and g values will change and either curve I or 2 will reslilt.
Since f and g are overlaps of the input beam with E and E2, they will be different depending
on the respective positioning of the lens and the crystal. Such changes are bound to happen
due to the inability to position the crystal to exactly the same position at each measurement, to
vibrations, to drift, and to day to day changes. Then one measurement can be taken on curve
1 resulting in point 1. Later on, when it is desired to reproduce that value, if the same position
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of the crystal with respect to the lens cannot be reproduced, a shift to curve 2 will occur and
point 2 will result. Similarly, if the crystal is cleaved to another length L 2 one may obtain either
point 3 or 4 or some other point on some other curve. Finding the best fitting curves using
points 1 and 3 or 2 and 4 will give different transfer lengths. Unless one finds a point very close
to, or right on the power minimum the determination of the transfer length will not be accurate
enough. Therefore finding the length corresponding to the intensity minimum or closely spaced
points on both sides of the minimum is imperative for the accuracy of the measurements. This
problem is very serious for straight couplers, because guides are very closely spaced and small
deviations in the position of the crystal may effect the results significantly. In the experiment
to minimize this problem relatively large guides using thick epilayers were fabricated. For these
devices one can excite mostly one guide without exciting the other guide appreciably. One can
find the maximum amount of variation, by exciting one guide in a coupler at slightly different
positions. Figure 5.4 shows the results of such an experiment. In this experiment the position
of the crystal is incremented along a certain direction using the piezoelectric positioners as
shown in the inset and the near field pattern is scanned on a scope. Thse near field patterns
correspond to DC1. The total length traveled between points a and e is about 5 am. In the
experiments one is confined to this range, because any excitation beyond this range will change
the observed pattern significantly. The partitioning of power in both guides is shown in Table
5.6. On average one can express
lCj2 = 0.221 - 0.04 (5.5)
idl2 = 0.779 - 0.04 (5.6)
Such error estimations due to irreproducibility in the input excitation was also repeated for
DC2. Results indicate that - 0.06 is the absolute maximum uncertainity in the experimental
measurements. Therefore - 0.06 is taken as the experimental error in the measurements.
All devices were examined under TE excitation. For the first and second set of devices data
was taken at 5 and 4 points respectively. The near field profiles and their scans are shown in
Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8. For all devices, there is a point either right on or very close to
complex transfer point. For DC1 L = 5 mm seems to be very close to transfer length, because
very little power stays in the guide to which the power is coupled at the input and for lengths
greater or less than 5 mm, power in that guide increases. Similarly for DC2, L = 2.8 mm is
the complete transfer point, because at that length virtually all the power couples to the other
guide according to the measurement using the oscilloscope. In order to determine the extinction
ratio at this point one has to make a more accurate quantitative measurement using the lock-in
amplifier. For TGC1 L = 3.8 mm seems to be, very close to transfer length. Similarly or
TGC2, L = 3.8 mm is almost twice the transfer length.
Existence of these points gives a very good indication about the transfer lengths, but one
still has to use the other data points and determine the best fitting curve to these points
in the least squares sense. This gives the bounds of experimental error for Lt and allows a
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(a) (b) (c)
abcde
(d) (e)
Figure 5.4: Variation of the output near field pattern for DC1 when the position of the inplut
excitation is slightly varied.
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Table 5.6: Partitioning of the power in DC1 as the position of input excitation changes.
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Position Icl 2 Id12
(a) 0.260 0.740
(b) 0.182 0.818
(c) 0.232 0.768
(d) 0.248 0.752
(e) 0.258 0.742
L = 6b.mm
L= 5.0mm L= 3.8 mm
L = 2.9 mm
Figure 5.5: Near field profiles and scans of DC1 at the indicated lengths.
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L = 6.0 mm
L=5.0mm
L=3.8mm
L = 2.9mm
Figure 5.6: Near field profiles and scans of DC2 at the indicated lengths.
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L=6.9mm
L =.Umm L= 3.8 mm
L= 2.9 mm
Figure 5.7: Near field profiles and scans of TGCI at the indicated lengths.
I
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L= 6.0 mm
L= 6.0mm
L= 5.0mm
L = 3.8 mm
L = 2.9 mm
Figure 5.8: Near field profiles and scans of TGC2 at the indicated lengths.
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better representation. For directional couplers the expected variation of power is as given as in
Equations 5.3 and 5.4. These equations can be written in the following way.
2 zrjL __
Ic 2 = (1 - X)cos L + Xsin 2L (5.7)2 2
dl2 = Xcos2_ + ( - X)sin 2(5.8)2 2
Individual overlap integrals are hidden in X and their actual values are of no importance to
us at present. Experimentally measured Jcil2 values at each length- Li will be called vi. One
can find the best fitting curve using the least squares method. The idea is to find the optimum
X and AO values, so that the error between the theoretical predictions and the experimental
results will be a minimum in the least squares sense. The error for one data point is
, = cI.2 - ,v (5.9)
The total error in the experiment in the least squares sense is
E= Zva 2 (5.10)
i=l
where n is the number of data points. Squares of the individual errors are taken to prevent
error cancellations due to random sign changes. Since the only fitting parameters are X and
AO? the error can be minimized by choosing optimum X and A: values which in turn requires
-09=o (5.11)
ax
a O (5.12)
Going through the algebra one obtains two equations for X and AO which are
{(1 - X - v)cos2 + (,Y - vi)sin2 2 }csA3Li = 0 (5.13)2 2
and
{(1- X - vj)cos2 + (X - vi)sin2 }L,(1 - 2X)sinApL = 0 (5.14)2 2
*=1
One can solve for X from Equation 5.13 which yields
= , (cos 2L - t, )cosA3 Li
S-t cos2.A3L,
When Equation 5.15 is substituted into Equation 5.14 one obtains an equation in terms of Al3
only. Its solution yields Al and X is found using Eq. 5.15. Finally Lt is found using
Lt = (5.16)
a/
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In Figures 5.9 and 5.10 data points with error bars and best fitting curves to the data are shown
for DC1 and DC2 respectively. Since the maximum variations on vi and Li are known, one
can use these equations to find the best fitting curves defining the area where the experimental
points lie. That is, other than using vi's and Li's to determine an X and AO value, one can
use vi + 6vi's and Li + Li,'s or vi - Svi's and Li - 5Li's or vi + Svi's and Li - Li,'s, etc. to
determine other X and AO values. That way a X and a 6(zA3) are found. The experimentally
determined values for DC1 are
X = 0.076 - 0.07 (5.17)
Lt = 5.0 - 0.1 mm (5.18)
Corresponding values for DC2 are
X = 0.018 - 0.018 (5.19)
Lt = 2.8 - 0.1 mm (5.20)
The spread on X values is larger percentage wise, than the spread on Lt values. This is because
of difficulties in reproducible input coupling for straight couplers. Thus if it is desired to
accurately determine the extinction ratios as well as the transfer lengths, one has to use other
coupler geometries. The accuracy of Lt values are very good mostly due to determination of a
complete transfer point experimentally.
The situation for three guide couplers is more complicated. As shown in Chapter 4 the
excitation will be periodic for all guides if only the center guide is excited, i.e, if the structure
is symmetrically excited. However, if either one of the outer guides is excited, i.e., if the
structure is antisymmetrically excited, the variation of the power in the center guide is still
periodic, but the expected variation of the power in the outer guides is very complex and many
parameters are required to express it. Therefore, curve fitting was not pursued for this case
for all the guides. Curve fitting was performed for the center guide for both symmetric and
antisymmetric excitations and for outer guides only for the symmetric excitation.
When the structure is symmetrically excited the intensity variation in the center guide, If 2
and two outer guides, d!2 , g192 can be written as
If 12 = XCs2 Ao + Ysin2 (5.21)2 2
d2 -=Ig 2 (I - X o2 AL - Y 2 A(L)COS +( )sz'n (5.22)id 1 l2 = 1912 = ( )cos---- ( - -) s in 2 ()2 2 2 2
where A3 = 31 - 33, i.e., the difference between the propagation constants of the even modes.
Again using the same arguments it is possible to find the best fitting parameters .\. and
A/3. Since there are 3 parameters now, the situation is more complicated and the derivation
of the equations for X,Y and A,3 will not be presented here. Using a computer program they
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were numerically calculated and data points and the best fitting curves for TGCL and TGC2
are shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. Experimentally determined values for TGC1 are
X = 0.51 - 0.06 (5.23)
Y = 0.07 - 0.07 (5.24)
Lt = 3.8 - 0.1 mm (5.25)
and for TGC2 they are
X = 0.934 - 0.06 (5.26)
Y = 0.277 - 0.277 (5.27)
Lt = 1.9 - 0.1 mm (5.28)
When the three guides are excited antisymmetrically, the resulting variation of power in all the
guides are shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14. For this case it is very difficult to find the best
fitting curve for the outer guides, since their expected variation is very complex. So for these
guides the data points have simply been connected. Only the best fitting curve for the center
guide is found using Equation 5.21. Again the transfer lengths for TGC1 turn out to be
Lt = 3.8 - 0.1 mm (5.29)
and for TGC2
Lt = 1.9 - 0.1 mm (5.30)
5. Discussion
Examination of Figures 5.9 and 5.10 shows that the data points agree very nicely with theoretical
predictions. The error bars on the data points can be substantial and is the result of the fact
that excitation of even and odd modes with the same amplitude reproducibly is very difficult.
That, however, affects the extinction ratio values a lot more than the transfer length values,
because experimental points right at or very close to intensity extrema were found. Even
though it is possible to draw several curves cutting all the bars, all of them will have minima
at or very close to the experimentally determined minimum. Therefore, experimental study
of straight couplers can be very valuable to determine transfer lengths. On the other hand if
extinction ratios are also desired to be measured. one has to use curved couplers, in which at
the input and output the coupled guides are gradually separated until coupling is eliminated.
That way only a single guide has to be excited, and excitation of even and odd modes in a
reproducible way will be taken care of by the coupler itself. If, in addition one uses a ixed
fiber to waveguide transition at the input, reproducibility should improve. Experimentally and
theoretically determined transfer lengths agree very well. For DC1 measured Lt = 5 mm is
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off by 12% from calculated Lt = 5.6 mm. For DC2 calculated value 3 mm is off 7% from the
measured value of 2.8 mm.
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show that when the center guide is excited, i.e., under symmetrical
excitation, the power in all the guides in a three guide coupler follows the expected periodical
form very closely. Again transfer lengths are very accurately determined by finding the maxima
and minima in the transfer curves. Agreement between the theory and experiment is better
than 10%. For TGC1 the theoretical value of Lt = 3.42 mm is off -10% from the measured value
of 3.8 mm. For TGC2 the calculated value of 1.87 mm is off -1.5% from the measured value of
1.9 mm. When the structure is excited antisymmetrically, however, only the power in the center
guide is expected to be periodic. Curve fitting under this excitation condition supports this
argument as shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14. Due to the complex nature of the expected power
transfer in the other guides no attempt was made to obtain curve fitting. Data points for these
guides were simply connected together. The spatial periods of the center guides still yield the
same transfer lengths as were obtained from the symmetrically excited structure. Examining
Figure 5.13 shows that power in the center guide increases rapidly but power in the third guide
does not increase appreciably until the power in the center guide peaks. Then power in the
center guide starts to decrease and power in the third guide keeps increasing. It is not possible
from this figure to determine the maximum power transfer length from guide 1 to guide 3. It
is longer than the original length of the sample, but it seems to be slightly larger than 7 mm.
The expected value Nwill be around twice the transfer length of the center guide which is about
7.6 mm. The waveforms seems to be periodic. For TGC2 the same features are also observed.
Power in the center guide goes through a maximum and then reaches to a minimum, when
power in the third guide reaches to a maximum. One has to be careful in coming to conclusions
without trying a curve fitting, because curves obtained by simply connecting the data points
may give false impressions. For example, if one connects the four points for e2 in Figure 5.14
without paying any attention to expected power variation for e2 , a completely different curve
results and completely different conclusions can be drawn. Therefore, one should be careful
in making conclusions for power transfer from one outer guide to the other without carefully
analyzing data. The only thing that can be said is that the power transfer length from one
outer guide to the other outer guide is very close to twice the power transfer length from the
center guide to the two outer guides.
The theoretically calculated and experimentally measured transfer lengths are within about
10% of each other. Given the complex nature of the problem, this agreement is considered to
be very good. In the theoretical modeling the only approximation made was concerning the
sidewall angle. That makes the theoretically analyzed and experimentally measured structures
nonidentical and is responsible for a large part of the error. Another source of error is a slight
asymmetry in the fabricated structure. The source of that asymmetry was found to be in the
mask. Furthermore, the profiles of the guides seem to be slightly asymmetric. That is the
result of a slight misalignment between the mask and the desired crystal orientation during
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lithography. Although such nonideal structures can actually be analyzed using the present
method, such a complete analysis was not attempted.
It is believed that none of the other existing methods of analysis can analyze these structures
accurately without making gross adhoc approximations about the profiles and parameters of
the actually fabricated structures. All these results indicate that the present method of analysis
is very accurate and powerful and is applicable to a very broad range of problems.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Using a mode matching technique an equivalent circuit representation has been developed to
model open guided wave structures. Contributions from both guided and continuous spectra
were taken into account. Such structures can be viewed in terms of two basic building blocks.
These are the uniform regions, which are portions of multilayer slab guides, and the step discon-
tinuities where uniform regions meet. In modeling the uniform regions the continuous spectra
is discretized using a suitable basis function expansion rather than by artificially bounding the
structure with conducting planes. Therefore, it is possible to model uniform regions as a bunch
of transmission lines. Each transmission line will correspond to a particular mode of the multi-
layer slab. The other constituent of the open guides are the step discontinuities where uniform
regions meet. A transformer network is shown to be enough to model the discontinuity. There-
fore it is possible to represent the structure as a transmission line network connected through
ideal transformers and solve the problem using powerful and well established circuit analysis
techniques.
The equivalent circuit is physically very intuitive and is completely modular. Modularity
makes the model very powerful. Since any open guided wave structure can either be represented
or approximated as a combination of uniform multilayer structures of various thicknesses and
step discontinuities where these uniform regions meet, it is possible to model and analyze any
open guided wave structure by cascading the basic model. Therefore, the whole spectrum of
integrated optical components from nonideally shaped waveguides to nonsymmetrical multiple
coupled structures can be analyzed. Furthermore, once the eqluivalent circuit parameters for the
discontinuity are found, extension of the analysis from one waveguide to N coupled wavegulides
only requires the solution of a more complicated circuit which slightly increases the complt;a-
tional effort. Again changing the widths and gaps modify the equivalent circuit only witholut
the need to calculate the key circuit parameters again. This is a considerable advantage as
compared with other numerical analysis techniques of comparable accuracy. For these other
techniques slight changes in a given geometry or an increase in the complexity of the device
require the full computational effort rather than a marginal increase.
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The modularity of the equivalent circuit is preserved even when there are no guided modes
in a particular uniform region, because the discretization used results in a transmission line
representation for all uniform regions, even those where there are no guided modes. This prop-
erty also makes it possible to analyze structures where there are no guided modes in the outer
regions, which cannot be analyzed with simple approximate techniques such as the effective di-
electric constant method. It is shown that, when there are well guided modes in the constituent
slabs, the effect of the continuous spectra is negligible, and when the continuous spectra has to
be included convergence is very rapid. This observation makes it possible to simplify the gen-
eral circuit a great deal and get accurate results with limited computational effort. Accuracy is
checked by comparing the results of the present analysis with the results of the other numerical
and analytical techniques that exist in the literature. These comparisons demonstrate that the
present method of analysis yields accurate results without very involved calculations. Once the
accuracy was demonstrated, the method was applied to the analysis of the practical structures
and useful design information for the design of rib guides was generated. Rib guides were ana-
lyzed with and without the effect of the continuous spectra. When the continuous spectra are
neglected it is possible to find analytical expressions defining the boundaries of different zones
where higher order modes exist. When the continuous spectra is included for a more accurate
analysis, universal design curves were generated and plotted.
Next, rib guides with sloped rib sides, like rib guides fabricated using chemical etching
techniques, were analyzed. Most researchers who have analyzed such structures defined effective
guide widths in an ad hoc manner and analyzed the structures as the ideal structure with
these effective widths. In this work this is done by approximating the sloped side as a staircase
function. The accuracy of this approximation was determined with comparisons with the results
of finite element method analysis on such structures. Then the experimental results were
compared with the theoretical predictions. By observing the near field profiles, the number of
modes supported by waveguides of different dimensions were determined. These observations
are quite consistent with the theoretical predictions as verified from the single mode to double
mode transition, and demonstrate the accuracy of the present method of analysis. Next, the
issue of defining an effective guide width appropriate for use in methods of analysis which treat
only ideal structures was considered. When an approximate width is chosen for a rib guide
with sloped rib sides, for use in an analysis such as the effective dielectric constant method, one
should select the width near the base of the rib rather than the average rib width as is typically
done in the literature.
Next, general power transfer equations for straight directional couplers and three guide coil-
plers were derived. These equations reduce to the results of improved coupling of modes theory
and coupling of modes theory under the same set of approximations used in the derivations of
these theories. These equations also predict more accurate expressions for the extinction ratios.
which should be valuable in determining the isolation of switches and the transfer inefficiencies
of power dividers and combiners. Using these equations it should also be possible to engineer
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these devices to obtain certain performance criteria.
The reason for incomplete power transfer is shown to be twofold. First of all individual guide
modes in the coupled structure overlap, hence power is never completely inside a single guide.
This is a fundamental limitation. Secondly, modes of the coupled structures are not excited with
proper amplitudes. Because of this condition when the phase relationship between them is right
and direct addition and subtraction of the mode amplitudes result, their superposition cannot
be adjusted to completely cancel in a particular guide. This effect is important especially for
closely coupled structures, and its effect can be quantitatively determined using the formulas
given in this work. Numerical examples were carried out and results shown to be agree very
well with the results of the finite element method calculations. The required CPU times are
considerably shorter in comparison with other numerical techniques. Numerical simulations
on three dimensional structures indicate that assumptions that are used in the derivation of
coupling of modes theories become valid only for very loosely coupled structures. For more
closely coupled structures encountered in practice, one has to use accurate techniques like
the present method. These coupled structures were also investigated experimentally. It was
shown that experimental study of straight couplers can be very valuable to determine transfer
lengths. On the other hand, if extinction ratios are also desired to be measured one has to use
curved couplers. The fabricated and tested structures were also theoretically simulated. All the
parameters required for the theoretical simulation were measured. In the theoretical modeling
the only approximation made was concerning the sidewall angle. The theoretically calculated
and experimentally measured transfer lengths are within about 10% of each other. Given the
complex nature of the problem, this agreement is considered to be very good. It is believed
that none of the other existing methods of analysis can analyze these structures accurately
without making gross adhoc approximations about the profiles and parameters of the actually
fabricated structures. All these results indicate that the present method of analysis is very
accurate and powerful and is applicable to a very broad range of problems. As such it is an
important contribution to the design and analysis of integrated optical components.
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Appendix A
Normalized mode functions of a three layer asymmetric slab guide
This appendix gives explicit expressions for the normalized mode functions of an asymmetric
three layer slab guide used in this work. For the geometry of the slab guide and the definitions
of the normalizations one should see the section on multilayer slab guides in Chapter 1.
Guided modes
Ce x/, + 2(Y-T)
Cicost - b (
Ci[cosVI - bT +
- r)i- 1 -bT bsin[ t (Y - T)}
- sin-/Tleb Y
1/2
b? is the normalized effective index of the guided mode and is given as the solution of an
eigenvalue equation which is for TE modes
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There is no eigenvalue equation for the continuum modes.
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Appendix B
Descriptions and listings of the computer programs used in this work.
Two main programs are used in this work. Both of them are written in Fortran language.
The first one is called DENE1 and produces the normalized effective indices of the guided
modes in the uniform regions and the matrices representing the step discontinuity. The sec-
ond program called FINAL1 solves the equivalent circuit representing the open guided wave
structure. Typical input and output files and listings of these programs are given in the next
pages.
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C PROGRAM TO GENERATE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT PARAMETER VALUES OF AN OPEN
C THREE LAYER DIELECTRIC STEP DISCONTINUITY
C PROGRAM READS IN THE INDICES OF THE EPITAXIAL LAYER AND CLADDING LAYER
C THE INDEX STEP BETWEEN THE EPILAYER AND THE SUBSTRATE, THICKNESSES
C OF THE EPILAYER IN THE INNER AND OUTER REGIONS, WAVELENGTH AND THE
C NUMBER OF DISCRETIZED RADIATION MODES IN THE INNER AND OUTER REGIONS.
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(O-Z)
EXTERNAL Fl,F2,F3,F4,F6,F7,F8,F9,F 10,Fll,U,T
DIMENSION Q(2,2), G(10,2), V1l(2,10), E(10,10)
COMMON V,A,BU,TNU,HNU,IND,JIND
open (unit=3,file='out.dat',status='new')
open (unit=4,file='param.dat',status='new')
WL=1.15
H=0.48
THI=3.85
RNE-3.45
RNA-1.
DN-0.00525
N=10
M-10
KLM-1
TOL=0.0001
PI-3.1415927
RNS=RNE-DN
C CALCULATE A (ASYMMETRY MEASURE) AND C
A=(RNS*RNS-RNA*RNA)/(RNE*RNE-RNS*RNS)
C=(RNS*RNS)/(RNE*RNE-RNS*RNS)
S1=RNE*RNE-RNS*RNS
SS-2.*PI*DSQRT(S1)/WL
C CALCULATE NORMALIZED THICKNESSES OF THE INNER AND OUTER REGIONS
HN=SS*H
TN=SS*THI
TNINC=(TN-HN)/KLM
WRITE(3,11)WL,H,THI,RNE,RNA,RNS,DN,N,M,HN,TN,A,C,KLM
WRITE(4,11)WL,H,THI,RNE,RNA,RNS,DN,N,M,HN,TN,A,C,KLM
11 FORMAT(2X,'WL=',F7.4,2X,'H=',F7.4,2X,'T=',F7.4,2X,/,
1 'NE=',F7.4,2X,'NA=',F7.4,2X,'NS=',F7.4,2X,'DN=',F7.4,2X,/,
2 'N=',I3,2X,'M=',I3,2X,'HN=',F7.4,2X,'TN=',F7.4,2X,'A=',
3 F8.4,2X,'C=',F8.4,2X,'KLM=',I3)
C CALCULATE NORMALIZED CUT-OFF THICKNESS FOR THE 1ST AND 2ND ORDER
C MODES AND CHECK IF THE OUTER REGION SUPPORTS ONE MODE OR TWO MODES
DO 8888 JYIK=1,KLM
HN=TN-TNINC
ACRIT=DSQRT(A)
CRIT1=DATAN(ACRIT)
CRIT2=CRIT1+PI
IF(HN.GT.CRIT1) GO TO 99
BB1=999.
BB2=999.
GO TO 100
C CALCULATION OF THE NORMALIZED INDEX OF THE 1ST OUTER GUIDED MODE
99 B10=0.
B20=0.99
V=HN
CALL SOLVE(Fl,B10,B20,TOL,BBB)
BB1=BBB
C CALCULATION OF THE NORMALIZED INDEX OF THE 2ND OUTER GUIDED MODE
C IF OUTER REGION SUPPORTS THE 2ND ORDER MODE
IF(HN.GT.CRIT2) GO TO 98
BB2=999.
GO TO 100
98 B10=0.
B20=0.99
V=HN
CALL SOLVE(F2,B10,B20,TOL,BBB)
BB2=BBB
100 WRITE(3,2) HN,BB1
WRITE(4,2) HN,BB1
2 FORMAT(2X,'H= ',F6.3,5X,'BB1= ',F7.3)
WRITE(3,21) HN,BB2
WRITE(4,21) HN,BB2
21 FORMAT(2X,'H- ',F6.3,5X,'BB2- ',F7.3)
C CALCULATION OF THE NORMALIZED INDEX OF THE FIRST INNER GUIDED MODE
B10=0.
B20=0.95
V=TN
CALL SOLVE(F1, B10,B20,TOL,Bll)
Bl=Bll
WRITE(4,3) TN,B1
WRITE(3,3) TN,B1
3 FORMAT(2X,'T= ',F6.3,5X,'B1= ',F7.3)
C CHECK IF THE INNER REGION SUPPORTS THE SECOND ORDER MODE
IF(TN.GT.CRIT2) GO TO 199
B2=999.
GO TO 200
C CALCULATION OF THE NORMALIZED INDEX OF THE SECOND INNER GUIDED MODE
199 B10=0.
B20=0.95
CALL SOLVE(F2, B10,B20,TOL,B22)
B2=B22
200 WRITE(4,4) TN,B2
WRITE(3,4) TN,B2
4 FORMAT(2X,'T- ',F6.3,5X,'B2= ',F7.3)
WRITE(3,52)
WRITE(4,52)
52 FORMAT(2X,'Q MATRIX')
IF(BB1.EQ.999) GO TO 300
C CALCULATION OF THE OVERLAP INTEGRAL OF THE FIRST ORDER INNER MODE
C WITH THE 1ST OUTER GUIDED MODE
CALL OVER(B1,BB1,HN,TN,A,QQ)
Q(1,1)=QQ
IF(B2.EQ.999) GO TO 311
C CALCULATION OF THE OVERLAP INTEGRAL OF THE SECOND ORDER INNER MODE
C WITH THE 1ST OUTER GUIDED MODE
CALL OVER(B2,BB1,HN,TN,A,QQ)
Q(2,1)=QQ
IF(BB2.EQ.999) GO TO 312
C CALCULATION OF THE OVERLAP INTEGRAL OF THE FIRST ORDER INNER MODE
C WITH THE 2ND OUTER GUIDED MODE
CALL OVER(B1,BB2,HN,TN,A,QQ)
Q(1,2)=QQ
C CALCULATION OF THE OVERLAP INTEGRAL OF THE SECOND ORDER INNER MODE
C WITH THE 2ND OUTER GUIDED MODE
CALL OVER(B2,BB2,HN,TN,A,QQ)
Q(2,2)=QQ
GO TO 301
300 Q(1,1)=0.
311 Q(2,1)=0.
312 Q(1,2)=0.
Q(2,2)=0.
301 DO 22 I=1,2
WRITE(3,51) (Q(I,J), J=1,2)
WRITE(4,51) (Q(I,J), J=1,2)
51 FORMAT(2X,2(D11.4,2X))
22 CONTINUE
C CHECK IF N AND/OR M IS 0
IF(N.NE.0) GO TO 181
C IF BOTH N AND M ARE 0 STOP
IF(M.EQ.0) GO TO 8888
GO TO 182
C IF N IS NOT 0 REGARDLESS OF M CHECK IF THERE IS A GUIDED MODE IN
REAL FUNCTION F4(X)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (O-Z)
COMMON V,A,BU,TNU,HNU,IND,JIND
PI13.1415927
C THIS IS THE PART OF THE OVERLAP INTEGRAL FOR TYPE 2 RADIATION MODES
C CALCULATION OF CM
AB=1.-BU
SAB=DSQRT(AB)
AB1=A+BU
SAB1=DSQRT(AB1)
SB=DSQRT(BU)
ARG1=SAB*(TNU-HNU)
ARG3=SAB*TNU
CM1=(TNU+(l./SAB1)+(1./SB))*(A+1.)
CM2=(2.*AB)/CM1
CM=DSQRT(CM2)
C CALCULATION OF FP(LUS) AND FM(INUS)
AX=1.+(X*X)
SAX=DSQRT(AX)
ARG2=2.*SAX*HNU
AX1=(X*X)-A
SAX1=DSQRT(AX1)
FSll=(X*X*(A+l.)*(A+l.))/AX1
SFS11=DSQRT(FS11)
FS1=1.+(2.*SFSll*DCOS(ARG2))+FS11
SFS1=DSQRT(FS1)
FSP=DCOS(ARG2)+SFS11+SFS1
FP=FSP/DSIN(ARG2)
FSM'DCOS(ARG2)+SFSll-SFS1
FM=FSM/DSIN(ARG2)
C CALCULATION OF ARP(LUS) AND ARM(INUS)
ARG4=ARG2/2.
DEN1P=DCOS(ARG4)-(FP*DSIN(ARG4))
DEN1M=DCOS(ARG4)-(FM*DSIN(ARG4))
DEN2P=(SAX/X)*(DSIN(ARG4)+(FP*DCOS(ARG4)))
DEN2M=(SAX/X)*(DSIN(ARG4)+(FM*DCOS(ARG4)))
DEN3P=(((FP*FP*AX)/AX1)+l.)*(SAX1/X)
DEN3M=(((FM*FM*AX)/AX1)+l.)*(SAX1/X)
DENP=(DEN1P*DEN1P)+(DEN2P*DEN2P)+DEN3P
DENM=(DEN1M*DENlM)+(DEN2M*DEN2M)+DEN3M
SARP=2./(DENP*PI)
ARP=DSQRT(SARP)
SARM=2./(DENM*PI)
ARM=DSQRT(SARM)
-C VALUE OF THE FUNCTION IN REGION 1
Sl=DCOS(ARG3)+((SAB1/SAB)*DSIN(ARG3))
ARG5=SAX*HNU
WLP=DCOS(ARG5)-(FP*DSIN(ARG5))
WLM=DCOS(ARG5)-(FM*DSIN(ARG5))
WMP=(SAX/X)*(DSIN(ARG5)+(FP*DCOS(ARG5)))
WMM=(SAX/X)*(DSIN(ARG5)+(FM*DCOS(ARG5)))
ONEP1=(ARP*CM*Sl)/((X*X)+BU)
ONEM1=(ARM*CM*Sl)/((X*X)+BU)
ONEP2=(WLP*SB)-(WMP*X)
ONEM2=(WLM*SB)-(WMM*X)
ONEP=ONEP1*ONEP2
ONEM=ONEM1*ONEM2
-C VALUE OF FUNCTION IN REGION 2
ARG6=ARG5+ARG3
ARG7=ARG5-ARG3
DEN21=2.*(SAX+SAB)
DEN22=2.*(SAX-SAB)
COEF1P=i.+(FP*(SAB1/SAB))
COEF1M=1.+(FM*(SAB1/SAB))
COEF2P=1.-(FP*(SABl/SAB))
COEF2M=1.-(FM*(SABl/SAB))
COEF3P=FP+(SAB1/SAB)
COEF3M=FM+(SAB1/SAB)
COEF4P=FP-(SAB1/SAB)
COEF4M=FM-(SAB1/SAB)
TWOP1-(-1.)*COEF1P*DSIN(ARG1)/DEN21
TWOMl-TWOP*COEF1M/COEF1PP
TWOP2=COEF2P*DSIN(ARG1)/DEN22
TWOM2=TWOP2*COEF2M/COEF2P
TWOP3=(-1..)*COEF4P*DCOS(ARG1)/DEN21
TWOM3=TWOP3*COEF4M/COEF4P
TWOP4(-1..)*COEF3P*DCOS(ARG1)/DEN22
TWOM4=TWOP4*COEF3M/COEF3P
TWOP5COEF1P*DSIN(ARG6)/DEN21
TWOM5-TWOP5*COEFM/COEFP1P
TWOP6=COEF2P*DSIN(ARG7)/DEN22
TWOM6=TWOP6*COEF2M/COEF2P
TWOP7=COEF4P*DCOS(ARG6)/DEN21
TWOM7=TWOP7*COEF4M/COEF4P
TWOP8-COEF3P*DCOS(ARG7)/DEN22
TWOM8=TWOP8*COEF3M/COEF3P
TWOP=ARP*CM*(TWOP1+TWOP2+TWOP3+TWOP4+TWOP5+TWOP6+TWOP7+TWOP8)
TWOM=ARM*CM*(TWOMi+TWOM2+TWOM3+TWOM4+TWOM5+TWOM6+TWOM7+TWOM8)
C VALUE OF THE FUNCTION UN REGION 3
ARG8=SAX1*(TNU-HNU)
DEN31-2.*(SAX1+SAB)
DEN32=2.*(SAX1-SAB)
C31P=1.+((FP*SAB1*SAX)/(SAB*SAX1))
C31Ml1.+((FM*SABl*SAX)/(SAB*SAX1))
C32P=.+((-1..)*(C31P-1.))
C32M=1.+((-.1.)*(C31M-1.))
C33P=(SABl/SAB)-( FP*SAX/SAX1)
C33M=(SABl/SAB)-(FM*SAX/SAXl)
C34P=(SABl/SAB)+(FP*SAX/SAX1)
C34M=(SABl/SAB)+ (FM*SAX/SAX1)
THRE1P=C31P*DSIN(ARG8)/DEN31
THRE1M=THRE1P*C31M/C31P
THRE2P=C32P*DSIN(ARG8)/DEN32
THRE2M=THRE2P*C32M/C32P
THRE3P=C31P*DSIN(ARG1)/DEN31
THRE3M=THRE3P*C31M/C31P
THRE4P=(--1.)*C32P*DSIN(ARG1)/DEN32
THRE4M=THRE4P*C32M/C32P
THRE5P=C33P*DCOS(ARG8)/DEN31
THRE5M=THRE5P*C33M/C33P
THRE6P=(-1.)*C34P*DCOS(ARG8)/DEN32
THRE6M=THRE6P*C34M/C34P
THRE7P=(-.1.)*C33P*DCOS(ARG1)/DEN31
THRE7M=THRE7P*C33M/C33P
THRE8P=C34P*DCOS(ARG1)/DEN32
THRE8M=THRE8P*C34M/C34P
THREP=ARP*CM*(THRE1P+THRE2P+THRE3P+THRE4P+THRE5P+THRE6P+
1 THRE7P+THRE8P)
THREM=ARM*CM*(THRE1M+THRE2M+THRE3M+THRE4M+THRE5M+THRE6M+
1 THRE7M+THRE8M)
C VALUE OF THE FUNCTION IN REGION 4
FOUR1P=(ARP*CM)/(BU+(X*X))
FOUR1M=(ARM*CM)/(BU+(X*X))
C41P=((FP*SAX*SAB1)/SAX1)-SAX1
C41M=((FM*SAX*SAB1)/SAX1)-SAX1
C42P=SAB1+(FP*SAX)
C42M=SAB1+(FM*SAX)
FOURP=FOUR1P*((C41P*DSIN(ARG8))+(C42P*DCOS(ARG8)))
FOURM=FOUR1M*((C41M*DSIN(ARG8))+(C42M*DCOS(ARG8)))
C VALUE OF THE OVERLAP FUNCTION OVER THE ENTIRE Y RANGE FOR
C FP(LUS) AND FM(INUS)
F4P=ONEP+TWOP+THREP+FOURP
F4MONEM+TWOM+THREM+FOURM
C VALUE OF THE FINAL OVERLAP FUNCTION FOR TYPE 2 RADIATION MODES
AGAC-1.
ABIT=DSQRT(AGAC)
F4=(F4P+F4M)/ABIT
RETURN
END
REAL FUNCTION T(X)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (O-Z)
COMMON V,A,BU,TNU,HNU,IND,JIND
C T GENERATES THE BASIS FUNCTIONS. IN THIS CASE BASIS IS LAGUERRE
C POLYNOMIALS. ORDER IS SPECIFIED BY IND FROM THE MAIN PROGRAM
IF(IND.GT.0) GO TO 10
TA1 .
GO TO 20
10 IF(IND.NE.1) GO TO 30
TA=1.-X
GO TO 20
30 T0=1.
Tl=l.-X
F=1.
K=IND-1
DO 40 L=1,K
F=F*(L+1)
TEMP-(((2*L)+l.-X)*T1)-(L*L*T0)
TOT1
T1=TEMP
40 CONTINUE
TA=TEMP/F
20 VEXP=(-1.)*X/2
T=TA*DEXP(VEXP)
RETURN
END
REAL FUNCTION U(X)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (O-Z)
COMMON V,A,BU,TNU,HNU,IND,JIND
C U GENERATES THE BASIS FUNCTIONS. IN THIS CASE BASIS IS LAGUERRE
C POLYNOMIALS. ORDER IS SPECIFIED BY JIND FROM THE MAIN PROGRAM
IF(JIND.GT.0) GO TO 10
TA=1.
GO TO 20
10 IF(JIND.NE.1) GO TO 30
TA=1.-X
GO TO 20
30 T0=1.
T1=l.-X
F=1.
K=JIND-1
DO 40 L=1,K
F=F*(L+1)
TEMP=(((2*L)+l.-X)*T1)-(L*L*T0)
TO=T1
T1=TEMP
40 CONTINUE
TA=TEMP/F
-20 VEXP=(-1.)*X/2
U=TA*DEXP(VEXP)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DINTEG(XA,XB,YA,YB,F,S,T,TOL3,RES)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (O-Z)
C DOUBLE INTEGRATION PROGRAM USING ROMBERG METHOD
C ONE SUBROUTINE CALLED SUM2 IS USED WITH THIS PROGRAM
DIMENSION ACCUM(10,10)
C FIRST COMPUTE THE INITIAL ESTIMATE OF THE INTEGRAL USING 4
C SUBDIVISIONS EACH WAY
DELX=(XB-XA)/4.
DELY=(YB-YA)/4.
N=4
Y=YA
CALL SUM2(XA,XB,Y,DELX,N,F,S,T,TOP)
ACCUM(1,1)=TOP
Y=YB
CALL SUM2(XA,XB,Y,DELX,N,F,S,T,TOP)
ACCUM(1,1)=ACCUM(1,1)+TOP
Y=YA
DO 10 I-2, N
Y=Y+DELY
CALL SUM2(XA,XB,Y,DELX,N,F,S,T,TOP)
10 ACCUM(1,1)=ACCUM(1,1)+(2.*TOP)
ACCUM(1,1)=ACCUM(1,1)*DELX*DELY/4.
C HALVE THE VALUES OF DELX,DELY, RECOMPUTE
C AND TEST TO SEE IF TOLERANCE IS MET
C REPEAT UP TO 8 TIMES
DO 20 J=1,8
DELX=DELX/2.
DELY=DELY/2.
N=2*N
Y=YA
CALL SUM2(XA,XB,Y,DELX,N,F,S,T,TOP)
ACCUM(J+1,1)=TOP
Y=YB
CALL SUM2(XA,XB,Y,DELX,N,F,S,T,TOP)
ACCUM(J+1,1)=ACCUM(J+1,1)+TOP
Y=YA
INTEGRAL EXTRAPOLATE
DO 30 I=2
Y=Y+DELY
CALL SUM2
30 ACCUM(J+1
ACCUM(J+1
C EXTRAPOLATION
,N
(XA,XB,Y,DELX,N,F,S,T,TOP)
,1)=ACCUM(J+1,1)+(2.*TOP)
,1)=ACCUM(J+1,1)*DELX*DELY/4.
DO 40 K=1,J
40 ACCUM(J+1,K+1)=ACCUM(J+1,K)+((1./(4.**K-1))*(ACCUM(J+l,
1 ACCUM(J,K)))
FARK=ACCUM(J+1,J+1)-ACCUM(J+1,J)
IF(DABS(FARK)-TOL3) 50,50,20
20 CONTINUE
C IF TOLERANCE IS NOT MET AFTER 8 EXTRAPOLATIONS PRINT CALCUL
C VALUE AND NOTE
RES=ACCUM(9,9)
J=8
WRITE(3,201)
GO TO 60
K)-
ATED
TOL3
50 WRITE(3,202) TOL3,J
J=J+1
RES=ACCUM(J,J)
60 DO 70 L=1,J
70 WRITE(3,203) (ACCUM(L,I),I=1,L)
WRITE(3,204) RES
201 FORMAT(2X,'TOLERANCE OF ',D14.7
1 EXTRAPOLATIONS')
202 FORMAT(2X,'TOLERANCE OF',D14.7,
1 'EXTRAPOLATIONS')
203 FORMAT(2X,6D14.7)
204 FORMAT(2X,'THE VALUE IS',D14.7)
RETURN
END
,2X, 'NOT MET AFTER 8
2X,'WAS MET AFTER',I3,2X,
SUM2(XA,XB,Y,DELX,N,F,S,T,TOP)SUBROUTINE
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (O-Z)
FXAY=F(XA,Y)
SXA=S(XA)
FXBY=F(XB,Y)
SXB=S(XB)
TY=T(Y)
TOP=(FXAY*SXA*TY)+(FXBY*SXB*TY)
X=XA
DO 10 I2,N
X=X+DELX
FXY=F(X,Y)
SX=S(X)
TY=T(Y)
TERM=FXY*SX*TY
TOP=TOP+2.*TERM
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
REAL FUNCTION F8(X,Y)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(O-Z)
COMMON V,A,BU,TNU,HNU,IND,JIND
PI-3.1415927
C THIS IS THE PART OF THE OVERLAP FUNCTION FOR TYPE 1 RADIATION MODES
C IN THE INNER AN OUTER REGIONS
C CALCULATION OF AR
AB=1.+(Y*Y)
SAB=DSQRT(AB)
AB1=A-(Y*Y)
SAB1=DSQRT(AB1)
ARG1=SAB*(TNU-HNU)
ARG3=SAB*TNU
EN1=DCOS(ARG3)+((SAB1/SAB)*DSIN(ARG3))
EN2=(SAB/Y)*(DSIN(ARG3)-(SAB1/SAB)*(DCOS(ARG3)))
EN=(EN1*EN1)+(EN2*EN2)
AR1=2./(PI*EN)
AR=DSQRT(AR1)
C CALCULATION OF ARB
FA=(A-(X*X))
SFA=DSQRT(FA)
F1=l+(X*X)
SF1=DSQRT(Fl)
ARG2=SF1*HNU
DEN1=DCOS(ARG2)+((SFA/SF1)*DSIN(ARG2))
DEN2=(SF1/X)*(DSIN(ARG2)-((SFA/SF1)*DCOS(ARG2)))
DEN=(DENi*DEN1)+(DEN2*DEN2)
ARB1=2./(PI*DEN)
ARB=DSQRT(ARB1)
C VALUE OF FUNCTION IN REGION 2
DEN21=2.*(SF1+SAB)
DEN22=2.*(SF1-SAB)
IF(DEN22.GE.0) GO TO 2
CARPAN=-1.
GO TO 3
2 CARPAN'1.
3 IF(DABS(DEN22).GT.0.000001) GO TO 1
DEN22=(1.OD-06) *CARPAN
1 ARG4=(SF1*HNU)+(SAB*TNU)
ARG5=(SF1*HNU)-(SAB*TNU)
COEFl=.+((SABl/SAB)*(SFA/SF1))
COEF2=(-l.)+((SABl/SAB)*(SFA/SF1))
COEF3=(SFA/SF1)+( SABI/SAB)
COEF4=(SFA/SF1)-(SABI/SAB)
TWOl=COEF2*DSIN(ARG1)/DEN21
TW02=COEF1*DSIN(ARG1)/DEN22
TWO3=COEF3*DCOS(ARG1)DEN21
TWO4=COEF4*DCOS(ARG1)/DEN22
TWO5=(-1.)*COEF2*DSIN(ARG4)/DEN21
TWO6=COEF1*DSIN(ARG5)/DEN22
TWO7=(-1.)*COEF3*DCOS(ARG4)/DEN21
TWO8=(-1.)*COEF4*DCOS(ARG5)/DEN22
TWO-AR*ARB*(TWOl+TW02+TW03+TWO4+TW05+TWO6+TWO7+TW08)
C VALUE OF FUNCTION IN REGION 3
DEN31=A-(X*X)+1.+(Y*Y)
EXP3=SFA*(TNU-HNU)*(-1.)
THREE1=(SFA-SAB1)*(DCOS(ARG1)-DEXP(EXP3))
THREE2=(((SFA*SAB1)/SAB)+SAB)*DSIN(ARG1)
THREE=((AR*ARB)/DEN31)*(THREE1+THREE2)
C VALUE OF FUNCTION IN REGION 4
DEN41=SFA+SAB1
FOUR=AR*ARB*DEXP(EXP3)/DEN41
C VALUE OF THE OVERLAP FUNCTION OVER THE ENTIRE Y RANGE
F8-TWO+THREE+FOUR
RETURN
END
REAL FUNCTION F9(X,Y)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (O-Z)
COMMON V,A,BU,TNU,HNU,IND,JIND
PI=3.1415927
C THIS IS THE PART OF THE OVERLAP FUNCTION FOR TYPE 2 RADIATION MODES
C IN THE OUTER REGION WITH TYPE I RADIATION MODES IN THE INNER REGION
C CALCULATION OF AR
AB=1.+(Y*Y)
SAB=DSQRT(AB)
AB1=A-(Y*Y)
SAB1=DSQRT(AB1)
ARG1=SAB*(TNU-HNU)
ARG3=SAB*TNU
EN1=DCOS(ARG3)+((SAB1/SAB)*DSIN(ARG3))
EN2=(SAB/Y)*(DSIN(ARG3)-(SAB1/SAB)*(DCOS(ARG3)))
EN=(EN1*EN1)+(EN2*EN2)
AR1=2./(PI*EN)
AR=DSQRT(AR1)
C CALCULATION OF FP(LUS) AND FM(INUS)
AX=1.+(X*X)
SAX=DSQRT(AX)
ARG2=2.*SAX*HNU
AX1=(X*X)-A
SAX1=DSQRT(AX1)
FSll=(X*X*(A+1.)*(A+1.))/AX1
SFS11=DSQRT(FS11)
FSl=1.+(2.*SFS11*DCOS(ARG2))+FS11
SFSl=DSQRT(FS1)
FSP=DCOS(ARG2)+SFS11+SFS1
FP=FSP/DSIN(ARG2)
FSM=DCOS(ARG2)+SFS11-SFS1
FM=FSM/DSIN(ARG2)
C CALCULATION OF ARP(LUS) AND ARM(INUS)
ARG4=ARG2/2.
DEN1P=DCOS(ARG4)-(FP*DSIN(ARG4))
DEN1M=DCOS(ARG4)-(FM*DSIN(ARG4))
DEN2P=(SAX/X)*(DSIN(ARG4)+(FP*DCOS(ARG4)))
DEN2M=(SAX/X)*(DSIN(ARG4)+(FM*DCOS(ARG4)))
DEN3P=(((FP*FP*AX)/AX1)+l.)*(SAX1/X)
DEN3M=(((FM*FM*AX)/AX1)+l.)*(SAX1/X)
DENP-(DEN1P*DEN1P)+(DEN2P*DEN2P)+DEN3P
DENM=(DEN1M*DEN1M)+(DEN2M*DEN2M)+DEN3M
SARP-2./(DENP*PI)
ARP=DSQRT(SARP)
SARM=2./(DENM*PI)
ARM=DSQRT(SARM)
C VALUE OF FUNCTION IN REGION 2
ARG5=SAX*HNU
ARG6-ARG5+ARG3
ARG7=ARG5-ARG3
DEN212.*( SAX+SAB)
DEN22-2.*( SAX-SAB)
COEF1P=1.+(FP*(SAB1/SAB))
COEF1M1.+ (FM*( SAB1/SAB))
COEF2P=1.-(FP*(SAB1/SAB))
COEF2M=1.-( FM*( SAB1/SAB))
COEF3P=FP+(SABI/SAB)
COEF3M-FM+(SAB1/SAB)
COEF4P=FP-(SAB1/SAB)
COEF4M=FM-(SAB1/SAB)
TWOP1=(-1.)*COEF1P*DSIN(ARG1)/DEN21
TWOMI-TWOP1*COEF1M/COEF1P
TWOP2-COEF2P*DSIN(ARG1)/DEN22
TWOM2-TWOP2*COEF2M/COEF2P
TWOP3=(-1.)*COEF4P*DCOS(ARG1)/DEN21
TWOM3=TWOP3*COEF4M/COEF4P
TWOP4-(-1.)*COEF3P*DCOS(ARG1)/DEN22
TWOM4=TWOP4*COEF3M/COEF3P
TWOPS=COEF1P*DSIN(ARG6)/DEN21
TWOM5=TWOP5*COEF1M/COEF1P
TWOP6=COEF2P*DSIN(ARG7)/DEN22
TWOM6=TWOP6*COEF2M/COEF2P
TWOP7=COEF4P*DCOS(ARG6)/DEN21
TWOM7-TWOP7*COEF4M/COEF4P
TWOP8=COEF3P*DCOS(ARG7)/DEN22
TWOM8=TWOP8*COEF3M/COEF3P
TWOP-ARP*AR*(TWOP1+TWOP2+TWOP3+TWOP4+TWOP5+TWOP6+TWOP7+TWOP8)
TWOM=ARM*AR*(TWOM1+TWOM2+TWOM3+TWOM4+TWOM5+TWOM6+TWOM7+TWOM8)
C VALUE OF THE FUNCTION UN REGION 3
ARG8=SAX1*(TNU-HNU)
DEN31=2.*(SAX1+SAB)
DEN32=2.*(SAX1-SAB)
C31P=1.+((FP*SAB1*SAX)/(SAB*SAX1))
C31M=1.+((FM*SAB1*SAX)/(SAB*SAX1))
i,, C32P=1.+((-1.)*(C31P-1.))
C32M=1.+((-1.)*(C31M-1.))
C33P=(SAB1/SAB)-( FP*SAX/SAX1)
C33M=(SAB1/SAB)-(FM*SAX/SAX1)
C34P=(SAB1/SAB)+(FP*SAX/SAX1)
C34M=(SAB1/SAB)+(FM*SAX/SAX1)
THRE1P=C31P*DSIN(ARG8)/DEN31
THRE1M=THRE1P*C31M/C31P
THRE2P=C32P*DSIN(ARG8)/DEN32
THRE2M=THRE2P*C32M/C32P
THRE3P=C31P*DSIN(ARG1)/DEN31
THRE3M=THRE3P*C31M/C31P
THRE4P=(-1.)*C32P*DSIN(ARG1)/DEN32
THRE4M=THRE4P*C32M/C32P
THRE5P=C33P*DCOS(ARG8)/DEN31
THRE5M=THRESP*C33M/C33P
THRE6P=(-1.)*C34P*DCOS(ARG8)/DEN32
THRE6M=THRE6P*C34M/C34P
THRE7P=(-1.)*C33P*DCOS(ARG1)/DEN31
THRE7M=THRE7P*C33M/C33P
THRE8P=C34P*DCOS(ARG1)/DEN32
THRE8M=THRE8P*C34M/C34P
THREP=ARP*AR*(THRE1P+THRE2P+THRE3P+THRE4P+THRE5P+THRE6P+
1 THRE7P+THRE8P)
THREM=ARM*AR*(THRE1M+THRE2M+THRE3M+THRE4M+THRE5M+THRE6M+
1 THRE7M+THRE8M)
C VALUE OF THE FUNCTION IN REGION 4
FOUR1P=(ARP*AR)/((X*X)-(Y*Y))
FOUR1M=(ARM*AR)/((X*X)-(Y*Y))
C41P=((FP*SAX*SAB1)/SAX1)-SAX1
C41M-((FM*SAX*SAB1)/SAX1)SAX1
C42P-SAB1+(FP*SAX)
C42M=SAB1+(FM*SAX)
FOURP-FOUR1P*((C41P*DSIN(ARG8))+(C42P*DCOS(AR
FOURM-FOUR1M*((C41M*DSIN(ARG8))+(C42M*DCOS(AR
C VALUE OF THE OVERLAP FUNCTION OVER THE ENTIRE Y R
C FP(LUS) AND FM(INUS)
F4P=TWOP+THREP+FOURP
F4M=TWOM+THREM+FOURM
C VALUE OF THE FINAL OVERLAP FUNCTION FOR TYPE 2 RA
AGAC=1.
ABIT=DSQRT(AGAC)
F9=(F4P+F4M)/ABIT
RETURN
END
REAL FUNCTION F6(X)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)
COMMON V,A,BU,TNU,HNU,IND,JIND
PI=3.1415927
C THIS IS THE PART OF THE OVERLAP FUNCTION FOR TYPE
C IN THE INNER REGION AND GUIDED MODES IN THE OUTER
C CALCULATION OF CM
AB=1.-BU
SAB=DSQRT(AB)
AB1=A+BU
SAB1=DSQRT(AB1)
SB=DSQRT(BU)
ARG1=SAB*(TNU-HNU)
ARG3=SAB*HNU
CM1=(HNU+(1./SAB1)+(1./SB))*(A+1)
CM2=2*AB/CM1
CM=DSQRT(CM2)
C CALCULATION OF AR
FA=(A-(X*X))
SFA=DSQRT(FA)
F1=l+(X*X)
SF1=DSQRT(F1)
ARG2=SF1*TNU
DEN1=DCOS(ARG2)+((SFA/SF1)*DSIN(ARG2))
DEN2=(SF1/X)*(DSIN(ARG2)-((SFA/SF1)*DCOS(ARG2
DEN=(DEN1*DEN1)+(DEN2*DEN2)
AR1=2./(PI*DEN)
AR=DSQRT(AR1)
C VALUE OF FUNCTION IN REGION 1
S1=DCOS(ARG3)+((ABSAB1/SAB)*DSIN(ARG3))
R=DCOS(ARG2)+((SFA/SF1)*DSIN(ARG2))
P=((SF1/X)*DSIN(ARG2))-((SFA/X)*DCOS(ARG2))
ONE1=(CM*AR*S1)/(X*X+BU)
ONE2=(R*SB)-(P*X)
ONE=ONE1*ONE2
AB=1.+(X*X)
SAB=DSQRT(AB)
AB1=A-(X*X)
SAB1=DSQRT(AB1)
SB=DSQRT(BU)
ARG1=SAB*(TNU-HNU)
ARG3=SAB*TNU
FA=(A+BU)
SFA=DSQRT(FA)
F1=1-BU
SF1=DSQRT( F1 )
C VALUE OF FUNCTION IN REGION 2
G8)))
G8)))
ANGE FOR
DIATION MODES
1 RADIATION MODES
REGION
fs
)))
DEN21=2.*(SF1+SAB)
DEN22=2.*(SF1-SAB)*(--1.)
ARG4(SF1*HNU)+(SAB*TNU)
ARG5-(-l.)*((SF1*HNU)-(SAB*TNU))
COEF1-1.+((SAB1/SAB)*(SFA/SF1))
COEF2-(-l.)+((SABl/SAB)*(SFA/SF1))
COEF3-(SFA/SF1)+(SAB1/SAB)
COEF4=(-l.)*((SFA/SF1)-(SABl/SAB))
TWOl-COEF2*DSIN(ARG1)/DEN21
TW02=(-1.)*COEF1*DSIN(ARG1)/DEN22
TWO3=COEF3*DCOS(ARG1)/DEN21
TWO4=COEF4*DCOS(ARG1)/DEN22
TW05-(-1.)*COEF2*DSIN(ARG4)/DEN21
TWO6-COEF1*DSIN(ARG5)/DEN22
TWO7-(-1.)*COEF3*DCOS(ARG4)/DEN21
TWO8-(-1.)*COEF4*DCOS(ARG5)/DEN22
TWO-CM*AR*(TWO1+TW02+TW03+TW04+TW05+TW06+TWO7+TWO8)
C VALUE OF FUNCTION IN REGION 3
DEN31=A+BU+1.+(X*X)
EXP3=SFA*(TNU-HNU)*(-1.)
THREE1=(SFA-SAB1)*(DCOS(ARG1)-DEXP(EXP3))
THREE2=(((SFA*SAB1)/SAB)+SAB)*DSIN(ARG1)
THREE=((CM*AR)/DEN31)*(THREE1+THREE2)
C VALUE OF FUNCTION IN REGION 4
DEN41=SFA+SAB1
FOUR=CM*AR*DEXP(EXP3)/DEN41
F6=ONE+TWO+THREE+FOUR
RETURN
END
REAL FUNCTION F7(X)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (O-Z)
COMMON V,A,BU,TNU,HNU,IND,JIND
PI=3.1415927
C THIS IS THE PART OF THE OVERLAP INTEGRAL FOR TYPE 2 RADIATION MODES
C IN THE INNER REGION WITH THE GUIDED MODES IN THE OUTER REGION
C CALCULATION OF CM
AB=1.-BU
SAB=DSQRT(AB)
AB1=A+BU
SAB1=DSQRT(AB1)
SB=DSQRT(BU)
ARG3=SAB*HNU
CM1=(HNU+(l./SAB1)+(l./SB))*(A+1.)
CM2=(2.*AB)/CM1
CM=DSQRT(CM2)
C CALCULATION OF FP(LUS) AND FM(INUS)
AX=1.+(X*X)
SAX=DSQRT(AX)
ARG2=2.*SAX*TNU
AX1=(X*X)-A
SAX1=DSQRT(AX1)
FSll=(X*X*(A+1.)*(A+1.))/AX1
SFS11=DSQRT(FS11)
FSl=1.+(2.*SFS11*DCOS(ARG2))+FS11
SFS1=DSQRT(FS1)
FSP=DCOS(ARG2)+SFS11+SFS1
FP=FSP/DSIN(ARG2)
FSM=DCOS(ARG2)+SFSll-SFS1
FM=FSM/DSIN(ARG2)
C CALCULATION OF ARP(LUS) AND ARM(INUS)
ARG4=ARG2/2.
DEN1P=DCOS(ARG4)-(FP*DSIN(ARG4))
DEN1M=DCOS(ARG4)-(FM*DSIN(ARG4))
DEN2P=(SAX/X)*(DSIN(ARG4)+(FP*DCOS(ARG4)))
DEN2M=(SAX/X)*(DSIN(ARG4)+(FM*DCOS(ARG4)))
DEN3P=(((FP*FP*AX)/AX1)+i.)*(SAX1/X)
DEN3M=(((FM*FM*AX)/AX1)+l.)*(SAX1/X)
DENP=(DEN1P*DEN1P)+(DEN2P*DEN2P)+DEN3P
DENM-(DENlM*DENlM)+(DEN2M*DEN2M)+DEN3M
SARP-2./(DENP*PI)
ARP=DSQRT(SARP)
SARM=2./(DENM*PI)
ARM-DSQRT(SARM)
C VALUE OF THE FUNCTION IN REGION 1
Sl=DCOS(ARG3)+((SABB/SAB)*DSIN(ARG3))
ARG5=SAX*TNU
WLP=DCOS(ARG5)-(FP*DSIN(ARG5))
WLM=DCOS(ARG5)()-(FM*DSIN(ARG5))
WMP(SAX/X)*(DSIN(ARG5)+(FP*DCOS(ARG5)))
WMM=(SAX/X)*(DSIN(ARG5)+(FM*DCOS(ARG5)))
ONEP1-(ARP*CM*Sl)/((X*X)+BU)
ONEM1=(ARM*CM*Sl)/((X*X)+BU)
ONEP2-(WLP*SB)-(WMP*X)
ONEM2=(WLM*SB ) - ( WMM*X)
ONEP=ONEP1*ONEP2
ONEM=ONEM1*ONEM2
C VALUE OF FUNCTION IN REGION 2
ARG6-(SAX*TNU)+(SAB*HNU)
ARG7=(SAX*TNU)-(SAB*HNU)
ARG9-SAX*(TNU-HNU)
DEN21=2.*(SAX+SAB)
DEN22=2.*(SAX-SAB)
COEF1P=1.+(FP*(SAB1/SAB))
COEF1M=1.+(FM*(SAB1/SAB))
COEF2P=1.-(FP*(SAB1/SAB))
COEF2M=1.-(FM*(SABl/SAB))
COEF3P=FP+(SAB1/SAB)
COEF3M=FM+(SAB1/SAB)
COEF4P=FP-(SAB1/SAB)
COEF4M=FM-(SAB1/SAB)
TWOP1=(-1.)*COEF1P*DSIN(ARG9)/DEN21
TWOM1=TWOP1*COEFM/COEFP1P
TWOP2=(-1.)*COEF2P*DSIN(ARG9)/DEN22
TWOM2=TWOP2*COEF2M/COEF2P
TWOP3=(-1.)*COEF4P*DCOS(ARG9)/DEN21
TWOM3=TWOP3*COEF4M/COEF4P
TWOP4=(-1.)*COEF3P*DCOS(ARG9)/DEN22
TWOM4=TWOP4*COEF3M/COEF3P
TWOP5=COEF1P*DSIN(ARG6)/DEN21
TWOM5=TWOP5*COEFlM/COEF1P
TWOP6=COEF2P*DSIN(ARG7)/DEN22
TWOM6=TWOP6*COEF2M/COEF2P
TWOP7=COEF4P*DCOS(ARG6)/DEN21
TWOM7=TWOP7*COEF4M/COEF4P
TWOP8=COEF3P*DCOS(ARG7)/DEN22
TWOM8=TWOP8*COEF3M/COEF3P
TWOP=ARP*CM*(TWOP1+TWOP2+TWOP3+TWOP4+TWOP5+TWOP6+TWOP7+TWOP8)
TWOM=ARM*CM*(TWOM1+TWOM2+TWOM3+TWOM4+TWOM5+TWOM6+TWOM7+TWOM8)
C VALUE OF THE FUNCTION UN REGION 3
ARG8=SAX*(TNU-HNU)
DEN31=A+BU+1.+(X*X)
EXP3=SAB1*(HNU-TNU)
THRE1P=(SAB1+(FP*SAX))*(DCOS(ARG8)-DEXP(EXP3))
THRElM=(SAB1+(FM*SAX))*(DCOS(ARG8)-DEXP(EXP3))
THRE2P=(SAX-(FP*SAB1))*DSIN(ARG8)
THRE2M=(SAX-(FM*SAB1))*DSIN(ARG8)
THREP=ARP*CM*( THRE1P+THRE2P)/DEN31
THREM=ARM*CM*(THRE1M+THRE2M)/DEN31
C VALUE OF THE FUNCTION IN REGION 4
FOURlP=(ARP*CM)/(BU+(X*X))
FOUR1M=(ARM*CM)/(BU+(X*X))
VEXP9=SAB1*(HNU-TNU)
C41=DEXP(VEXP9)
C42P=SAB1+(FP*SAX)
C42M=SAB1+(FM*SAX)
FOURP=FOUR1P*C41*C42P
FOURM=FOUR1M*C41*C42M
C VALUE OF THE OVERLAP FUNCTION OVER THE ENTIRE Y RANGE FOR
C FP(LUS) AND FM(INUS)
F4P=ONEP+TWOP+THREP+FOURP
F4M=ONEM+TWOM+THREM+FOURM
C VALUE OF THE FINAL OVERLAP FUNCTION FOR TYPE 2 RADIATION MODES
AGAC=1.
ABIT-DSQRT(AGAC)
F7=(F4P+F4M)/ABIT
RETURN
END
REAL FUNCTION F10O(X,Y)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (O-Z)
COMMON V,A,BU,TNU,HNU,IND,JIND
PI=3.1415927
C THIS IS THE PART OF THE OVERLAP FUNCTION FOR TYPE 2 RADIATION MODES
C IN THE INNER AND TYPE I RADIATION MODE IN THE OUTER REGION
C CALCULATION OF AR
AB=1.+(Y*Y)
SAB=DSQRT(AB)
AB1=A-(Y*Y)
SAB1=DSQRT(AB1)
ARG3=SAB*HNU
EN1=DCOS(ARG3)+((SAB1/SAB)*DSIN(ARG3))
EN2=(SAB/Y)*(DSIN(ARG3)-(SAB1/SAB)*(DCOS(ARG3)))
EN=(EN1*EN1)+(EN2*EN2)
AR1=2./(PI*EN)
AR=DSQRT(AR1)
C CALCULATION OF FP(LUS) AND FM(INUS)
AX=1.+(X*X)
SAX=DSQRT(AX)
ARG2=2.*SAX*TNU
AX1=(X*X)-A
SAX1=DSQRT(AX1)
FSll=(X*X*(A+1.)*(A+1.))/AX1
SFS11=DSQRT(FS11)
FSl=1.+(2.*SFSll*DCOS(ARG2))+FS11
SFS1=DSQRT(FS1)
FSP=DCOS(ARG2)+SFSll+SFS1
FP=FSP/DSIN(ARG2)
FSM=DCOS(ARG2)+SFSll-SFS1
FM=FSM/DSIN(ARG2)
C CALCULATION OF ARP(LUS) AND ARM(INUS)
ARG4=ARG2/2.
DEN1P=DCOS(ARG4)-(FP*DSIN(ARG4))
DEN1M=DCOS(ARG4)-(FM*DSIN(ARG4))
DEN2P=(SAX/X)*(DSIN(ARG4)+(FP*DCOS(ARG4)))
DEN2M=(SAX/X)*(DSIN(ARG4)+(FM*DCOS(ARG4)))
DEN3P=(((FP*FP*AX)/AX1)+l.)*(SAX1/X)
DEN3M=(((FM*FM*AX)/AX1)+l.)*(SAX1/X)
DENP=(DEN1P*DENlP)+(DEN2P*DEN2P)+DEN3P
DENM=(DEN1M*DENlM)+(DEN2M*DEN2M)+DEN3M
SARP=2./(DENP*PI)
ARP=DSQRT(SARP)
SARM=2./(DENM*PI)
ARM=DSQRT(SARM)
C VALUE OF FUNCTION IN REGION 2
ARG6=(SAX*TNU)+(SAB*HNU)
ARG7=(SAX*TNU)-(SAB*HNU)
ARG9=SAX*(TNU-HNU)
DEN21=2.*(SAX+SAB)
DEN22=2.*(SAX-SAB)
COEF1P=1.+(FP*(SABl/SAB))
COEF1M=i.+(FM*(SABl/SAB))
COEF2P=1.-(FP*(SAB1/SAB))
COEF2M=1.-(FM*(SAB1/SAB))
COEF3P-FP+(SAB1/SAB)
COEF3M-FM+(SAB1/SAB)
COEF4P-FP-(SAB1/SAB)
COEF4M-FM-(SAB1/SAB)
TWOP1=(-1.)*COEF1P*DSIN(ARG9)/DEN21
TWOM1=TWOP1*COEF1M/COEF1P
TWOP2-(-1.)*COEF2P*DSIN(ARG9)/DEN22
TWOM2=TWOP2*COEF2M/COEF2P
TWOP3=(-1..)*COEF4P*DCOS(ARG9)/DEN21
TWOM3=TWOP3*COEF4M/COEF4P
TWOP4=(-1.)*COEF3P*DCOS(ARG9)/DEN22
TWOM4=TWOP4*COEF3M/COEF3P
TWOP5=COEF1P*DSIN(ARG6)/DEN21
TWOM5=TWOP5*COEFlM/COEF1P
TWOP6=COEF2P*DSIN(ARG7)/DEN22
TWOM6=TWOP6*COEF2M/COEF2P
TWOP7=COEF4P*DCOS(ARG6)/DEN21
TWOM7-TWOP7*COEF4M/COEF4P
TWOP8mCOEF3P*DCOS(ARG7)/DEN22
TWOM8=TWOP8*COEF3M/COEF3P
TWOP=ARP*AR*(TWOP1+TWOP2+TWOP3+TWOP4+TWOP5+TWOP6+TWOP7+TWOP8)
TWOM=ARM*AR*(TWOM1+TWOM2+TWOM3+TWOM4+TWOM5+TWOM6+TWOM7+TWOM8)
C VALUE OF THE FUNCTION IN REGION 3
ARG8=SAX*(TNU-HNU)
DEN31=A-(Y*Y)+l.+(X*X)
EXP3=SAB1*(HNU-TNU)
THRE1P=(SAB1+(FP*SAX))*(DCOS(ARG8)-DEXP(EXP3))
THRE1M=(SAB1+(FM*SAX))*(DCOS(ARG8)-DEXP(EXP3))
THRE2P=(SAX-(FP*SAB1))*DSIN(ARG8)
THRE2M=(SAX-(FM*SAB1))*DSIN(ARG8)
THREP=ARP*AR*(THRE1P+THRE2P)/DEN31
THREM=ARM*AR*(THRE1M+THRE2M)/DEN31
C VALUE OF THE FUNCTION IN REGION 4
FOUR1P=(ARP*AR)/((X*X)-(Y*Y))
FOUR1M=(ARM*AR)/((X*X)-(Y*Y))
VEXP9=SAB1*(HNU-TNU)
C41=DEXP(VEXP9)
C42P=SAB1+(FP*SAX)
C42M=SAB1+(FM*SAX)
FOURP=FOURlP*C41*C42P
FOURM=FOUR1M*C41*C42M
C VALUE OF THE OVERLAP FUNCTION OVER THE ENTIRE Y RANGE FOR
C FP(LUS) AND FM(INUS)
F4P=TWOP+THREP+FOURP
F4M=TWOM+THREM+FOURM
C VALUE OF THE FINAL OVERLAP FUNCTION FOR TYPE 2 RADIATION MODES
AGAC=1.
ABIT=DSQRT(AGAC)
F10=(F4P+F4M)/ABIT
RETURN
END
REAL FUNCTION Fll(X,Y)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (O-Z)
COMMON V,A,BU,TNU,HNU,IND,JIND
PI=3.1415927
C THIS IS THE PART OF THE OVERLAP FUNCTION FOR TYPE 2 RADIATION MODES
C IN THE INNER AND OUTER REGION
C CALCULATION OF FPB(LUS) AND FMB(INUS)
AX=1.+(X*X)
_I _
SAX=DSQRT(AX)
ARG2=2.*SAX*HNU
AX1=(X*X)-A
SAX1=DSQRT(AX1)
FSll=(X*X*(A+1.)*(A+1.))/AX1
SFS11=DSQRT(FS11)
FSl=1.+(2.*SFS11*DCOS(ARG2))+FS11
SFS1-DSQRT(FS1)
FSP=DCOS(ARG2)+SFS11+SFS1
FPB-FSP/DSIN(ARG2)
FSM=DCOS(ARG2)+SFSll-SFS1
FMB-FSM/DSIN(ARG2)
C CALCULATION OF ARPB(LUS) AND ARMB(INUS)
ARG4=ARG2/2.
DEN1P=DCOS(ARG4)-(FPB*DSIN(ARG4))
DEN1M-DCOS(ARG4)-(FMB*DSIN(ARG4))
DEN2P-(SAX/X)*(DSIN(ARG4)+(FPB*DCOS(ARG4)))
DEN2M=(SAX/X)*(DSIN(ARG4)+(FMB*DCOS(ARG4)))
DEN3P=(((FPB*FPB*AX)/AX1)+l.)*(SAX1/X)
DEN3M=(((FMB*FMB*AX)/AX1)+l.)*(SAX1/X)
DENP-(DEN1P*DEN1P)+(DEN2P*DEN2P)+DEN3P
DENM-(DEN1M*DEN1M)+(DEN2M*DEN2M)+DEN3M
SARP=2./(DENP*PI)
ARPB=DSQRT(SARP)
SARM=2./(DENM*PI)
ARMB=DSQRT(SARM)
C CALCULATION OF FP(LUS) AND FM(INUS)
AY=1.+(Y*Y)
SAY=DSQRT(AY)
ARG2=2.*SAY*HNU
AY1=(Y*Y)-A
SAY1=DSQRT(AY1)
FSll=(Y*Y*(A+1.)*(A+1.))/AY1
SFS11=DSQRT(FS11)
FSl=1.+(2.*SFSll*DCOS(ARG2))+FS11
SFS1=DSQRT(FS1)
FSP=DCOS(ARG2)+SFSll+SFS1
FP=FSP/DSIN(ARG2)
FSM=DCOS(ARG2)+SFSll-SFS1
FM=FSM/DSIN(ARG2)
C CALCULATION OF ARP(LUS) AND ARM(INUS)
ARG4=ARG2/2.
DEN1P=DCOS(ARG4)-(FP*DSIN(ARG4))
DEN1M=DCOS(ARG4)-(FM*DSIN(ARG4))
DEN2P=(SAY/Y)*(DSIN(ARG4)+(FP*DCOS(ARG4)))
DEN2M=(SAY/Y)*(DSIN(ARG4)+(FM*DCOS(ARG4)))
DEN3P=(((FP*FP*AY)/AY1)+l.)*(SAY1/Y)
DEN3M=(((FM*FM*AY)/AY1)+l.)*(SAY1/Y)
DENP=(DEN1P*DEN1P)+(DEN2P*DEN2P)+DEN3P
DENM=(DEN1M*DEN1M)+(DEN2M*DEN2M)+DEN3M
SARP=2./(DENP*PI)
ARP=DSQRT(SARP)
SARM=2./(DENM*PI)
ARM=DSQRT(SARM)
C VALUE OF THE FUNCTION IN REGION 2
ClP=1.+(FP*FPB)
C1M=1.+(FM*FMB)
C2P=1.-(FP*FPB)
C2M=1.-(FM*FMB)
C3P=FP+FPB
C3M=FM+FMB
C4P=FP-FPB
C4M=FM-FMB
DEN1=2*(SAX+SAY)
DEN2=2*(SAX-SAY)
IF(DEN2.GE.0) GO TO 2
I
CARPAN=-1.
GO TO 3
2 CARPAN=1.
3 IF(DABS(DEN2).GT.O.000001) GO TO 1
DEN2=(1. OD-06) *CARPAN
1 ARG5=SAY*(TNU-HNU)
ARG6-(SAX*HNU+SAY*TNU)
ARG7=(SAX*HNU-SAY*TNU)
TWOP1(-1..)*C2P*DSIN(ARG5)/DEN1
TWOM1=(-l.)*C2M*DSIN(ARG5)/DEN1
TWOP2=ClP*DSIN(ARG5)/DEN2
TWOM2=C1M*DSIN(ARG5)/DEN2
TWOP3=(-1.)*C3P*DCOS(ARG5)/DEN1
TWOM3=(-1..)*C3M*DCOS(ARG5)/DEN1
TWOP4=C4P*DCOS(ARG5)/DEN2
TWOM4=C4M*DCOS(ARG5)/DEN2
TWOP5-C2P*DSIN(ARG6)/DEN1
TWOM5=C2M*DSIN(ARG6)/DEN1
TWOP6=C1P*DSIN(ARG7)/DEN2
TWOM6-C1M*DSIN(ARG7)/DEN2
TWOP7=C3P*DCOS(ARG6)/DEN1
TWOM7=C3M*DCOS(ARG6)/DEN1
TWOP8-(-1.)*C4P*DCOS(ARG7)/DEN2
TWOM8=(-1.)*C4M*DCOS(ARG7)/DEN2
TWOP=ARP*ARPB*(TWOP1+TWOP2+TWOP3+TWOP4+TWOP5+TWOP6+TWOP7+TWOP8)
TWOM=ARM*ARMB*(TWOM1+TWOM2+TWOM3+TWOM4+TWOMS+TWOM6+TWOM7+TWOM8)
C VALUE OF THE FUNCTION UN REGION 3
C31P=l.+(FP*FPB*SAX/SAXl)
C31M=l.+(FM*FMB*SAX/SAX1)
C32P=l.-(FP*FPB*SAX/SAX1)
C32M=l1.-(FM*FMB*SAX/SAXl)
C33P=FP+(FPB*SAX/SAX1)
C33M=FM+(FMB*SAX/SAX1)
C34P=FP-(FPB*SAX/SAX1)
C34M=FM-(FMB*SAX/SAX1)
ARG8=SAX1*(TNU-HNU)
ARG9=SAY*(TNU-HNU)
DEN31=2.*(SAX1+SAY)
DEN32=2.*(SAX1-SAY)
THRE1P=C32P*DSIN(ARG8)/DEN31
THRE1M=C32M*DSIN(ARG8)/DEN31
THRE2P=C31P*DSIN(ARG8)/DEN32
THRE2M=C31M*DSIN(ARG8)/DEN32
THRE3P=C32P*DSIN(ARG9)/DEN31
THRE3M=C32M*DSIN(ARG9)/DEN31
THRE4P=(-.1.)*C31P*DSIN(ARG9)/DEN32
THRE4M=(-.1.)*C31M*DSIN(ARG9)/DEN32
THRE5P=(-1.)*C33P*DCOS(ARG8)/DEN31
THRE5M=(-1.)*C33M*DCOS(ARG8)/DEN31
THRE6P=C34P*DCOS(ARG8)/DEN32
THRE6M=C34M*DCOS(ARG8)/DEN32
THRE7P=C33P*DCOS(ARG9)/DEN31
THRE7M=C33M*DCOS(ARG9)/DEN31
THRE8P=(--1.)*C34P*DCOS(ARG9)/DEN32
THRE8M=(-1.)*C34M*DCOS(ARG9)/DEN32
THREP=ARP*ARPB*(THRElP+THRE2P+THRE3P+THRE4P+THRE5P+THRE6P+
1 THRE7P+THRE8P)
THREM=ARM*ARMB*(THRE1M+THRE2M+THRE3M+THRE4M+THRE5M+THRE6M+
1 THRE7M+THRE8M)
C VALUE OF THE OVERLAP FUNCTION OVER THE ENTIRE Y RANGE FOR
C FP(LUS) AND FM(INUS)
F4P=TWOP+THREP
F4M=TWOM+THREM
C VALUE OF THE FINAL OVERLAP FUNCTION FOR TYPE 2 RADIATION MODES
Fll=F4P+F4M
RETURN
END
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
WL= 1.1500 H= 0.2000 T= 1.0000
4E= 3.4400 NA= 1.0000 NS= 3.3500 DN= 0.0900
4= 5 M= 5
H= 0.750
H= 0.750
T= 7.000
T= 7.000
Q MATRIX
0.0000D+00
0.0000D+00
G MATRIX
OVERLAP OF N
0.000OD+00
0.0000D+00
0.0000D+00
0.0000D+00
0.0000D+00
V MATRIX
OVERLAP OF M
0.2375D+00
-0.4688D+00
E MATRIX
OVERLAP OF N
0.,1094D+00
-0.1204D+00
0,6888D-03
-0.1970D-01
0.3564D-01
HN= 0.7500 TN= 7.0000 A=150.0000 C=165.0000
BB1= 999.000
BB2= 999.000
B1= 0.850
B2= 0.416
0.0000D+00
0.0000D+00
INNER RADIATION MODES WITH OUTER GUIDED MODE(S)
0.0000D+00
0.0000D+00
0.0000D+00
0.0000D+00
0.0000D+00
OUTER RADIATION MODES WITH INNER GUIDED MODE(S)
-0.1254D+00 0.1590D-01 -0.6589D-01 -0.4840D-01
0.1497D+00 -0.3049D-01 0.1356D+00 0.7211D-01
INNER M OUTER RADIATION MODES
0.6961D-01 0.3903D-01 0.7831D-01 -0.1453D-01
-0.7564D-01 -0.3419D-01 -0.2358D-01 0.5144D-01
-0.1010D-01 -0.1103D-01 -0.1674D-01 -0.1621D-01
-0.1453D-02 -0.3273D-02 0.1024D-01 0.9450D-02
0.1166D-01 0.1483D-01 -0.2271D-02 -0.4013D-02
7ILE: OUT1 DATA A
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
WL= 1.1500 H= 3.5000 T= 6.0000 ALPHA=54.00
IE= 3.4400 NA= 1.0000 NS= 3.4350 DN= 0.0050 STR= 1
J= 0 M= 0 HN= 2.0000 TN= 4.0000 A=150.0000 C=165.0000
SCIN =0.320 SCINC=0.030 OCIN =0.320 OCINC=0.030 NNN= 5
NG= 2 SYMM= 1 CUTW= 0
TN= 4.0000 HN= 2.0000 WIDTH= 4.0000 GAP= 7.5000 KLM= 1
H= 2.000
H= 2.000
T= 4.000
T= 4.000
Q MATRIX
0. 6915D+00
0.0000D+00
rG MATRIX
IERLAP OF N
-0.4723D+00
-0.3344D+00
-0.1909D+00
-0.6216D-01
0.4031D-01
V MATRIX
,ERLAP OF M
0.4395D+00
0.0000D+00
BB1= 0.131
BB2= 999.000
B1= 0.629
B2= 999.000
0.0000D+00
0.0000D+00
INNER RADIATION MODES WITH OUTER GUIDED MODE(S)
0.0000D+00
0.0000D+00
0.0000D+00
0.0000D+00
0.0000D+00
OUTER RADIATION MODES WITH INNER GUIDED MODE(S)
-0.2010D+00 0.6162D-01 -0.1203D+00 -0.3991D-01
0.0000D+00 0.0000D+00 0.0000D+00 0.0000D+00
E MATRIX
,ERLAP OF N
-0.1310D+00
INNER M OUTER RADIATION MODES
0.2364D-01 0.8583D-01 0.2370D+00 0.6315D-01
-0.7743D-01
0.6156D-01
0.1572D-01
0.9430D-01
-0.1531D+00
0.4107D-01
-0.1521D-01
0.5799D-01
-0.1531D+00
0.5222D-01
-0.2850D-01
0.1960D-01
-0.1034D+00
-0.1171D+00
-0.5762D-01
-0.1667D-01
-0.1669D-02
0.2616D-01
-0.8984D-02
-0.4002D-01
EIGENVALUES
0.26874D+00 0.43739D+01 0.24880D+02 0.98477D+02
_·1 ___·111__1_1_1___·1_Illll_l-_---·lyl ---
'ILE: VALUE DATA A
'ILE: OUT DATA A VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
WL= 1.1500 H= 3.5000 T= 6.0000 ALPHA=54.00
NE= 3.4400 NA= 1.0000 NS= 3.4350
DN= 0.0050 STR=1. N= 0 M= 0
HN= 2.0000 TN= 4.0000 A=150.0000 C=165.0000
NG= 2 SYMM= 1. CUTW= 0.
KLM= 1 GAP= 7.5000 TN= 4.0000 HN= 2.0000WIDTH= 4.0000
NORMALIZED PROPOGATION CONSTANT OF THE SHORT CIRCUIT BISECTION CIRCUIT
ESC = 0.3479D+00 NO. OF ITERATIONS= 10.0
NORMALIZED PROPOGATION CONSTANT OF THE OPEN CIRCUIT BISECTION CIRCUIT
EOC = 0.3405D+00 NO. OF ITERATIONS= 10.0
I
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (O-Z)
DIMENSION QT(2,2),G(10,2)
1 ANT(10,10),ZT(12,12),RT(
2 Z(12,12),ZB(12),X(101),F
3 QZT(10,10,12,12),BB1(10,
4 K(10,10),L(10,10),WIDTH(
5 SBl(10),SB2(10),SBB1(10)
6 CS(10,10,12),DS(10,10,12
7 D(10,12),IISAY(10,10),IS
READ(1,1)
,V(2,10),E(10,10),W(10),AM(10,10),
10,2),ST(2,10),TT1(10,10),TT(10,10),
X(101),U(12,12),QZ(10,10,12,12),
10),BB2(10,10),B1(10,10),B2(10,10),
10),GAP(10),KLM(10),TN(10),HN(10),
,SBB2(10),AS(10,10,12),BS(10,10,12),
),KS(12),A(10,12),B(10,12),CC(10,12),
AY(10,10)
WL,H,T,SALPHA,ANE,ANA,ANS,DN,STR,N,M,HNN,TNN,SA,C,
1 SCIN,SCINC,OCIN,OCINC,NNN,NG,SYMM,CUTW
PI=3.1415927
ALPHA=SALPHA*PI/180.
WRITE(3,19) WL,H,T,SALPHA,ANE,ANA,ANS,DN,STR,N,M,HNN,TNN,SA,C,
1 NG,SYMM,CUTW
L9 FORMAT(2X,'WL=',F7.4,2X,'H=',F7.4,2X,'T=',F7.4,2X,
1 2X,'ALPHA=',F5.2,/,
2 2X,'NE=',F7.4,2X,'NA=',F7.4,2X,'NS=',F7.4,/,
3 2X,'DN=',F7.4,2X,'STR=',F2.0,2X,'N=',I3,4X,'M=',I3,/,
4 2X,'HN=',F7.4,2X,'TN=',F7.4,2X,'A=',F8.4,2X,'C=',F8.4,/,
5 2X,'NG=',I3,2X,'SYMM=',F3.0,2X,'CUTW=',F3.0)
L FORMAT(5X,F7.4,4X,F7.4,4X,F7.4,8X,F5.2,/,3X,F7.4,5X,F7.4,
1 5X,F7.4,5X,F7.4,6X,F2.0,/,2X,I3,4X,I3,5X,F7.4,5X,F7.4,4X,F8.4,
2 4X,F8.4,/,4(8X,F5.3),5X,I3,/,5X,I3,7X,F3.0,7X,F3.0)
CHECK IF STRUCTURE IS SYMMETRICAL
IF(SYMM.EQ.0) GO TO 2000
SYMMETRICAL STRUCTURE CHECK IF GUIDES ARE IDENTICAL
IF(STR.EQ.0) GO TO 3000
2 IDENTICAL GUIDES
NNG=1
GO TO 2001
SYMMETRICAL STRUCTURE BUT NONIDENTICAL GUIDES CHECK IF NUMBER OF GU
IS EVEN OR ODD
3000 ITEST=(-1.)**NG
IF(ITEST.GT.0) GO TO 3001
S ODD NUMBER OF GUIDES
NNG=(NG+1)/2
GO TO 2001
EVEN NUMBER OF GUIDES
3001 NNG=NG/2
GO TO 2001
2000 NNG=NG
2001 DO 2002 IG=1,NNG
READ(1,2010) TN(IG),HN(IG),WIDTH(IG),GAP(IG),KLM(IG)
010 FORMAT(5X,F7.4,5X,F7.4,8X,F7.4,6X,F7.4,6X,I2,/)
WRITE(3,2113) KLM(IG),GAP(IG),TN(IG),HN(IG),WIDTH(IG)
2113 FORMAT(2X,'KLM=',I3,2X,'GAP=',F7.4,2X,'TN=',F7.4,2X,'HN=',F7.4,
1 'WIDTH=',F7.4)
KLM1=KLM(IG)
DO 1004 IJK=i,KLM1
Kl=KLMI-IJK+l
READ(1,2) BBI(IG,K1),BB2(IG,K1),Bi(IG,K1)),B2(IG,K1)
WRITE(3,2)BBI(IG,K1),BB2(IG,K1),Bi(IG,K1),B2(IG,K1)
2 FORMAT(4(20X,F7.3,/))
READ(1,3) ((QT(I,J),J=1,2), I=1,2 )
FIN00010
FIN00020
FIN00030
FIN00040
FIN00050
FIN00060
FIN00070
FIN00080
FIN00090
FIN00100
FIN00110
FIN00120
FIN00130
FIN00140
FIN00150
FIN00160
FIN00170
FIN00180
FIN00190
FIN00200
FIN00210
FIN00220
FIN00230
FIN00240
FIN00250
FIN00260
FIN00270
FIN00280
FIN00290
FIN00300
FIN00310
FIN00320
JIDEFIN00330
FIN00340
FIN00350
FIN00360
FIN00370
FIN00380
FIN00390
FIN00400
FIN00410
FIN00420
FIN00430
FIN00440
FIN00450
FIN00460
FIN00470
FIN00480
FIN00490
FIN00500
FIN00510
FIN00520
FIN00530
FIN00540
FIN00550
FIN00560
__1_1_____1_1_11_(_r·l--·I___L·-_i_ ..1.
ILE: FNALI FORTRAN A
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
I WRITE(3,3)(( QT
3 FORMAT(2(2(Dll.
READ(1,4) ((G(I
WRITE(3,4) ((G(
FORMAT(/,10(2(D
READ(1,5) ((V(I
WRITE(3,5) ((V(
5 FORMAT(/,4(5(D1
READ(1,6) ((E(I
C WRITE(3,6) ((E(
6 FORMAT(/,20(5(D
IF(IG.GT.1) GO
IF(K1.LT.KLM1)
2011 READ(1,7) (W(I)
C WRITE(3,7) (W(I
7 FORMAT(2(5(Dll.
READ(1,8) ((AM(
C WRITE(3,8) ((AM
8 FORMAT(20(5(Dll
GO TO 1000
1001 WRITE(3,3) ((QT
WRITE(3,4) ((G(
WRITE(3,5) ((V(
WRITE(3,6) ((E(
WRITE(3,7) (W(I
WRITE(3,8) ((AM
(I,J),J=1,2),
4,2X),/))
,J),J=1,2 ), I
I,J),J=1,2 ),
11.4,2X),/))
,J),J=1,10 ),
I,J),J=1,10 ),
1.4,2X) ,/))
,J),J=1,10), I
I,J),J=1,10),
11.4,2X)00/))
TO 1000
GO TO 1000
,I=1,10)
),I=1,10)
5,2X),/))
I,J),J=1,10),
(I,J),J=1,10),
.5,2X),/))
(I,J),J=1,2),
I,J),J=1,2 ),
I,J),J=1,10 ),
I ,J) ,J=1,10),
),I=1,10)
(I,J) ,J=1,10),
I=1,2)
=1 ,10)
I=1,10)
I=1,2)
I=1,2)
=1,10)
I=1,10)
I=1,10)
I=1,10)
I=1,2 )
I=1,10)
I=1,2)
I=1,10)
I=1 ,10)
FIN00570
FIN00580
FIN00590
FIN00600
FIN00610
FIN00620
FIN00630
FIN00640
FIN00650
FIN00660
FIN00670
FIN00680
FIN00690
FIN00700
FIN00710
FIN00720
FIN00730
FIN00740
FIN00750
FIN00760
FIN00770
FIN00780
FIN00790
FIN00800
FIN00810
FIN00820
FIN00830
FIN00840
FIN00850
FIN00860
FIN00870
FIN00880
FIN00890
FIN00900
FIN00910
FIN00920
FIN00930
FIN00940
FIN00950
FIN00960
FIN00970
FIN00980
FIN00990
FIN01000
FIN01010
FIN01020
FIN01030
FIN01040
FIN01050
FIN01060
FIN01070
FIN01080
FIN01090
FIN01100
FIN01110
FIN01120
C CLEAR ALL MATRICES THAT WILL CONTAIN THE END RESULT
1000 DO 42 I=1,2
DO 42 J=1,10
42 ST(I,J)=0.
DO 43 I=1,10
DO 43 J=1,2
43 RT(I,J)=0.
DO 44 I=1,12
44 ZB(I)=0.
DO 45 I=1,10
DO 45 J=1,10
TT1(I,J)=0.
45 TT(I,J)=0.
DO 36 I=1,12
DO 41 J=1,12
ZT(I,J)=0.
Z(I,J)=0.
41 CONTINUE
36 CONTINUE
C CONSTRUCT NT(RANSPOSE)
DO 10 I=1,10
DO 10 J=1,10
10 ANT(J,I)=AM(I,J)
C DETERMINE VALUES OF K AND L
IF(B2(IG,K1).NE.999) GO TO 11
K(IG,K1)=1
IF(BBl(IG,K1).EQ.999) GO TO 12
L(IG,K1)=1
GO TO 100
12 L(IG,K1)=0
---~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~    ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
;'ILE: FINALI FORTRAN A
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
GO TO 100
.1 K(IG,K1)=2
IF(BB1(IG,K1).E
IF(BB2(IG,K1).E
L(IG,K1)=2
GO TO 100
'3 L(IG,K1)=1
305 FORMAT(2X,'K=',
I START CONSTRUCTING
Q.999)
Q.999)
GO TO 12
GO TO 13
I3,2X,'L=',I3)
ZT(RANSPOSE) MATRIX
L00 IF(L(IG,K1).EQ.0) GO TO 300
PLACE QT IN ITS PROPER POSITION IN ZT
DO 101 I=1,K(IG,K1)
DO 101 J=1,L(IG,K1)
lO1 ZT(I,J)=QT(I,J)
CALCULATION OF RT(RANSPOSE) MATRIX
IF(N.EQ.0) GO TO 300
DO 29 II=1,N
DO 30 JJ=1,L(IG,K1)
TERM=0.
DO 31 KK=1,N
TERM=TERM+(ANT(II,KK)*G(KK,JJ))
31 CONTINUE
RT(II,JJ)=TERM
30 CONTINUE
29 CONTINUE
^ PLACE RT IN ITS PROPER POSITION IN ZT
N1=K(IG,K1)+1
N2=K(IG,K1)+N
DO 102 I=N1,N2
DO 102 J=1,L(IG,K1)
L1=I-K(IG,K1)
102 ZT(I,J)=RT(L1,J)
-300 IF(M.NE.0) GO TO 103
IF(L(IG,K1).NE.0) GO TO 400
WRITE(3,104)
104 FORMAT(2X,'PROBLEM CANNOT BE SOLVED.
1THE OUTER REGION')
GO TO 500
. CALCULATION OF ST(RANSPOSE)
103 DO 26 II=1,K(IG,K1)
DO 27 JJ=1,M
TERM=0.
DO 28 KK=1,M
TERM=TERM+(V(II,KK)*AM(KK,JJ))
;"3 8 CONTINUE
ST(II,JJ)=TERM
27 CONTINUE
26 CONTINUE
C PLACE ST IN ITS PROPER POSITION IN ZT
N1=L(IG,K1)+1
N2=L(IG,K1)+M
DO 105 I=1,K(IG,K1)
DO 105 J=N1,N2
L1=J-L(IG,K1)
105 ZT(I,J)=ST(I,L1)
C CALCULATION OF GAMMAT(RANSPOSE)
THERE ARE NOT ANY MODES IN
FIN01130
FIN01140
FIN01150
FIN01160
FIN01170
FIN01180
FIN01190
FIN01200
FIN01210
FIN01220
FIN01230
FIN01240
FIN01250
FIN01260
FIN01270
FIN01280
FIN01290
FIN01300
FIN01310
FIN01320
FIN01330
FIN01340
FIN01350
FIN01360
FIN01370
FIN01380
FIN01390
FIN01400
FIN01410
FIN01420
FIN01430
FIN01440
FIN01450
FIN01460
FIN01470
FIN01480
FIN01490
FIN01500
FIN01510
FIN01520
FIN01530
FIN01540
FIN01550
FIN01560
FIN01570
FIN01580
FIN01590
FIN01600
FIN01610
FIN01620
FIN01630
FIN01640
FIN01650
FIN01660
FIN01670
FIN01680
_LI___L___YLY_·__LIIY__Y_--_ lill__ -l__
'ILE: FINALI FORTRAN A
.^
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
IF(N.EQ.0) GO TO 400
DO 23 II=1,N
DO 24 JJ=1,M
TERM=0.
DO 25 KK=1,M
TERM=TERM+(E(II,KK)*AM(KK,JJ))
25 CONTINUE
TT1(II,JJ)=TERM
24 CONTINUE
23 CONTINUE
DO 22 II=1,N
DO 21 JJ=1,M
TERM=0.
DO 20 KK=1,N
TERM=TERM+(ANT(II,KK)*TT1(KK,JJ))
20 CONTINUE
TT(II,JJ)=TERM
21 CONTINUE
22 CONTINUE
C PLACE TT IN ITS PROPER POSITION IN ZT
Nl=K(IG,K1)+l
N2=K(IG,K1)+N
M1=L(IG,K1)+l
M2=L(IG,K1)+M
DO 107 I=N1,N2
DO 107 J=M1,M2
L1=I-K(IG,K1)
L2=J-L(IG,K1)
107 ZT(I,J)=TT(L1,L2)
C WRITE ZT(RANSPOSE) MATRIX
C WRITE(3,301) K(IG,K1),N2,L(IG,K1),M2
301 FORMAT(2X,'KA=',I5,2X,'N2=',I5,2X,'LA=',I5,2X,'M2=',I5)
108 FORMAT(12(D10.4,1X))
118 FORMAT(10(D10.4,1X))
C FORM Z MATRIX
400 Nl=K(IG,K)+l
N2=K(IG,K1)+N
M1=L(IG,Kl)+l
M2=L(IG,K1)+M
DO 401 I=1,N2
DO 401 J=1,M2
401 Z(J,I)=ZT(I,J)
DO 1005 I=1,12
DO 1005 J=1,12
QZ(IG,K1,I,J)=Z(I,J)
QZT(IG,K1,I,J)=ZT(I,J)
1005 CONTINUE
C WRITE(3,108) ((QZT(IG,K1,I,J), J=1,12),I=1,12)
1004 CONTINUE
2002 CONTINUE
IF(CUTW.EQ.0) GO TO 3500
GO TO 3501
C IF ONLY CUTOFF WIDTH IS DESIRED GO TO 3001 IF NOT CONTINUE
3500 TYPE=2.
IFAIL=0.
X(1)=SCIN
FIN01690
FIN01700
FIN01710
FIN01720
FIN01730
FIN01740
FIN01750
FIN01760
FIN01770
FIN01780
FIN01790
FIN01800
FIN01810
FIN01820
FIN01830
FIN01840
FIN01850
FIN01860
FIN01870
FIN01880
FIN01890
FIN01900
FIN01910
FIN01920
FIN01930
FIN01940
FIN01950
FIN01960
FIN01970
FIN01980
FIN01990
FIN02000
FIN02010
FIN02020
FIN02030
FIN02040
FIN02050
FIN02060
FIN02070
FIN02080
FIN02090
FIN02100
FIN02110
FIN02120
FIN02130
FIN02140
FIN02150
FIN02160
FIN02170
FIN02180
FIN02190
FIN02200
FIN02210
FIN02220
FIN02230
FIN02240
'ILE: FINALI FORTRAN A
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
DO 501 I=1,NNN
XX=X(I)
CALL FIN(TYPE,STR,XX,NNG,NG,K,L,B1,B2,BB1,BB2,GAP,WIDTH,KLM,
1 N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA, FXX,IFAIL,CUTW)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 507
WRITE(3,8000)
;000 FORMAT(2X,'PROGRAM TERMINATION DUE TO IFAIL NOT BEING ZERO')
GO TO 500
~07 FX(I)=FXX
X(I+1)=X(I)+SCINC
)01 CONTINUE
WRITE(3,502) (X(I),I=1,NNN)
WRITE(3,502) (FX(I),I=1,NNN)
i02 FORMAT(10(D11.4,2X))
-~ MMM=NNN-1
DO 503 I=1,NNN
FX1=FX(I)
FX2=FX(I+1)
IF(FX1*FX2) 504,504,503
504 X1=X(I)
X2=X(I+1)
TOL=1.OD-04
CALL SOLVE(TYPE,X1,X2,STR,NNG,NG,K,L,B1 ,B2,BB1,BB2,GAP,
1 WIDTH,KLM,N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA, FXX,TOL,XS,SAYI,CUTW
ESC=XS
SSAYI=SAYI
IF(ESC.EQ.999.) GO TO 503
IF(SSAYI.EQ.25.) GO TO 503
WRITE(3,801)
301 FORMAT(2X,'NORMALIZED PROPOGATION CONSTANT OF THE SHORT CIRCUIT
1SECTION CIRCUIT')
WRITE(3,802) ESC,SSAYI
L02 FORMAT(2X,'ESC =',D11.4,2X,'NO. OF ITERATIONS=',F5.1)
)03 CONTINUE
IF(SYMM.EQ.0) GO TO 500
TYPE=1.
X(1)=OCIN
DO 601 I=1,NNN
XX=X(I)
CALL FIN(TYPE,STR,XX,NNG,NG,K,L,B1,B2,BBI,BB2,GAP,WIDTH,KLM,
1 N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA, FXX,IFAIL,CUTW)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 508
WRITE(3,8000)
GO TO 500
?4)8 FX(I)=FXX
X(I+1)=X(I)+OCINC
601 CONTINUE
WRITE(3,602) (X(I),I=1,NNN)
WRITE(3,602) (FX(I),I=1,NNN)
602 FORMAT(10(D11.4,2X))
DO 603 I=1,MMM
FX1=FX(I)
FX2=FX(I+1)
IF(FX1*FX2) 604,604,603
604 X1=X(I)
X2=X(I+1)
FIN02250
FIN02260
FIN02270
FIN02280
FIN02290
FIN02300
FIN02310
FIN02320
FIN02330
FIN02340
FIN02350
FIN02360
FIN02370
FIN02380
FIN02390
FIN02400
FIN02410
FIN02420
FIN02430
FIN02440
FIN02450
FIN02460
FIN02470
T) FIN02480
FIN02490
FIN02500
FIN02510
FIN02520
FIN02530
BIFIN02540
FIN02550
FIN02560
FIN02570
FIN02580
FIN02590
FIN02600
FIN02610
FIN02620
FIN02630
FIN02640
FIN02650
FIN02660
FIN02670
FIN02680
FIN02690
FIN02700
FIN02710
FIN02720
FIN02730
FIN02740
FIN02750
FIN02760
FIN02770
FIN02780
FIN02790
FIN02800
ILE: FINALI FORTRAN A
I
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
TOL=1.OD-04 FIN02810
CALL SOLVE(TYPE,Xl,X2,STR,NNG,NG,K,L,B1,B2,BB1,BB2,GAP, FIN02820
1 WIDTH,KLM,N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA, FXX,TOL,XS,SAYI,CUTW) FIN02830
EOC=XS FIN02840
SSAYI=SAYI FIN02850
IF(EOC.EQ.999.) GO TO 603 FIN02860
IF(SSAYI.EQ.25.) GO TO 603 FIN02870
WRITE(3,701) FIN02880
701 FORMAT(2X,'NORMALIZED PROPOGATION CONSTANT OF THE OPEN CIRCUIT BISFIN02890
1ECTION CIRCUIT') FIN02900
WRITE(3,702) EOC,SSAYI FIN02910
702 FORMAT(2X,'EOC =',D11.4,2X,'NO. OF ITERATIONS=',F5.1) FIN02920
603 CONTINUE FIN02930
GO TO 500 FIN02940
3501 DO 3002 I=1,10 FIN02950
3002 WIDTH(I)=0. FIN02960
IF(L(1,1).EQ.0) GO TO 3003 FIN02970
BZ=BB1(1,1) FIN02980
GO TO 3004 FIN02990
3003 BZ=0. FIN03000
3004 TYPE=2. FIN03010
WIDTH(1)=SCIN FIN03020
X(1)=SCIN FIN03030
DO 3005 I=1,NNN FIN03040
CALL FIN(TYPE,STR,BZ,NNG,NG,K,L,B1,B2,BB1,BB2,GAP,WIDTH,KLM, FIN03050
1 N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA, FXX,IFAIL,CUTW) FIN03060
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 3006 FIN03070
WRITE(3,8000) FIN03080
GO TO 500 FIN03090
3006 FX(I)=FXX FIN03100
X(I+1)=X(I)+SCINC FIN03110
WIDTH(1)=WIDTH(1)+SCINC FIN03120
3005 CONTINUE FIN03130
WRITE(3,502) (X(I),I=1,NNN) FIN03140
WRITE(3,502) (FX(I),I=1,NNN) FIN03150
MMM=NNN-1 FIN03160
DO 3007 I=1,NNN FIN03170
FX1=FX(I) FIN03180
FX2=FX(I+1) FN03190
IF(FX1*FX2) 3008,3008,3007 FIN03200
3008 X1=X(I) FIN03210
X2=X(I+1) FIN03220
TOL=1.OD-04 FIN03230
CALL SOLVE(TYPE,X1,X2,BZ,STR,NNG,NG,K,L,B1,B2,BB1,BB2,GAP, FIN03240
1 WIDTH,KLM,N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA, FXX,TOL,XS,SAYI,CUTW) FIN03250
ESC=XS FIN03260
SSAYI=SAYI FIN03270
C IF(ESC.EQ.999.) GO TO 3007 FIN03280
C IF(SSAYI.EQ.25.) GO TO 3007 FIN03290
WRITE(3,3009) FIN03300
3009 FORMAT(2X,'NORMALIZED CUTOFF WIDTH OF THE SHORT CIRCUIT BISECTION FIN03310
1 CIRCUIT') FIN03320
WRITE(3,802) ESC,SSAYI FIN03330
3007 CONTINUE FIN03340
TYPE=1. FIN03350
X(1)=OCIN FIN03360
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WIDTH(1)=OCIN
DO 4001 I=1,NNN
CALL FIN(TYPE,STR,BZ,NNG,NG,K,L,B1,B2,BB1,BB2,GAP,WIDTH,KLM,
1 N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA, FXX,IFAIL,CUTW)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 4002
WRITE(3,8000)
GO TO 500
i002 FX(I)=FXX
X(I+1)=X(I)+OCINC
WIDTH(1)=WIDTH(1)+OCINC
1001 CONTINUE
WRITE(3,602) (X(I),I=1,NNN)
WRITE(3,602) (FX(I),I=1,NNN)
DO 4003 I=1,MMM
FX1=FX(I)
FX2=FX(I+1)
IF(FX1*FX2) 4004,4004,4003
4004 X1=X(I)
X2=X(I+1)
TOL=I.OD-04
CALL SOLVEl(TYPE,X1,X2,BZ,STR,NNG,NG,K,L,B1,B2,BB1,BB2,GAP,
1 WIDTH,KLM,N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA, FXX,TOL,XS,SAYI,CUTW)
EOC=XS
SSAYI=SAYI
IF(EOC.EQ.999.) GO TO 4003
IF(SSAYI.EQ.25.) GO TO 4003
WRITE(3,4005)
4005 FORMAT(2X,'NORMALIZED CUTOFF WIDTH OF THE OPEN CIRCUIT BISECTION
1 CIRCUIT')
WRITE(3,702) EOC,SSAYI
1003 CONTINUE
S00 STOP
END
SUBROUTINE SOLVE(TYPE,X1,X
1 WIDTH,KLM,N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (O-Z)
DIMENSION K(10,10),B1(10,1
1 GAP(10),WIDTH(10),KLM(10)
2 TN(10),HN(10),AS(10,10,12
3 DS(10,10,12),A(10,12),B(1
4 ZBSS(12),ZBOO(12),ZIN(12,
5 SBB1(10),SBB2(10),ISAY(10
6 YBOO(12),YUD(12,12),YIN(1
2,STR,NNG,NG,K,L,
,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA,
0),B2(10,10),BB1(
,W(10),QZ(10,10,1
),BS(10,10,12),CS
0,12),CC(10,12),D
12),ZDD(12,12),KS
,10),IISAY(10,10)
2,12 ), ZOUT(12 ,12)
B1,B2,BB1,BB2,GAP,
FXX,TOL,XS,S,CUTW
10,10),BB2(10,10),
2,12),QZT(10,10,12
(10,10,12),
)(10,12),ZUD(12,12)
(10),SB1(10),SB2(1
,YDD(12,12),YBSS(1
,ZRIGHT(12,12),
7 ATRIX(12,12),FMTRX(12,12),TA(12),TB(12),TC(12),TD(12),ZOUT1
8 YO(12),WKSPCE(24),L(10,10)
TOL1=Xl/1.0D+04
CALL FIN(TYPE,STR,X1,NNG,NG,K,L,B1,B2,BB1,BB2,GAP,WIDTH,KLM,
1 N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA, FXX,IFAIL,CUTW)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 301
GO TO 300
301 FX1=FXX
CALL FIN(TYPE,STR,X2,NNG,NG,K,L,B1,B2,BB1,BB2,GAP,WIDTH,KLM,
1 N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA, FXX,IFAIL,CUTW)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 302
GO TO 300
(
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302 FX2=FXX
IF(FX1*FX2) 1,2,3
~-3 WRITE(3,200) X1,X2,FX1,FX2
200 FORMAT(2X,'TRY NEW INPUTS',( 2X,D16.9))
3 XS=999
RETURN
2 IF(FX1) 4,5,4
5 XS=X1
RETURN
4 IF(FX2) 6,7,6
7 XS=X2
RETURN
6 WRITE(3,202)
202 FORMAT(2X,'ERROR')
XS=999
RETURN
1 S=0.
DO 30 I=1,25
SN=S
S=SN+1
X=(X1+X2)/2.
CALL FIN(TYPE,STR,X,NNG,NG,K,L,B1, B2,BB1,BB2,GAP,WIDTH,.KLM,
1 N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA, FXX,IFAIL,CUTW)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 303
GO TO 300
303 FX=FXX
DIFF=DABS(FX)-TOL
IF(FX*FX1) 10,11,12
10 X2=X
GO TO 15
12 X1=X
FX1=FX
15 ODIFF=DABS(X2-Xl)-TOL
IF(DIFF) 9,9,30
9 IF(ODIFF) 8,8,30
30 CONTINUE
XS=999
C WRITE(3,204) X
204 FORMAT(2X,'NON CONVERGENT',2X,'X=',D16.9)
RETURN
11 WRITE(3,205)
205 FORMAT(2X,'ERROR')
XS=999
RETURN
8 XS=X
300 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SOLVE1(TYPE,X1,X2,BZ,STR,NNG,NG,K,L,B1,B2,BB1,BB2,GAP,
1 WIDTH,KLM,N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA, FXX,TOL,XS,S,CUTW)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (O-Z)
DIMENSION K(10,10),B1(10,10),B2(10,10),BB1(10,10),
1 GAP(10),WIDTH(10),KLM(10),W(10),QZ(10,10,12,12),QZT(10,10,12,12)
2 TN(10),HN(10),AS(10,10,12),BS(10,10,12),CS(10,10,12),
3 DS(10,10,12),A(10,12),B(10,12),CC(10,12),D(10,12),ZUD(12,12),
4 ZBSS(12),ZBOO(12),ZIN(12,12),ZDD(12,12),KS(10),SB1(10),SB2(10),
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5 SBB1(10),SBB2(10),ISAY(10,10),IISAY(10,10),YDD(12,12),YBSS(12),
6 YBOO(12),YUD(12,12),YIN(12,12),ZOUT(12,12),ZRIGHT(12,12),
7 ATRIX(12,12),FMTRX(12,12),TA(12),TB(12),TC(12),TD(12),ZOUT1(12)
8 YO(12),WKSPCE(24),L(10,10)
TOL1=X1/5000
WIDTH(1)=X1
CALL FIN(TYPE,STR,BZ,NNG,NG,K,L,B1,B2,BB1 ,BB2,GAP,WIDTH,KLM,
1 N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ ,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA, FXX,IFAIL,CUTW)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 301
GO TO 300
301 FX1=FXX
WIDTH(1)=X2
CALL FIN(TYPE,STR,BZ,NNG,NG,K,L,B1 ,B2 ,BB1,BB2,GAP,WIDTH,KLM,
1 N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA, FXX,IFAIL,CUTW)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 302
GO TO 300
302 FX2=FXX
IF(FX1*FX2) 1,2,3
C3 WRITE(3,200) Xl,X2,FX1,FX2
200 FORMAT(2X,'TRY NEW INPUTS',( 2X,D11.4))
.3 XS=999
RETURN
2 IF(FX1) 4,5,4
5 XS=X1
RETURN
4 IF(FX2) 6,7,6
7 XS=X2
RETURN
6 WRITE(3,202)
202 FORMAT(2X,'ERROR')
XS=999
RETURN
2. S=O.
DO 30 I=1,25
SN=S
S=SN+1
X=(X1+X2)/2.
WIDTH(1)=X
CALL FIN(TYPE,STR,BZ,NNG,NG,K,L,B1,B2,BB1, BB2,GAP,WIDTH,KLM,
1 N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA, FXX,IFAIL,CUTW)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 303
GO TO 300
303 FX=FXX
DIFF=DABS(FX)-TOL
IF(FX*FX1) 10,11,12
L0 X2=X
GO TO 15
12 X1=X
FX1=FX
15 ODIFF=DABS(X2-X1)-TOL1
IF(DIFF) 9,9,30
-· IF(ODIFF) 8,8,30
30 CONTINUE
XS=999
C WRITE(3,204) X
204 FORMAT(2X,'NON CONVERGENT',2X,'X=',D11.4)
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RETURN
11 WRITE(3,205)
205 FORMAT(2X,'ERROR')
XS=999
RETURN
8 XS=X
300 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ALL(INDEX,BZ,B1,B2,BOY,C,COND,AA,BB,CCC,DD)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)
DIMENSION AA(2),BB(2),
1 CCC(2),DD(2)
COND=0.
C CLEAR ALL MATRICES
DO 1 I=1,2
AA(I)=0.
BB(I)=0.
Ccc(I)=o.
1 DD(I)=0.
IF(INDEX.LT.2.) GO TO 14
COND=2.
BI=B2
CALL HEP(BI,BZ,BOY,C,AAA,BBB,CCCC,DDD)
AA(2)=AAA
BB(2)=BBB
CCC(2)=CCCC
DD(2)=DDD
14 IF(INDEX.LT.1) GO TO 16
IF(COND.EQ.2) GO TO 18
COND=1
18 BI=B1
CALL HEP(BI,BZ,BOY,C,AAA,BBB,CCCC,DDD)
AA(1)=AAA
BB(1)=BBB
CCC(1)=CCCC
DD(1)=DDD
GO TO 17
16 COND=0
17 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE HEP(BI,BZ,BOY,C,AAA,BBB,CCCC,DDD)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)
ARG=BZ-BI
IF(BI.GT.BZ) GO TO 2
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
AAA=DCOSH(ARG1)
DDD=AAA
ARG2=C+BI
BBB=(-l.)*SARG*DSINH(ARG1)/ARG2
CCCC=ARG2*DSINH(ARG1)/SARG
GO TO 1
2 ARG=BI-BZ
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
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ARG1=BOY*SARG
AAA=DCOS(ARG1)
DDD=AAA
ARG2=C+BI
BBB=SARG*DSIN(ARG1)/ARG2
CCCC=ARG2*DSIN(ARG1)/SARG
L RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RAD(W,BZ,IHOP,BOY,C,AAA,BBB,CCCC,DDD)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)
DIMENSION W(10),AAA(10),BBB(10),CCCC(10),DDD(10)
CLEAR ALL MATRICES
DO 2 I=1,10
AAA(I)=0.
BBB(I)=O.
CCCC(I)=0.
2 DDD(I)=0.
DO 1 J=1,IHOP
ARG=W(J)+BZ
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG2=C-W(J)
ARGI=BOY*SARG
AAA(J)=DCOSH(ARG1)
BBB(J)=(-l.)*SARG*DSINH(ARG1)/ARG2
CCCC(J)=ARG2*DSINH(ARG1)/SARG
DDD(J)=AAA(J)
1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ABCD(KS,LS,BZ,SB1,SB2,SBB1,SBB2,NNG,IG,C,SGAP,SWIDTH,
1 A,B,CC,D,SUFAK,IKLM,N,M,W,ISAY,CUTW)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)
DIMENSION SB1(10),SB2(10),SBB1(10),SBB2(10),W(10),
1 A(10,12),B(10,12),CC(10,12),AAA(10),BBB(10),CCCC(10),DDD(10),
2 D(10,12),KS(10),ISAY(10,10),AA(2),BB(2),CCC(2),DD(2),LS(10)
C IKLM IS THE NUMBER OF STEPS I.E., NUMBER OF DISCONTINUITIES
Q IKLM1 IS THE NUMBER OF TRANSMISSION LINE SECTIONS INCLUDING
C WIDTH AND GAP
C CLEAR ALL MATRICES
DO 200 I=1,10
DO 200 J=1,12
A(I,J)=0.
B(I,J)=0.
CC(I,J)=0.
200 D(I,J)=0.
DO 201 I=1,10
DO 201 J=1,10
201 ISAY(I,J)=0.
WRITE(3,102) IKLM,NNG,IG,N,M,BZ
102 FORMAT(2X,'IKLM=',I3,2X,'NNG=',I3,2X,'IG=',I3,2X,'N=',I3,2X,
1 'M=',I3,2X,'BZ=',F7.3)
IKLMI=IKLM+
DO 1 I=1,IKLM1
C START CALCULATING ABCD PARAMETERS FROM TOP I.E., WIDTH (IND=IKLM1)
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2 DOWN TO GAP (IND=1)
IND=IKLMi-I+l
' KKK IS THE INDEX OF DISCONTINUITIES KKK=0O CORRESPONDIN
AND KKK=IKLM CORRESPONDING TO WIDTH
KKK=IND-1
C CHECK IF THIS PARTICULAR SECTION IS A GAP, WIDTH OR ST
IF(KKK.GT.0) GO TO 2
C KKK=O SO THIS IS A GAP
KKK=1
C CHECK IF ONLY CUTOFF WIDTH IS DESIRED
C WRITE(3,8000) CUTW
8000 FORMAT(2X,'CUTW=',F3.0)
IF(CUTW.EQ.1) GO TO 1
BOY=SGAP
GBI=SBB1(KKK)
GB2=SBB2(KKK)
INDEX=LS(KKK)
GO TO 30
2 IF(KKK.EQ.IKLM) GO TO 6
BOY=SUFAK
GO TO 7
6 BOY=SWIDTH
7 GBi=SB1(KKK)
GB2=SB2(KKK)
INDEX=KS(KKK)
C WRITE(3,100) KKK
100 FORMAT(2X,'KKK=',I5)
30 CALL ALL(INDEX,BZ,GB1,GB2,BOY,C,COND,AA,BB,CCC,DD)
C CHECK THE NUMBER OF GUIDED MODES FOR THIS SECTION
IF(COND.EQ.1) GO TO 4
IF(COND.EQ.0) GO TO 18
A(IND,2)=AA(2)
B(IND,2)=BB(2)
CC(IND,2)=CCC(2)
D(IND,2)=DD(2)
4 A(IND,1)=AA(1)
B(IND,1)=BB(1)
CC(IND,1)=CCC(1)
D(IND,1)=DD(1)
C WRITE(3,103) COND,A(IND,2),B(IND,2),CC(IND,2),D(IN
C 1 A(IND,1),B(IND,1),CC(IND,1),D(IND,1)
103 FORMAT(2X,'COND=',D10.3,2X,'A2=',D10.3,2X,'B2=',D1
lD10.3,'D2=',D10.3,/,2X,'Al=',D10.3,2X,'Bl=',D10.3,
22X, 'Dl=',D10.3)
C CALCULATION OF ABCD PARAMETERS CORRESPONDING TO CONTIN
18 IF(IND.NE.IKLM1) GO T
BOY=SWIDTH
GO TO 20
19 IF(IND.EQ.1) GO TO 21
BOY=SUFAK
GO TO 20
21 BOY=SGAP
C IF N NUMBER OF DISCRETIZE
C REGION IS 0 CHECK M
20 IF(N.EQ.0) GO TO 31
ISAY(IG,IND)=N+INDEX
'0 19
D CONTINUUM MODES IN THE
G TO GAP
EP
D,2),
0.3,2X,'C2='
2X,'Cl=',D10.3,
UUM MODES
INNER (THICKER)
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WRITE(3,101) ISAY(IG,IND),N,M,KS(KKK)
01 FORMAT(2X,'ISAY=',I5,2X,'N=',I3,2X,'M=',I3,2X,'KS=',I3)
IHOP=N
GO TO 27
IF M NUMBER OF DISCRETIZED CONTINUUM MODES IN THE OUTER (THINNER)
REGION IS ALSO 0 CONTINIOUS SPECTRA IS NEGLECTED SO CONTINUE WITH
THE CALCULATIONS
31 IF(M.EQ.0) GO TO 32
ISAY(IG,IND)=M+INDEX
IHOP=M
CHECK IF THE ABCD PARAMETERS OF THE FIRST STEP IS FOUND. IF SO THERE
IS NO NEED TO CALCULATE THEM FOR ALL THE OTHER STEPS.
'7 IF((IND.GT.1).AND.(IND.LT.IKLM)) GO TO 28
CALL RAD(W,BZ,IHOP,BOY,C,AAA,BBB,CCCC,DDD)
DO 24 J=1,IHOP
LL=J+INDEX
A(IND,LL)=AAA(J)
B(IND,LL)=BBB(J)
CC(IND,LL)=CCCC(J)
D(IND,LL)=DDD(J)
-4 CONTINUE
GO TO 1
28 DO 23 J=1,IHOP
LL=J+INDEX
A(IND,LL)=A(IKLM,LL)
B(IND,LL)=B(IKLM,LL)
CC(IND,LL)=CC(IKLM,LL)
D(IND,LL)=D(IKLM,LL)
23 CONTINUE
GO TO 1
32 ISAY(IG,IND)=INDEX
1 CONTINUE
WRITE(3,1859) ((ISAY(I,J),J=1,10),I=1,10)
1859 FORMAT(10(D10.3))
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE YBO(BZ,BOY,SSBB1,SSBB2,INDEX,C,W,M,N,ORDER,YBOO)
C INDEX IS THE NUMBER OF GUIDED MODES IN THE STARTING SECTION,ORDER IS
THE SIZE OF THE ADMITTANCE MATRIX, SSBB1(2) IS THE 1ST(2ND) ORDER
C GUIDED MODE OF THIS SECTION WHICH IS AN OUTER REGION.
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)
DIMENSION W(10),YBOO(12)
C CLEAR ALL MATRICES
DO 2000 I=1,12
2000 YBOO(I)=0.
IF(INDEX.LT.2) GO TO 1
IF(BZ.GT.SSBB2) GO TO 2
ARG=SSBB2-BZ
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
YBOO(2)=(C+SSBB2)*DTAN(ARG1)/SARG
GO TO 1
2 ARG=BZ-SSBB2
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
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YBOO(2)=(C+SSBB2)*DTANH(ARG1)/SARG
IF(INDEX.LT.1) GO TO 3
IF(BZ.GT.SSBB1) GO TO 4
ARG=SSBB1-BZ
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
YBOO(1)=(C+SSBB1)*DTAN(ARG1)/SARG
GO TO 3
ARG=BZ-SSBB1
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARGi=BOY*SARG
YBOO(1)=(C+SSBB1)*DTANH(ARG1)/SARG
3 IF(N.EQ.0) GO TO 5
IHOP=N
GO TO 6
5 IF(M.EQ.0) GO TO 7
IHOP=M
6 DO 8 I=1,IHOP
J=INDEX+I
ARG=BZ+W(I)
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
YBOO(J)=(C-W(I))*DTANH(ARG1)/SARG
8 CONTINUE
ORDER=INDEX+IHOP
GO TO 9
7 ORDER=INDEX
C WRITE(3,1000) ORDER
1000 FORMAT(2X,'ORDER=',D10.3,2X,'RESULT OF YBO')
o WRITE(3,1100) (YBOO(I),I=1,12)
1100 FORMAT(12D10.3)
9 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE YBS(BZ,BOY,SSBB1,SSBB2,INDEX,C,W,M,N,ORDER,YBSS)
C INDEX IS THE NUMBER OF GUIDED MODES IN THE STARTING SECTION,ORDER
C THE SIZE OF THE ADMITTANCE MATRIX, SSBB1(2) IS THE 1ST(2ND) ORDERC GUIDED MODE OF THIS SECTION WHICH IS AN OUTER REGION.
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)
DIMENSION W(10),YBSS(12)
C CLEAR ALL MATRICES
DO 2000 I=1,12
2000 YBSS(I)=0.
IF(INDEX.LT.2) GO TO 1
IF(BZ.GT.SSBB2) GO TO 2
ARG=SSBB2-BZ
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
YBSS(2)=(-1.)*(C+SSBB2)*DCOTAN(ARG1)/SARG
GO TO 1
2 ARG=BZ-SSBB2
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
YBSS(2)=(C+SSBB2)/(DTANH(ARG1)*SARG)
1 IF(INDEX.LT.1) GO TO 3
IF(BZ.GT.SSBB1) GO TO 4
IS
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ARG=SSBB1-BZ
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
YBSS(1)=(-1.)*(C+SSBB1)*DCOTAN(ARGI)/SARG
GO TO 3
ARG=BZ-SSBB1
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
YBSS(1)=(C+SSBB1)/(DTANH(ARG1)*SARG)
IF(N.EQ.0) GO TO 5
IHOP=N
GO TO 6
IF(M.EQ.0) GO TO 7
IHOP=M
DO 8 I=1,IHOP
J=INDEX+I
ARG=BZ+W(I)
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
YBSS(J)=(C-W(I))/(DTANH(ARG1)*SARG)
-3 CONTINUE
ORDER= I NDEX+IHOP
GO TO 9
7 ORDER=INDEX
WRITE(3,11)
L1 FORMAT(2X,'YBSS')
WRITE(3,10) (YBSS(I),I=1,12)
LO FORMAT(12D10.3)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ZBO(BZ,BOY,SSB1,SSB2,INDEX,C,W,M,N,ORDER,ZBOO)
2 INDEX IS THE NUMBER OF GUIDED MODES IN THE STARTING SECTION,ORDER
2 THE SIZE OF THE IMPEDANCE MATRIX, SSB1(2) IS THE 1ST(2ND) ORDER
2 GUIDED MODE OF THIS SECTION WHICH IS AN INNER REGION.
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)
DIMENSION W(10),ZBOO(12)
^ CLEAR ALL MATRICES
DO 2000 I=1,12
2000 ZBOO(I)=O.
IF(INDEX.LT.2) GO TO 1
IF(BZ.GT.SSB2) GO TO 2
ARG=SSB2-BZ
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
ZBOO(2)=(-l.)*(SARG)*DCOTAN(ARG1)/(C+SSB2)
GO TO 1
2 ARG=BZ-SSB2
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
ZBOO(2)=(-l.)*(SARG)/(DTANH(ARG1)*(C+SSB2 ))
l IF(INDEX.LT.1) GO TO 3
IF(BZ.GT.SSB1) GO TO 4
ARG=SSB1-BZ
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
IS
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ZBOO(1)=(-l.)*SARG)(SARG)*DCOTAN(ARG1)/(C+SSB)
GO TO 3
ARG=BZ-SSB1
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
ZBOO(1)=(-l.)*(SARG)/(DTANH(ARG1)*(C+SSB1))
3 IF(N.EQ.0) GO TO 5
IHOP=N
GO TO 6
3 IF(M.EQ.0) GO TO 7
IHOP=M
DO 8 I=1,IHOP
J=INDEX+I
ARG=BZ+W(I)
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
ZBOO(J)=(-l.)*SARG/(DTANH(ARG1)*(C-W(I)))
3 CONTINUE
ORDER=INDEX+IHOP
GO TO 9
7 ORDER=INDEX
C WRITE(3,1000) ORDER
1000 FORMAT(2X,'ORDER=',D10.3,2X,'RESULT OF ZBO')
C WRITE(3,1100) (ZBOO(I),I=1,12)
1100 FORMAT(12D10.3)
9 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ZBS(BZ,BOY,SSB1,SSB2,INDEX,C,W,M,N,ORDER,ZBSS)
C INDEX IS THE NUMBER OF GUIDED MODES IN THE STARTING SECTION,ORDER IS
C THE SIZE OF THE IMPEDANCE MATRIX, SSB1(2) IS THE 1ST(2ND) ORDER
C GUIDED MODE OF THIS SECTION WHICH IS AN INNER REGION.
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)
DIMENSION W(10),ZBSS(12)
C CLEAR ALL MATRICES
DO 2000 I=1,12
2000 ZBSS(I)=0.
IF(INDEX.LT.2) GO TO 1
IF(BZ.GT.SSB2) GO TO 2
ARG=SSB2-BZ
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
ZBSS(2)=(SARG)*DTAN(ARG1)/(C+SSB2)
GO TO 1
2 ARG=BZ-SSB2
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
ZBSS(2)=(-1.)*(SARG)*DTANH(ARG1)/(C+SSB2)
1 IF(INDEX.LT.1) GO TO 3
IF(BZ.GT.SSB1) GO TO 4
ARG=SSB1-BZ
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ARG1=BOY*SARG
ZBSS(1)=(SARG)*DTAN(ARG1)/(C+SSB1))
GO TO 3
4 ARG=BZ-SSB1
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SARG=DSQRT(ARG) FIN08970
ARGi=BOY*SARG FIN08980
ZBSS(1)=(-1.)*(SARG)*DTANH(ARG1)/(C+SSB1) FIN08990
IF(N.EQ.0) GO TO 5 FIN09000
IHOP=N FIN09010
GO TO 6 FIN09020
IF(M.EQ.0) GO TO 7 FIN09030
IHOP=M FIN09040
DO 8 I=1,IHOP FIN09050
J=INDEX+I FIN09060
ARG=BZ+W(I) FIN09070
SARG=DSQRT(ARG) FIN09080
ARG1=BOY*SARG FIN09090
ZBSS(J)=(-l.)*SARG*DTANH(ARG1)/(C-W(I)) FIN09100
CONTINUE FIN09110
ORDER=INDEX+IHOP FIN09120
GO TO 9 FIN09130
7 ORDER=INDEX FIN09140
WRITE(3,1000) ORDER FIN09150
L000 FORMAT(2X,'ORDER=',D10.3,2X,'RESULT OF ZBS') FIN09160
WRITE(3,1100) (ZBSS(I),I=1,12) FIN09170
L100 FORMAT(12D10.3) FIN09180
RETURN FIN09190
END FIN09200
SUBROUTINE UMMUL(A,B,C,M,N,K) FIN09210
MULTIPLIES A(MXN) AND B(NXK) MATRICES RESULT IS C(MXK) FIN09220
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H) FIN09230
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z) FIN09240
DIMENSION A(12,12),B(12,12),C(12,12) FIN09250
DO 1 I=1,M FIN09260
DO 2 J=1,K FIN09270
TERM=0. FIN09280
DO 3 L=1,N FIN09290
TERM=TERM+A(I,L)*B(L,J) FIN09300
3 CONTINUE FIN09310
C(I,J)=TERM FIN09320
2 CONTINUE FIN09330
CONTINUE FIN09340
RETURN FIN09350
END FIN09360
SUBROUTINE QTYQ(QQZ,QQZT,YIN,YOUT) FIN09370
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H) FIN09380
IMPLICIT REAL*8(O-Z) FIN09390
DIMENSION QQZT(12,12),QQZ(12,12),YIN(12,12),YOUT(12,12),ARA(12,12)FIN09400
- 1,SON(12,12) FIN09410
C CLEAR ALL MATRICES FIN09420
DO 2000 I=1,12 FIN09430
DO 2000 J=1,12 FIN09440
2000 YOUT(I,J)=O. FIN09450
C CALCULATES THE TRANSFORMATION OF ADMITTANCE MATRIX ACROSS THE DISCONTIFIN09460
a NUITY USING THE MATRIX Q WHOSE ELEMENTS ARE PROPER TRANSFORMER RATIOS FIN09470
CALL UMMUL(YIN,QQZ,ARA,12,12,12) FIN09480
CALL UMMUL(QQZT,ARA,SON,12,12,12) FIN09490
DO 1 I=1,12 FIN09500
DO 1 J=1,12 FIN09510
1 YOUT(I,J)=SON(I,J) FIN09520
I!LE: FINALI FORTRAN A
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- WRITE(3,1000)
l000 FORMAT(2X,'RESULT OF QTYQ')
I WRITE(3,1100) ((YOUT(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
1100 FORMAT(12(D10.3))
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE UDY(IKLM,IG,IISAY,AS,BS,CS,DS,QZ,QZT,YDD,
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)
DI.AENSION AS(10,10,12),BS(10,10,12),CS(10,10,12),DS(
1 QZ(10,10,12,12),QZT(10,10,12,12),YDD(12,12),YUD(12,
2,QQZ(12,12),QQZT(12,12),ASS(12),BSS(12),CSS(12),DSS(
3 IISAY(10,12),YOUT(12,12)
^ CLEAR ALL MATRICES
DO 2000 I=1,12
DO 2000 J=1,12
2000 YUD(I,J)=0.
C CALCULATES TRANSFORMATION OF ADMITTANCE MATRIX UP THE DI
DO 8 II=1,12
DO 8 JJ=1,12
8 YIN(II,JJ)=YDD(II,JJ)
DO 1 I=1,IKLM
IND=I+i
DO 2 J=1,12
DO 2 K=1,12
QQZ(J,K)=QZ(IG,I,J,K)
2 QQZT(J,K)=QZT(IG,I,J,K)
CALL QTYQ(QQZ,QQZT,YIN,YOUT)
IF(I.NE.IKLM) GO TO 6
DO 7 II=1,12
DO 7 JJ=1,12
7 YUD(II,JJ)=YOUT(II,JJ)
GO TO 1
5 DO 3
ASS(
BSS(
CSS(
3 DSS(
DO 4
II=1, 12
II )=AS(IG,
II)=BS(IG,
II)=CS(IG,
II)=DS(IG,
II=1,12
YUD,IFAIL)
10,10,12),
12),YIN(12,12
12),
SCONTINUITY
IND,II)
IND,II)
IND,II)
IND, II)
DO 4 JJ=1,12
4 YIN'II,JJ)=YOUT(II,JJ)
NN=IISAY(IG,IND)
CALL TAA(ASS,BSS,CSS,DSS,NN,YIN,YOUT,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 20
GO TO 21
20 DO 5 II=1,12
DO 5 JJ=1,12
5 YIN(II,JJ)=YOUT(II,JJ)
1 CONTINUE
C WRITE(3,10)
10 FORMAT(2X,'YUD RESULT OF UDY')
C WRITE(3,9) ((YUD(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
9 FORMAT(12(D10.3))
21 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TAA(TA,TB,TC,TD,NN,YINN,YOUT,IFAIL)
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TRANSFORMS AN ADMITTANCE MATRIX THROUGH A TRANSMISSION LINE NETWORK
AND YIELDS AN EQUIVALENT ADMITTANCE MATRIX
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)
DIMENSION TA(12),TB(12),TC(12),TD(12),YINN(12,12),
1 YOUT(12,12),RA(12,12),RB(12,12),RC(12,12),RD(12,12),ARA(12,12),
2 ARARI(12,12),SARA(12,12),SARAR(12,12),ARAR(12,12),
3 WKSPCE(24),SON(12,12),UNIT(12,12) ,B(12,12),P(12),BB(12,12),
4 GUNIT(12,12)
CLEAR ALL MATRICES
DO 2000 I=1,12
DO 2000 J=1,12
'000 YOUT(I,J)=0.
DO 1 I=1,NN
DO 1 J=1,NN
B(I,J)=O0.
I RA(I,J)=0.
DO 2 I=1,NN
RA(I,I)=TA(I)
DO 3 I=1,NN
DO 3 J=1,NN
3 RB(I,J)=0.
DO 4 I=1,NN
4 RB(I,I)=TB(I)
DO 5 I=1,NN
DO 5 J=1,NN
RC(I,J)=0.
DO 6 I=1,NN
RC(I,I)=TC(I)
DO 7 I=1,NN
DO 7 J=1,NN
7 RD(I,J)=0.
DO 8 I=1,NN
3 RD(I,I)=TD(I)
CALL UMMUL(RB,YINN,ARA,NN,NN,NN)
DO 9 I=1,NN
DO 9 J=1,NN
ARAR(I,J)=RA(I,J)-ARA(I,J)
DO 25 I=1,NN
DO 25 J=i,NN
25 GUNIT(I,J)=ARAR(I,J)
IAA=12
IA=12
IFAIL=0
EPS=X02AAF(0.0)
C WRITE(3,4001) EPS
4001 FORMAT(2X,'EPS=',D10.3)
CALL F03AFF(NN,EPS,GUNIT,IA,D1,ID,P,IFAIL)
C WRITE(3,1100) ((GUNIT(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
C WRITE(3,1100) (P(I),I=1,12)
. WRITE(3,4000) D,ID
4000 FORMAT(2X,'Dl=',D10.3,2X,'ID=',I7)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 27
WRITE(3,28) IFAIL
28 FORMAT(2X,'ERROR IN F03AFF, IFAIL=',I3)
GO TO 14
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?7 IR=NN
IB=12
IX=12
IBB=12
IFAIL=1
DO 29 I=1,NN
29 B(I,I)=1.0
CALL F04AHF(NN,IR,ARAR,IA,GUNIT,IAA,P,B,IB,EPS,UNIT,IX,BB,
1 IBB,L,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 20
WRITE(3,21) IFAIL
21 FORMAT(2X,'ERROR IN F04AHF,IFAIL=', I3)
GO TO 14
20 DO 15 I=1,12
DO 15 J=1,12
15 ARARI(I,J)=UNIT(I,J)
CALL UMMUL(RD,YINN,SARA,NN,NN,NN)
DO 10 I=1,NN
DO 10 J=1,NN
10 SARAR(I,J)=RC(I,J)+SARA(I,J)
CALL UMMUL(SARAR,ARARI,SON,NN,NN,NN)
DO 13 I=1,NN
DO 13 J=1,NN
13 YOUT(I,J)=SON(I,J)
C WRITE(3,1000)
1000 FORMAT(2X,'RESULT OF TAA ')
C WRITE(3,1100) ((YOUT(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
1100 FORMAT(12(D10.3))
14 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE QZTQ(QQZ,QQZT,ZIN,ZOUT)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)
DIMENSION QQZT(12,12),QQZ(12,12),ZIN(12,12),ZOUT(12,12),ARA(12,12
1,SON(12,12)
C CLEAR ALL MATRICES
DO 2000 I=1,12
DO 2000 J=1,12
2000 ZOUT(I,J)=0.
C CALCULATES THE TRANSFORMATION OF IMPEDANCE MATRIX ACROSS THE DISCONTI
C NUITY USING THE MATRIX Q WHOSE ELEMENTS ARE PROPER TRANSFORMER RATIOS
CALL UMMUL(ZIN,QQZT,ARA,12,12,12)
CALL UMMUL(QQZ,ARA,SON,12,12,12)
DO 1 I=1,12
DO 1 J=1,12
1 ZOUT(I,J)=SON(I,J)
C WRITE(3,1000)
1000 FORMAT(2X,'RESULT OF QZTQ')
C WRITE(3,1100) ((ZOUT(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
1100 FORMAT(12(D10.3))
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DDZ(IKLM,IG,IISAY,AS,BS,CS,DS,QZ,QZT,ZUD,ZDD,IFAIL)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)
DIMENSION AS(10,10,12),BS(10,10,12),CS(10,10,12),DS(10,10,12),
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1 QZ(10,10,12,12),QZT(10,10,12,12),ZDD(12,12),ZUD(12,12),ZIN(12,12
2,QQZ(12,12),QQZT(12,12),ASS(12),BSS(12),CSS(12),DSS(12),
3 IISAY(10,12),ZOUT(12,12)
CLEAR ALL MATRICES
DO 2000 1=1,12
DO 2000 J=1,12
?000 ZDD(I,J)=0.
CALCULATES TRANSFORMATION OF IMPEDANCE MATRIX DOWN THE DISCONTINUITY
DO 8 II=1,12
DO 8 JJ=1,12
3 ZIN(II,JJ)=ZUD(II,JJ)
DO 1 I=1,IKLM
IND=IKLM-I+1
DO 2 J=1,12
DO 2 K=1,12
QQZ(J,K)=QZ(IG,IND,J,K)
2 QQZT(J,K)=QZT(IG,IND,J,K)
CALL QZTQ(QQZ,QQZT,ZIN,ZOUT)
IF(IND.NE.1) GO TO 6
DO 7 II=1,12
DO 7 JJ=1,12
7 ZDD(II,JJ)=ZOUT(II,JJ)
GO TO 1
6 DO 3 II=1,12
ASS(II)=AS(IG,IND,II)
BSS(II)=BS(IG,IND,II)
CSS(II)=CS(IG,IND,II)
3 DSS(II)=DS(IG,IND,II)
DO 4 II=1,12
DO 4 JJ=1,12
4 ZIN(II,JJ)=ZOUT(II,JJ)
NN=IISAY(IG,IND)
CALL TII(ASS,BSS,CSS,DSS,NN,ZIN,ZOUT,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 25
GO TO 15
25 DO 5 II=1,12
DO 5 JJ=1,12
5 ZIN(II,JJ)=ZOUT(II,JJ)
1I CONTINUE
WRITE(3,1000)
1000 FORMAT(2X,'RESULT OF DDZ')
C WRITE(3,1100) ((ZDD(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
1100 FORMAT(12(D10.3))
15 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TIA(TA,TB;TC,TD,NN,ZINN,YOUT,IFAIL)
C TRANSFORMS AN IMPEDANCE MATRIX THROUGH A TRANSMISSION LINE NETWORK
C AND YIELDS AN EQUIVALENT ADMITTANCE MATRIX
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)
DIMENSION TA(12),TB(12),TC(12),TD(12),ZINN(12,12),
1 YOUT(12,12),RA(12,12),RB(12,12),RC(12,12),RD(12,12),ARA(12,12),
2 ARARI(12,12),SARA(12,12),SARAR(12,12),ARAR(12,12),
3 WKSPCE(24),SON(12,12),UNIT(12,12),B(12,12),P(12),GUNIT(12,12),
4 BB(12,12)
C CLEAR ALL MATRICES
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DO 2000 I=1,12
DO 2000 J=1,12
'000 YOUT(I,J)=O.
WRITE(3,32) NN
32 FORMAT(2X,'NN=',I7)
DO 1 I=1,NN
DO 1 J=1,NN
B(I,J)=0.
L RA(I,J)=0.
DO 2 I=1,NN
2 RA(I,I)=TA(I)
DO 3 I=1,NN
DO 3 J=1,NN
3 RB(I,J)=0.
DO 4 I=1,NN
I RB(I,I)=TB(I)
DO 5 I=1,NN
DO 5 J=1,NN
5 RC(I,J)=0.
DO 6 I=1,NN
6 RC(I,I)=TC(I)
DO 7 I=1,NN
DO 7 J=1,NN
7 RD(I,J)=0.
DO 8 I=1,NN
RD(I,I)=TD(I)
CALL UMMUL(RA,ZINN,A
DO 9 I=i,NN
DO 9 J=1,NN
9 ARAR(I,J)=RB(I,J)+AR
DO 25 I=1,NN
DO 25 J=1,NN
25 GUNIT(I,J)=ARAR(I,J)
IAA=12
RA,NN,NN,NN)
A(I,J)
IA=12
IFAIL=1
EPS=X02AAF(0.0)
CALL F03AFF(NN,EPS,GUNIT,IA,D1,ID,P,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 27
WRITE(3,28) IFAIL
28 FORMAT(2X,'ERROR IN F03AFF, IFAIL=',I3)
GO TO 14
27 IR=NN
IB=12
IX=12
IBB=12
IFAIL=1
DO 29 I=1,NN
29 B(I,I)=1.0
CALL F04AHF(NN,IR,ARAR,IA,GUNIT,IAA,P,B,IB,EPS,UNIT,IX,BB,
1 IBB,L,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 20
WRITE(3,21) IFAIL
21 FORMAT(2X,'ERROR IN F04AHF,IFAIL=', 3)
GO TO 14
20 DO 15 I=1,12
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'ILE: FINALI FORTRAN A
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
DO 15 J=1,12
.5 ARARI(I,J)=UNIT(I,J)
CALL UMMUL(RC,ZINN,SARA,NN,NN,NN)
DO 10 I=1,NN
DO 10 J=1,NN
.0 SARAR(I,J)=SARA(I,J)-RD(I,J)
CALL UMMUL(SARAR,ARARI,SON,NN,NN,NN)
DO 13 I=1,NN
DO 13 J=1,NN
.3 YOUT(I,J)=SON(I,J)
WRITE(3,1000)
.000 FORMAT(2X,'RESULT OF TIA')
WRITE(3,1100) 7OUT(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
.100 FORMAT(12(D10.3))
*4 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TII(TA,TB,TC,TD,NN,ZINN,ZOUT,IFAIL)
TRANSFORMS AN IMPADANCE MATRIX THROUGH A TRANSMISSION LINE NETWORK
AND YIELDS AN EQUIVALENT ADMITTANCE MATRIX
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(O-Z)
DIMENSION TA(12),TB(12),TC(12),TD(12),ZINN(12,12),
1 ZOUT(12,12),RA(12,12),RB(12,12),RC(12,12),RD(12,12),ARA(12,12)
2 ARARI(12,12),SARA(12,12),SARAR(12,12),ARAR(12,12),
3 WKSPCE(24),SON(12,12),UNIT(12,12),TEST(12,12),B(12,12),P(12),
4 GUNIT(12,12),BB(12,12)
O CLEAR ALL MATRICES
DO 2000 I=1,12
DO 2000 J=1,12
2000 ZOUT(I,J)=0.
DO 1 I=1,NN
DO 1 J=1,NN
B(I,J)=0.
RA(I,J)=0.
DO 2 I=1,NN
RA(I,I)=TA(I)
DO 3 I=1,NN
DO 3 J=1,NN
RB(I,J)=0.
DO 4 I=1,NN
RB(I,I)=TB(I)
DO 5 I=1,NN
DO 5 J=1,NN
5 RC(I,J)=0.
DO 6 I=1,NN
6 RC(I,I)=TC(I)
DO 7 I=1,NN
DO 7 J=1,NN
7 RD(I,J)=0.
DO 8 I=1,NN
RD(I,I)=TD(I)
CALL UMMUL(RC,ZINN,ARA,NN,NN,NN)
DO 9 I=1,NN
DO 9 J=1,NN
9 ARAR(I,J)=RD(I,J)-ARA(I,J)
DO 25 I=1,NN
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'ILE: FINALI FORTRAN A
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
DO 25 J=1,NN
25 GUNIT(I,J)=ARAR(I,J)
IAA=12
WRITE(3,30) ((GUNIT(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
30 FORMAT(12(D10.3))
WRITE(3,31) NN
31 FORMAT(2X,'NN=',15)
IA=12
IFAIL=1
EPS=X02AAF(0.0)
CALL F03AFF(NN,EPS,GUNIT,IA,D1,ID,P,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 27
WRITE(3,28) IFAIL
28 FORMAT(2X,'ERROR IN F03AFF, IFAIL=',I3)
GO TO 14
27 IR=NN
IB=12
IX=12
IBB=12
IFAIL=i
DO 29 I=1,NN
29 B(I,I)=1.0
CALL F04AHF(NN,IR,ARAR,IA,GUNIT,IAA,P,B,IB,EPS,UNIT,IX,BB,
1 IBB,L,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 20
WRITE(3,21) IFAIL
21 FORMAT(2X,'ERROR IN F04AHF,IFAIL=', I3)
GO TO 14
20 DO 15 I=1,12
DO 15 J=1,12
15 ARARI(I,J)=UNIT(I,J)
C WRITE(3,1001)
C1001 FORMAT(2X,'ARAR')
C WRITE(3,1100) ((ARAR(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
C WRITE(3,1002)
C1002 FORMAT(2X,'ARARI')
C WRITE(3,1100) ((ARARI(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
C CALL UMMUL(ARAR,ARARI,TEST,NN,NN,NN)
C WRITE(3,1003)
C1003 FORMAT(2X,'TEST')
C WRITE(3,1100) ((TEST(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
CALL UMMUL(RA,ZINN,SARA,NN,NN,NN)
DO 10 I=1,NN
DO 10 J=1,NN
10 SARAR(I,J)=SARA(I,J)+RB(I,J)
CALL UMMUL(SARAR,ARARI,SON,NN,NN,NN)
DO 13 I=1,NN
DO 13 J=1,NN
13 ZOUT(I,J)=SON(I,J)
C WRITE(3,1000)
1000 FORMAT(2X,'RESULT OF TII')
C WRITE(3,1100) ((ZOUT(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
1100 FORMAT(12(D10.3))
14 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TAI(TA,TB,TC,TD,NN,YINN,ZOUT,IFAIL)
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,'ILE: FINALl FORTRAN A
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
: TRANSFORMS AN
I AND YIELDS AN
IMPLICIT I
ADMITTANC:
EQUIVALEN'
REAL*8(A-H
IMPLICIT REAL*8(O-Z
DIMENSION TA(12),TB
1 ZOUT(12,12),RA(12,
2 ARARI(12,12),SARA(
3 WKSPCE(24),SON(12,
4 BB(12,12)
CLEAR ALL MATRICES
DO 2000 I=1,12
DO 2000 J=1,12
2000 ZOUT(I,J)=0.
WRITE(3,22) NN
· 2 FORMAT(2X,'NN=',I7)
DO 1 I=1,NN
DO 1 J=1,NN
B(I,J)=0.
1 RA(I,J)=0.
DO 2 I=1,NN
-9*2 RA(I,I)=TA(I)
DO 3 I=1,NN
DO 3 J=1,NN
3 RB(I,J)=0.
DO 4 I=1,NN
4 RB(I,I)=TB(I)
DO 5 I=1,NN
DO 5 J=1,NN
5 RC(I,J)=0.
DO 6 I=1,NN
6 RC(I,I)=TC(I)
DO 7 I=1,NN
DO 7 J=1,NN
7 RD(I,J)=0.
DO 8 I
3 RD(I,I
CALL U
DO 9 I
DO 9 J
9 ARAR(I
DO 25
DO 25
25 GUNIT(
=1,NN
)=TD(I)
MMUL(RD,YINN,A
=1,NN
=1,NN
,J)=RC(I,J)+AR
I=1,NN
J=1,NN
I,J)=ARAR(I,J)
E MATRIX THROUGH A TRANSMISSION LINE NETWORK
T IMPEDANCE MATRIX
)
)
(12),TC(12),TD(12),YINN(12,12),
12),RB(12,12),RC(12,12),RD(12,12),ARA(12,12),
12,12),SARAR(12,12),ARAR(12,12),
12),UNIT(12,12),B(12,12),P(12),GUNIT(12,12),
RA,NN,NN,NN)
A(I,J)
IAA=12
IA=12
IFAIL=1
EPS=X02AAF(0.0)
CALL F03AFF(NN,EPS,GUNIT,IA,D1,ID,P,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 27
WRITE(3,28) IFAIL
-28 FORMAT(2X,'ERROR IN F03AFF, IFAIL=',I3)
GO TO 14
27 IR=NN
IB=12
IX=12
IBB=12
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'ILE: FINALI FORTRAN A
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
IFAIL=1
DO 29 I=1,NN
29 B(I,I)=1.0
CALL F04AHF(NN,IR,ARAR,IA,GUNIT,IAA,P,B,IB,EPS,UNIT,IX,BB,
1 IBB,L,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 20
WRITE(3,21) IFAIL
21 FORMAT(2X,'ERROR IN F04AHF,IFAIL=', I3)
GO TO 14
20 DO 15 I=1,12
DO 15 J=1,12
15 ARARI(I,J)=UNIT(I,J)
CALL UMMUL(RB,YINN,SARA,NN,NN,NN)
DO 10 I=1,NN
DO 10 J=1,NN
10 SARAR(I,J)=SARA(I,J)-RA(I,J)
CALL UMMUL(SARAR,ARARI,SON,NN,NN,NN)
DO 13 I=1,NN
DO 13 J=1,NN
13 ZOUT(I,J)=SON(I,J)
C WRITE(3,16)
16 FORMAT(2X,'ZOUT OUTPUT OF TAI')
C WRITE(3,52)((ZOUT(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
52 FORMAT(12(D10.3))
14 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PER(IG,AS,BS,CS,DS,KLM,IISAY,QZ,QZT,ZIN,ZOUT,IF
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)
DIMENSION AS(10,10,12),BS(10,10,12),CS(10,10,12),DS(10,10,
1 KLM(10),IISAY(10,10),QZ(10,10,12,12),QZT(10,10,12,12),
2 ZIN(12,12),ZOUT(12,12),ASS(12),BSS(12),CSS(12),YDD(12,12)
3 YOUT(12,12),YUD(12,12),YIN(12,12),ZUD(12,12),DSS(12),ZDD(
C CLEAR ALL MATRICES
DO 2000 I=1,12
DO 2000 J=1,12
2000 ZOUT(I,J)=0.
C WRITE(3,7) ((IISAY(I,J),J=1,10),I=1,10)
7 FORMAT(10(I5))
NN=IISAY(IG,1)
DO 1 I=1,12
ASS(I)=AS(IG,1,I)
BSS(I)=BS(IG,1,I)
CSS(I)=CS(IG,1,I)
1 DSS(I)=DS(IG,1,I)
CALL TIA(ASS,BSS,CSS,DSS,NN,ZIN,YOUT,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 20
GO TO 50
20 DO 2 I=1,12
DO 2 J=1,12
2 YDD(I,J)=YOUT(I,J)
IKLM=KLM(IG)
CALL UDY(IKLM,IG,IISAY,AS,BS,CS,DS,QZ,QZT,YDD,YUD,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 21
GO TO 50
21 DO 3 I=1,12
'AIL)
12),
12,12)
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-'ILE: FINALl FORTRAN A
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
DO 3 J=1,12
3 YIN(I,J)=YUD(I,J)
KLM1=KLM(IG)+1
NN=IISAY(IG,KLM1)
DO 4 I=1,12
ASS(I)=AS(IG,KLM1,I)
BSS(I)=BS(IG,KLM1,I)
CSS(I)=CS(IG,KLM1,I)
r- DSS(I)=DS(IG,KLM1 , I)
CALL TAI(ASS,BSS,CSS,DSS,NN,YIN,ZOUT,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 22
GO TO 50
22 DO 5 I=1,12
DO 5 J=1,12
,~5 ZUD(I,J)=ZOUT(I,J)
IKLM=KLM(IG)
CALL DDZ(IKLM,IG,IISAY,AS,BS,CS,DS,QZ,QZT,ZUD,ZDD,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 23
GO TO 50
23 DO 6 I=1,12
DO 6 J=1,12
6 ZOUT(I,J)=ZDD(I,J)
C WRITE(3,1000)
1000 FORMAT(2X,'RESULT OF PER')
C WRITE(3,1100) ((ZOUT(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
1100 FORMAT(12(D10.3))
-50 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ZLEFT(INDEX,X,BB1,BB2,C,N,M,W,ZOUT,ORDER)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(O-Z)
DIMENSION ZOUT(12),W(10)
DO 7 I=1,12
7 ZOUT(I)=0.
IF (INDEX.LT.2) GO TO 1
ARG=X-BB2
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ZOUT(2)=(-1.)*SARG/(C+BB2)
-1 IF (INDEX.LT.1) GO TO 2
ARG=X-BB1
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ZOUT(1)=(-1.)*SARG/(C+BB)1)
2 IF(N.EQ.0) GO TO 3
IHOP=N
GO TO 4
3 IF(M.EQ.0) GO TO 5
IHOP=M
4 ORDER=IHOP+INDEX
DO 6 I=1,IHOP
J=INDEX+I
ARG=X+W(I)
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
ZOUT(J)=(-1.)*SARG/(C-W(I))
6 CONTINUE
GO TO 8
5 ORDER=INDEX
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'ILE: FINALl FORTRAN A
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
NG IS EVEN
BOY=GAP(1)/2
CLEAR THE ADMITTANCE MATRIX
DO 14 I=1,12
DO 14 J=1,12
14 YDD(I,J)=O.
£ CALCULATE THE ADMITTANCE MATRIX OF THE FIRST SECTION
KLM1=1
SSBBi=BB1(1,1)
SSBB2=BB2(1,1)
INDEX=L(1,1)
C CHECK IF THIS IS AN OPEN CIRCUIT OR SHORT CIRCUIT BISECTION
IF(TYPE.EQ.1) GO TO 15
C SYMMETRIC EIGENVALUES ARE DESIRED SO CALCULATE THE SHORT CIRCUIT
C BISECTION IMPEDANCE MATRIX OF THE FIRST SECTION
CALL YBS(X,BOY,SSBB1,SSBB2,INDEX,C,W,M,N,ORDER,YBSS)
NRD=ORDER
DO 16 I=1,NRD
16 YDD(I,I)=YBSS(I)
GO TO 161
C ANTISYMMETRIC EIGENVALUES ARE DESIRED SO CALCULATE THE OPEN CIRC
C BISECTION IMPEDANCE MATRIX OF THE FIRST SECTION
15 CALL YBO(X,BOY,SSBB1,SSBB2,INDEX,C,W,M,N,ORDER,YBOO)
NRD=ORDER
DO 17 I=1,NRD
17 YDD(I,I)=YBOO(I)
161 IG=1
IKLM=KLM(IG)
C TRANSFORM THE ADMITTANCE MATRIX OF THE FIRST SECTION UP THE
C DISCONTINUITY
CALL UDY(IKLM,IG,IISAY,AS,BS,CS,DS,QZ,QZT,YDD,YUD,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 252
GO TO 30
252 DO 18 I=1,12
DO 18 J=1,12
18 YIN(I,J)=YUD(I,J)
INDE=KLM( 1)+1
NN=IISAY(1,INDE)
DO 19 1=1,12
TA(I)=AS(1,INDE,I)
TB(I)=BS(1,INDE,I)
TC(I)=CS(1,INDE,I)
19 TD(I)=DS(1,INDE,I)
C TRANSFORM THE ADMITTANCE MATRIX OVER THE TRANSMISSION LINE NETWC
C INTO AN IMPEDANCE MATRIX
CALL TAI(TA,TB,TC,TD,NN,YIN,ZOUT,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 250
GO TO 30
250 IG=1
IKLM=KLM(IG)
DO 20 I=1,12
DO 20 J=1,12
20 ZUD(I,J)=ZOUT(I,J)
C TRANSFORM THE IMPEDANCE MATRIX DOWN THE DISCONTINUITY
CALL DDZ(IKLM,IG,IISAY,AS,BS,CS,DS,QZ,QZT,ZUD,ZDD,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 255
UIT
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'ILE: FINALI FORTRAN A
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR
3((DS(IG,II,JJ),JJ=1,12),II=1,10)
301 FORMAT(12(D10.3))
41 CONTINUE
CHECH IF THE STRUCTURE IS SYMMETRICAL
IF(SYMM.NE.1) GO TO 5
- CHECK IF THE NUMBER OF GUIDES IS EVEN OR ODD
ITEST=(-1.)**NG
IF(ITEST.GT.0) GO TO 6
. NG IS ODD
BOY=WIDTH(1)/2
C CLEAR IMPEDANCE MATRIX
DO 8 I=1,12
DO 8 J=1,12
8 ZUD(I,J)=0.
-C CALCULATE THE IMPEDANCE MATRIX OF THE FIRST SECTION
KLM1=KLM(1)
SSB1=B(1,KLM1) 
SSB2=B2(1,KLM1)
INDEX=K(1,KLM1)
C WRITE(3,303) BOY,KLM1,SSB1,SSB2,INDEX,X
-303 FORMAT(2X,'BOY=',D10.3,2X,'KLM1=',I3,2X,'SSB1=',D10.3,2X,
1 'SSB2=',D10.4,2X,'INDEX=',I3,2X,'X=',D10.3)
C CHECK IF THIS IS AN OPEN CIRCUIT OR SHORT CIRCUIT BISECTION
IF(TYPE.EQ.1) GO TO 7
C SYMMETRIC EIGENVALUES ARE DESIRED SO CALCULATE THE SHORT CIRCUIT
C BISECTION IMPEDANCE MATRIX OF THE FIRST SECTION
CALL ZBS(X,BOY,SSB1,SSB2,INDEX,C,W,M,N,ORDER,ZBSS)
NRD=ORDER
DO 9 I=1,NRD
9 ZUD(I,I)=ZBSS(I)
GO TO 10
7 CALL ZBO(X,BOY,SSB1,SSB2,INDEX,C,W,M,N,ORDER,ZBOO)
.C ANTISYMMETRIC EIGENVALUES ARE DESIRED SO CALCULATE THE OPEN CIRCUIT
C BISECTION IMPEDANCE MATRIX OF THE FIRST SECTION
NRD=ORDER
DO 91 I=1,NRD
91 ZUD(I,I)=ZBOO(I)
C WRITE(3,304) NRD
204 FORMAT(2X,'NRD=',I3,'ZUD')
C WRITE(3,305) ((ZUD(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
305 FORMAT(12(D10.3))
10 IG=1
IKLM=KLM(IG)
C TRANSFORM THE IMPEDANCE MATRIX OF THE FIRST SECTION DOWN THE
C DISCONTINUITY
CALL DDZ(IKLM,IG,IISAY,AS,BS,CS,DS,QZ,QZT,ZUD,ZDD,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 254
GO TO 30
254 DO 11 I=1,12
DO 11 J=1,12
11 ZIN(I,J)=ZDD(I,J)
C CHECK IF THIS IS A SINGLE GUIDE
IF(NG.EQ.1) GO TO 12
C CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF TIMES PER SHOULD BE CALLED
IND=(NG-1)/2
GO TO 13
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;'ILE: FINALI FORTRAN A SYSTEM
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
3 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FIN(TYPE,STR,X,NNG,NG,K,L,B1,B2,BB1,BB2,GAP,WIDTH
1 N,M,W,C,SYMM,QZ,QZT,TN,HN,ALPHA, FXX,IFAIL,CUTW)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)
DIMENSI
1 GAP(10
2 TN(10)
3 DS(10,
4 ZBSS(1
5 SBBI(1
6 YBOO(1
7 ATRIX(
8 YO(12)
fc WRITE(3
200 FORMAT(
1 'NG=',
ON K(10,10),B1(10,10),B2
),WIDTH(10),KLM(10),W(10
,HN(10),AS(10,10,12),BS(
10,12),A(10,12),B(10,12)
2),ZBOO(12),ZIN(12,12),Z
0),SBB2(10),ISAY(10,10),
2),YUD(12,12),YIN(12,12)
12,12),FMTRX(12,12),TA(1
,WKSPCE(24),L(10,10),LS(
,200) TYPE,STR,X,NNG,NG,
2X,'TYPE=',F3.0,2X,'STR=
I2,'N=',I2,2X,'M=',I2,2X
(10,10)
),QZ(10
10,10,1
,CC(10,
DD(12,1
IISAY(1
,ZOUT(1
2),TB(1
10)
N,M,C,S'
',F3.0,
,'C=',F
,BB1(10,10),BB2(10,10)
,10,12,12),QZT(10,10,1
2),CS(10,10,12),
12),D(10,12),ZUD(12,12
2),KS(10),SB1(10),SB2(
0,10),YDD(12,12),YBSS(
2,12),ZRIGHT(12,12),
2),TC(12),TD(12),ZOUT1
YMM,ALPHA
2X,'X=',F4.2,2X,'NNG='
6.2,2X,'SYMM='.F3.0.2X
2 'ALPHA=',F6.2)
C WRITE(3,308) ((QZ(1,1,I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12),
C 1((QZT(1,1,I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
C WRITE(3,211) ((K(I,J),J=1,10),I=1,10),((L(I,J),J=1,10),I=
211 FORMAT(10(I4))
C WRITE(3,210)((Bl(I,J),J=1,10),I=1,10),
C 1 ((B2(I,J),J=1,10),I=1,10),
C 2 ((BB1(I,J),J=1,10),I=1,10),
C 3 ((BB2(I,J),J=1,10),I=1,10)
210 FORMAT(10(D10.3))
308 FORMAT(12(D10.3))
DO 1 IG=1,NNG
DO 2 IT=1,10
KS(IT)=K(IG,IT)
LS(IT)=L(IG,IT)
SB1(IT)=Bl(IG,IT)
SB2(IT)=B2(IG,IT)
SBB1(IT)=BB1 (IG,IT)
SBB2(IT)=BB2(IG,IT)
2 CONTINUE
SGAP=GAP(IG)
SWIDTH=WIDTH(IG)
IKLM=KLM(IG)
SUFAK=(TN(IG)-HN(IG))/(KLM(IG)*DTAN(ALPHA))
CALL ABCD(KS,LS,X,SB1,SB2,SBB1,SBB2,NNG,IG,C,SGAP,SWIDTH,
1 A,B,CC,D,SUFAK,IKLM,N,M,W,ISAY,CUTW)
DO 3 IY=1,10
DO 4 J=1,12
AS(IG,IY,J)=A(IY,J)
BS(IG,IY,J)=B(I.Y,J)
CS(IG,IY,J)=CC(IY,J)
DS(IG,IY,J)=D(IY,J)
IISAY(IG,IY)=ISAY(IG,IY)
4 CONTINUE
3 CONTINUE
C WRITE(3,301) ((AS(IG,II,JJ),JJ=1,12),II=1,10),
C 1((BS(IG,II,JJ),JJ=1,12),II=1,10),
C 2((CS(IG,II,JJ),JJ=1,12),II=1,10),
1,1
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1,KLM, FIN15150
FIN15160
FIN15170
FIN15180
, FIN15190
2,12),FIN15200
FIN15210
!), FIN15220
10), FIN15230
12), FIN15240
FIN15250
(12), FIN15260
FIN15270
FIN15280
,I2, FIN15290
FIN15300
FIN15310
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0) FIN15340
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'ILE: FINALI FORTRAN A
I ---
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
GO TO 30
!55 DO 21 I=1,12
DO 21 J=1,12
!1 ZIN(I,J)=ZDD(I,J)
CHECK IF THIS IS A DIRECTIONAL COUPLER
IF(NG.EQ.2) GO TO 12
CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF TIMES PER SHOULD BE CALLED
IND=(NG-2)/2
GO TO 13
THE STRUCTURE IS UNSYMMETRICAL
INDEX=L(1,1)
SSBBI=BB1(1,1)
SSBB2=BB2(1,1)
CALCULATE THE ADMITTANCE MATRIX OF THE RIGHTMOST INFINITE SECTION
CALL YOO(INDEX,X,SSBB1,SSBB2,C,N,M,W,YO,ORDER)
NRD=ORDER
DO 31 I=1,NRD
31 YDD(I,I)=YO(I)
IG=1
IKLM=KLM(IG)
TRANSFORM THE ADMITTANCE MATRIX OF THE RIGHTMOST SECTION UP THE
- DISCONTINUITY
CALL UDY(IKLM,IG,IISAY,AS,BS,CS,DS,QZ,QZT,YDD,YUD,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 253
GO TO 30
253 DO 32 I=1,12
DO 32 J=1,12
32 YIN(I,J)=YUD(I,J)
INDE=1+KLM(1)
NN=IISAY(1,INDE)
DO 33 I=1,12
TA(I)=AS(1,INDE,I)
TB(I)=BS(1,INDE,I)
TC(I)=CS(1,INDE,I)
33 TD(I)=DS(1,INDE,I)
C TRANSFORM THE ADMITTANCE MATRIX OVER THE TRANSMISSION LINE NETWORK
C INTO AN IMPEDANCE MATRIX
CALL TAI(TA,TB,TC,TD,NN,YIN,ZOUT,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 251
GO TO 30
251 IG=1
IKLM=KLM(IG)
DO 34 I=1,12
DO 34 J=1,12
24 ZUD(I,J)=ZOUT(I,J)
C TRANSFORM THE IMPEDANCE MATRIX DOWN THE DISCONTINUITY
CALL DDZ(IKLM,IG,IISAY,AS,BS,CS,DS,QZ,QZT,ZUD,ZDD,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 256
GO TO 30
256 DO 35 I=1,12
DO 35 J=1,12
35 ZIN(I,J)=ZDD(I,J)
C CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF TIMES PER SHOULD BE CALLED
IND=NG-1
C CALCULATE PER IND TIMES
13 DO 37 I=1,IND
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'ILE: FINALI FORTRAN A
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
IF(STR.EQ.1) GO TO 23
IG=1+IND
GO TO 22
23 IG=i
22 CALL PER(IG,AS,BS,CS,DS,KLM,IISAY,QZ,QZT,ZIN,ZOUT,
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 257
GO TO 30
257 DO 36 II=1,12
DO 36 JJ=1,12
36 ZIN(II,JJ)=ZOUT(II,JJ)
37 CONTINUE
C CALCULATE THE IMPEDANCE MATRIX LOOKING AT THE LEFT
12 DO 38 I=1,12
DO 38 J=1,12
38 ZRIGHT(I,J)=ZIN(I,J)
C WRITE(3,103)
103 FORMAT(2X,'ZRIGHT')
C WRITE(3,100)((ZRIGHT(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
INDEX=L(1,1)
SSBB1=BB1(1,1)
SSBB2=BB2(1,1)
CALL ZLEFT(INDEX,X,SSBB1,SSBB2,C,N,M,W,ZOUT1,ORDER
NNN=ORDER
DO 39 I=1,12
DO 39 J=1,12
39 ATRIX(I,J)=0.
DO 40 I=1,NNN
40 ATRIX(I,I)=ZOUT1(I)
C WRITE(3,101)
101 FORMAT(2X,'ZLEFT')
C WRITE(3,100)(( ATRIX(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
100 FORMAT(12(D10.3))
C CALCULATE THE TOTAL MATRIX WHOSE DETERMINANT SHOULD BE
DO 41 I=1,12
DO 41 J=1,12
41 FMTRX(I,J)=ATRIX(I,J)+ZRIGHT(I,J)
C WRITE(3,102)
102 FORMAT(2X, 'Z')
C WRITE(3,100)((FMTRX(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
IFAIL=i
IA=12
C CALCULATE THE DETERMINANT
CALL F03AAF(FMTRX,IA,NNN,DET,WKSPCE,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.0) GO TO 28
FXX=0.
WRITE(3,29) IFAIL
29 FORMAT(2X,'ERROR IN F03AAF, IFAIL=',I3)
GO TO 30
C FXX IS THE VALUE OF THE DETERMINANT
28 FXX=DET
30 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE YOO(INDEX,X,BB1,BB2,C,N,M,W,YO,ORDER)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(O-Z)
DIMENSION YO(12),W(10)
IFAIL)
)
SET TO 0
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-'ILE: FINALI FORTRAN A
VM/SP CONVERSATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM
DO 7 I=1,12
YO(I)=0.
IF (INDEX.LT.2) GO TO 1
ARG=X-BB2
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
YO(2)=(C+BB2)/SARG
IF (INDEX.LT.1) GO TO 2
ARG=X-BB1
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
YO(1)=(C+BB1)/SARG
2 IF(N.EQ.0) GO TO 3
IHOP=N
GO TO 4
3 IF(M.EQ.0) GO TO 5
IHOP=M
ORDER=IHOP+INDEX
DO 6 I=1,IHOP
J=INDEX+I
ARG=X+W(I)
SARG=DSQRT(ARG)
YO(J)=(C-W(I))/SARG
6 CONTINUE
GO TO 8
5 ORDER=INDEX
C8 WRITE(3,1000) ORDER
1000 FORMAT(2X,'ORDER',D10.3,2X,'YOO')
WRITE(3,1100) (YO(I),I=1,12)
1100 FORMAT(12D10.3)
8 RETURN
END
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'ILE: FNALI FORTRAN A
C THE OUTER REGION
181 IF(BB1.EQ.999) GO TO 183
BU=BB1
J-1
187 HNU=HN
TNU=TN
TOL3-0.0001
TOL1=0.000001
C CALCULATION OF THE OVERLAP INTEGRAL OF THE OUTER GUIDED MODE
C WITH THE N INNER RADIATION MODES WHICH IS CALLED G
DO 701 I=1,N
C IND SPECIFIES THE ORDER OF THE BASIS FUNCTION
IND=I-1
G(I,J)=0.
C PART OF G FOR TYPE I RADIATION MODES IN THE INNER REGION
Xl-l.OD-08
X2=DSQRT(A)-1.OD-08
CALL INTEG(F6,T,Xl,X2,TOL1,RAD)
G(I,J)-G(I,J)+RAD
C PART OF G FOR TYPE II RADIATION MODES IN THE INNER REGION
X1=DSQRT(A)+1.0D-08
X2=45.
CALL INTEG(F7,T,Xl,X2,TOL1,RAD)
G(I,J)=G(I,J)+RAD
701 CONTINUE
IF(BB2.EQ.999) GO TO 188
BU=BB2
J-J+1
IF(J.GT.2) GO TO 186
GO TO 187
183 J=1
DO 184 I1,N
G(I,J)=0.
184 CONTINUE
188 J=2
DO 189 I=1,N
G(I,J)=0.
189 CONTINUE
186 WRITE(3,185)
WRITE(4,185)
185 FORMAT(2X,'G MATRIX',/,'OVERLAP OF N INNER RADIATION MODES WITH
1 OUTER GUIDED MODE(S)')
DO 190 I=1,N
WRITE(3,700) (G(I,J), J=1,2)
WRITE(4,700) (G(I,J), J=1,2)
700 FORMAT(2X,2(D11.4,2X))
190 CONTINUE
C N IS NOT 0. SO CHECK IF M IS 0. IF M IS 0 STOP
IF(M.EQ.0) GO TO 8888
C CALCULATION OF THE OVERLAP INTEGRAL OF THE FIRST INNER GUIDED MODE
C WITH THE M OUTER RADIATION MODES WHICH IS CALLED V
182 BU=B1
J=1
705 TOL1=0.00001
HNU=HN
TNU=TN
DO 702 I=1,M
C IND SPECIFIES THE ORDER OF THE BASIS FUNCTION
IND=I-1
Vl(J,I)=0.
Xl=l.OD-08
X2=DSQRT(A)-l.Od-08
C PART OF V FOR TYPE I RADIATION MODES
CALL INTEG(F3,T,X1,X2,TOL1,RAD)
Vl(J,I)=Vl(J,I)+RAD
Xl=DSQRT(A)+l.OD-08
__ __________________________
X2=45.
C PART OF V FOR TYPE II RADIATION MODES
CALL INTEG(F4,T,X1,X2,TOL1,RAD)
Vl(J,I)Vl(J,I )+RAD
702 CONTINUE
IF(B2.EQ.999) GO TO 703
BU-B2
J=J+l
IF(J.GT.2) GO TO 704
GO TO 705
703 J=2
DO 706 I=i1,M
Vl(J,I)=0.
706 CONTINUE
704 WRITE(3,707)
WRITE(4,707)
707 FORMAT(2X,'V MATRIX',/,'OVERLAP OF M OUTER RADIATION MODES WITH
1 INNER GUIDED MODE(S)')
DO 708 J=1,2
WRITE(3,709) (Vi(J,I), I=1,M)
WRITE(4,709) (V1(J,I), I=1,M)
709 FORMAT(2(2X,5(Dll.4,2X),/))
708 CONTINUE
C AFTER CALCULATING V VALUES CHECK IF N IS 0. IF N IS 0 STOP
IF(N.EQ.0) GO TO 8888
TNU=TN
HNU=HN
TOL3=1.OD-04
C CALCULATION OF THE OVERLAP INTEGRALS OF THE N INNER M OUTER
C RADIATION MODES WHICH IS CALLED E
DO 800 I=1,N
DO 800 J=1,M
E(I,J)=0.
C IND AND JIND SPECIFY THE ORDERS OF THE BASIS FUNCTIONS
IND=I-1
JIND=J-1
C PART OF E FOR THE TYPE I RADIATION MODES IN THE INNER AND
C OUTER REGIONS
YA=1.OD-08
YB=DSQRT(A)-1.OD-08
XA=1.OD-04
XB=DSQRT(A)-1.0OD-04
CALL DINTEG(XA,XB,YA,YB,F8,T,U,TOL3,RES)
E(I,J)=E(I,J)+RES
C PART OF E FOR THE TYPE I INNER AND TYPE II OUTER RADIATION MODES
YA=1.OD-08
YB=DSQRT(A)-1.0OD-08
XA=DSQRT(A)+1.OD-08
XB=45.
CALL DINTEG(XA,XB,YA,YB,F9,U,T,TOL3,RES)
E(I,J)=E(I,J)+RES
C PART OF E FOR THE TYPE I OUTER AND TYPE II INNER RADIATION MODES
XA=DSQRT(A)+l.OD-08
XB=45.
YA=1.OD-08
YB=DSQRT(A)-1.0OD-08
CALL DINTEG(XA,XB,YA,YB,F10,T,U,TOL3,RES)
E(I,J)=E(I,J)+RES
C PART OF E FOR THE TYPE II RADIATION MODES IN THE INNER AND OUTER
C REGIONS
YA=DSQRT(A)+.0OD-08
YB=45.
XA=DSQRT(A)+.0OD-05
XB=45.
CALL DINTEG(XA,XB,YA,YB,Fll,T,U,TOL3,RES)
E(I,J)=E(I,J)+RES
800 CONTINUE
WRITE(3,801)
WRITE(4,801)
801 FORMAT(2X,'E MATRIX',/,'OVERLAP OF N INNER M OUTER RADIATION
1 MODES')
DO 804 I=1,N
WRITE(3,802) (E(I,J),J=1,M)
WRITE(4,802) (E(I,J),J=1,M)
802 FORMAT(2(2X,5(D11.4,2X),/))
804 CONTINUE
TN=HN
8888 CONTINUE
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE SOLVE(F, X1,X2,TOL,XS)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (O-Z)
C PROGRAM TO SOLVE A NONLINEAR ALGEBRAIC EQUATION. PROGRAM USES AN
C INTERVAL HALVING TECHNIQUE TO FIND A ROOT BETWEEN X1 AND X2
FX1=F(Xl)
FX2-F(X2)
IF(FX1*FX2) 1,2,3
3 WRITE(3,200) X,X2,FX1,FX2
200 FORMAT(2X,'TRY NEW INPUTS',( 2X,F6.3))
RETURN
2 IF(FX1) 4,5,4
5 XS=X1
RETURN
4 IF(FX2) 6,7,6
7 XS=X2
RETURN
6 WRITE(3,202)
202 FORMAT(2X,'ERROR')
RETURN
1 DO 30 I=1,25
X=(X1+X2)/2.
FX=F(X)
DIFF=DABS(FX)-TOL
IF(DIFF) 8,8,9
9 IF(FX*FX1) 10,11,12
10 X2=X
GO TO 30
12 Xl=X
FX1=FX
30 CONTINUE
WRITE(3,204)
204 FORMAT(2X,'NON CONVERGENT')
RETURN
11 WRITE(3,205)
205 FORMAT(2X,'ERROR')
RETURN
8 XS=X
RETURN
END
REAL FUNCTION F1(X)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (O-Z)
COMMON V,A,BU,TNU,HNU,IND,JIND
C NORMALIZED DISPERSION EQUATION FOR THE 1ST ORDER MODE OF AN
C ASYMMETRIC SLAB GUIDE
HOP=(X+A)/(1.-X)
ARG1=DSQRT(HOP)
TOP=X/(1.-X)
ARG2=DSQRT(TOP)
SOP=1 .-X
ARG3=DSQRT(SOP)
F1=DATAN(ARG1)+DATAN(ARG2)-(V*ARG3)
RETURN
END
REAL FUNCTION F2(X)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (O-Z)
COMMON V,A,BU,TNU,HNU,IND,JIND
C NORMALIZED DISPERSION EQUATION FOR THE 2ND ORDER MODE OF
C ASYMMETRIC SLAB GUIDE
PI-3.1415927
HOP=(X+A)/(1.-X)
ARG1DSQRT(HOP)
TOP=X/(1.-X)
ARG2=DSQRT(TOP)
SOP1 . -X
ARG3=DSQRT(SOP)
F2=DATAN(ARG1)+DATAN(ARG2)+PI-(V*ARG3)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE OVER(BI,BB,HN,TN,A,QQ)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (O-Z)
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE OVERLAP INTEGRAL OF THE INNER
C GUIDED MODES
AB=1.-BI
ABB-1.-BB
SAB=DSQRT(AB)
SABB=DSQRT(ABB)
SABH=SAB*HN
SABT=SAB*TN
SABBH=SABB*HN
SABBT=SABB*TN
SB=DSQRT(BI)
SBB=DSQRT(BB)
Q=BI/(1.-BI)
SQ=DSQRT(Q)
QB=BB/(1.-BB)
SQB=DSQRT(QB)
AB1=A+BI
SAB1=DSQRT(AB1)
ABB1=A+BB
SABB1=DSQRT(ABB1)
EX=(TN-HN)*SABB1
C PART OF THE OVERLAP INTEGRAL FOR X<0O
ONE1=(l./DEXP(EX))*(1./(SAB1+SABBl))*(DCOS(SABT)+
1(SQ*DSIN(SABT)))
ONE2=DCOS(SABBH)+(SQB*DSIN(SABBH))
E=O=ONE1*ONE2
C PART OF THE OVERLAP INTEGRAL FOR 0<X<H
TWOl=(DCOS(SABBH)+(SQB*DSIN(SABBH)))/(1.-BI+BB+A)
TWO2=((1.-BI-(SB*SABB1))/SAB)*((DSIN(SABT)/DEXP(EX))-
1DSIN(SABH))
TWO3=(SABBl+SB)*((DCOS(SABT)/DEXP(EX))-DCOS(SABH))
TWO=TWOl*(TW02-TWO3)
C PART OF THE OVERLAP INTEGRAL FOR H<X<T
ARG1=SABH+SABBH
ARG2=SABH-SABBH
THREE1((1.-(SQ*SQB))*DSIN(ARG1)/(2.*(SAB+SABB))
THREE2=(l.+(SQ*SQB))*DSIN(ARG2)/(2.*(SAB-SABB))
THREE3=(SQ+SQB)*(1.-DCOS(ARG1))/(2.*(SAB+SABB))
THREE4=(SQ-SQB)*(1.-DCOS(ARG2))/(2.*(SAB-SABB))
THREE=THREE1+THREE2+THREE3+THREE4
C PART OF THE OVERLAP INTEGRAL FOR T<X
FOUR=1./(SB+SBB)
FIVE1=(TN+(l./SAB1)+(1./SAB))*(HN+(1./SABB1)+(1./SBB))
SFIVEI=DSQRT(FIVEl)
AND OUTER
__I __ ___1___111___11___1_11111--·--·-sll
AN
FIVE=2.*SAB*SABB/SFIVE1
QQ=FIVE*(ONE+TWO+THREE+FOUR)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INTEG(F,S,Xl,X2,TOL1,RAD)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(O-Z)
C PROGRAM FOR ROMBERG INTEGRATION
C PROGRAM BEGINS WITH TRAPEZOIDAL INTEGRATION WITH 10 SUBINTERVALS
C INTERVALS ARE HALVED AND RESULTS ARE EXTRAPOLATED UP TO TENTH ORDER
C OF EXTRAPOLATION
C MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SUBINTERVALS USED IN THE PROGRAM IS 10280
C COMPUTE FIRST INTEGRAL
C X1 IS THE LOWER LIMIT X2 IS THE UPPER LIMIT
DIMENSION TRAP(11,11)
H=(X2-X1)/10.
FX1=F(Xl)
FX2=F(X2)
SXl=S(Xl)
SX2=S(X2)
SUM-(FXl*SX1)+(FX2*SX2)
X=X1
DO 10 I=2,10
X=X+H
FX=F(X)
SX=S(X)
10 SUM=SUM+(FX*SX)*2.
TRAP(1,1)=H/2.*SUM
C RECOMPUTE INTEGRAL WITH H HALVED, EXTRAPOLATE AND TEST, REPEAT UP TO
C 10 TIMES
DO 20 I=1,10
H=H/2.
X=H+X1
K=10.*(2.**I)
DO 30 J=2,K,2
FX=F(X)
SX=S(X)
SUM=SUM+(FX*SX)*2.
30 X=X+H+H
TRAP(1,I+1)=H/2.*SUM
DO 40 II=1,I
40 TRAP(II+1,I+1)=TRAP(II,I+1)+1./(4.**II-1.)*(TRAP(II,I+1)-
1 TRAP(II,I))
FARK=DABS(TRAP(I+1,I+1)-TRAP(I,I+1))-TOLl
IF(FARK) 50,50,20
20 CONTINUE
C IF TOLERANCE NOT MET AFTER 10 EXTRAPOLATIONS PRINT CALCULATED VALUES
C AND NOTE
DO 60 K=1,1ll
60 WRITE(3,203) (TRAP(J,K), J=1,K)
203 FORMAT(2X,8D14.7)
RAD=TRAP(11,11)
WRITE(3,201) TRAP(11,11), TOL1
201 FORMAT(2X,'VALUE OF THE INTEGRAL IS',D14.7,'BUT IT DID NOT MEET
1 THE TOLERANCE OF', D14.7)
GO TO 80
C PRINT RESULTS WHEN TOLERANCE IS MET
50 I=I+1
DO 70 L=1,I
70 WRITE(3,203) (TRAP(J,L), J=1,L)
RAD=TRAP(I,I)
WRITE(3,202) TRAP(I,I),K, TOLl
202 FORMAT(2X,'VALUE IS',D14.7,/,2X,I5,'SUBINTERVALS WERE REQUIRED
lTO MEET THE TOLERANCE OF',D14.7)
80 RETURN
END
REAL FUNCTION F3(X)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(O-Z)
COMMON V,A,BU,TNU,HNU,IND,JIND
PI=3.1415927
C THIS IS THE PART OF THE OVERLAP FUNCTION FOR TYPE 1 RADIATION MODES
C CALCULATION OF CM
AB=1.-BU
SAB=DSQRT(AB)
AB1=A+BU
SAB1=DSQRT(AB1)
SB=DSQRT(BU)
ARG1=SAB*(TNU-HNU)
ARG3=SAB*TNU
CM1=(TNU+(l./SAB1)+(1./SB))*(A+l)
CM2=2*AB/CM1
CM-DSQRT(CM2)
C CALCULATION OF AR
FA=(A-(X*X))
SFA=DSQRT(FA)
Fl=1+(X*X)
SF1=DSQRT(Fl)
ARG2=SF1*HNU
DENi=DCOS(ARG2)+((SFA/SF1)*DSIN(ARG2))
DEN2=(SF1/X)*(DSIN(ARG2)-((SFA/SF1)*DCOS(ARG2)))
DEN=(DEN1*DEN1)+(DEN2*DEN2)
AR1=2./(PI*DEN)
AR=DSQRT(AR1)
C VALUE OF FUNCTION IN REGION 1
Sl=DCOS(ARG3)+((SAB1/SAB)*DSIN(ARG3))
R=DCOS(ARG2)+((SFA/SF1)*DSIN(ARG2))
P=((SF1/X)*DSIN(ARG2))-((SFA/X)*DCOS(ARG2))
ONE1=(CM*AR*Sl)/(X*X+BU)
ONE2=(R*SB)-(P*X)
ONE=ONE1*ONE2
C VALUE OF FUNCTION IN REGION 2
DEN21=2.*(SF1+SAB)
DEN22=2.*(SF1-SAB)
ARG4=(SF1*HNU)+(SAB*TNU)
ARG5=(SF1*HNU)-(SAB*TNU)
COEF1=1.+((SABl/SAB)*(SFA/SF1))
COEF2=(-l.)+((SABl/SAB)*(SFA/SF1))
COEF3=(SFA/SF1)+(SABl/SAB)
COEF4=(SFA/SF1)-(SABl/SAB)
TWOl=COEF2*DSIN(ARG1)/DEN21
TWO2=COEF1*DSIN(ARG1)/DEN22
TWO3=COEF3*DCOS(ARG1)/DEN21
TWO4=COEF4*DCOS(ARG1)/DEN22
TWO5=(-1.)*COEF2*DSIN(ARG4)/DEN21
TWO6=COEF1*DSIN(ARG5)/DEN22
TWO7=(-1.)*COEF3*DCOS(ARG4)/DEN21
TWO8=(-1.)*COEF4*DCOS(ARG5)/DEN22
TWO=CM*AR*(TWO1+TW02+TW03+TW04+TWOS+TWO6+TWO7+TWO8)
C VALUE OF FUNCTION IN REGION 3
DEN31=A-(X*X)+1.-BU
EXP3=SFA*(TNU-HNU)*(-1.)
THREE1=(SFA-SAB1)*(DCOS(ARG1)-DEXP(E-P3))
THREE2=(((SFA*SAB1)/S)/SAB)+SAB)*DSIN(ARG1)
THREE=((CM*AR)/DEN31)*(THREE1+THREE2)
C VALUE OF FUNCTION IN REGION 4
DEN41=SFA+SAB1
FOUR=CM*AR*DEXP(EXP3)/DEN41
C VALUE OF THE OVERLAP FUNCTION OVER THE ENTIRE Y RANGE
F3=ONE+TWO+THREE+FOUR
RETURN
END
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